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Over the past six decades, hope has been identified by researchers and

philosophers as a complex yet crucial element of health and well-being.  Studies have

investigated hope in various medical contexts as well as academic and sports settings,

most commonly by measuring hopefulness of patients and athletes.  Rarely has hope been

investigated to understand participants’ lived experiences and perceptions of hope.

In America, the healthcare and education industries are facing shortages and high

turnover of nurses and teachers, two groups who are expected to nurture hope in others.

If hope supports wellness in patients and performance in athletes, might it influence

satisfaction in nurses and teachers?  To examine this question and understand what hope

means to nurses and teachers, Interactive Qualitative Analysis was utilized to produce
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grounded theories of hope and, hope and the workplace.  Through focus groups with each

constituency (nurses, teachers), the elements that compose hope were identified, then the

elements that interact with hope in the workplace were identified.  Interviews with nine

nurses and ten teachers were conducted to determine how these elements relate in

perceptual systems of cause-effect relationships.  A systems representation of hope was

developed through the creation and analysis of conceptual mind maps.  The resulting

theory indicates that hope is composed of faith, relationships, expressions of hope,

optimism about the future, and realistic anticipation. Hope is much more than wishful

thinking or having the ability to set and achieve goals.  This research demonstrates that

hope is a multidimensional construct, a system whose elements are perceived and ordered

differently by individuals depending on their life experiences and context.

A systems representation also was developed to illustrate hope and the workplace

through creation and analysis of conceptual mind maps.  The resulting theory indicates

that eight elements interact with (influence and/or are influenced by) hope in the context

of the workplace: spirituality, relationships, resources, organizational structure/system,

attitude toward clients, actions for clients, client outcomes, and personal outcomes.  This

research demonstrates that hope does influence job satisfaction for nurses and teachers.
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Chapter I: Introduction to the Study

INTRODUCTION

When I worked as a manager in the hospitality industry, I derived real joy from

helping my guests experience the vacation of their dreams or guiding my employees’

career advancement.  However, I also spent many hours wondering how I could maintain

my commitment to high employee morale and customer satisfaction while my own

quality of life dwindled.  Earning a meager salary, working long hours and receiving little

to no support from executives eventually wore me down and I left to pursue a masters

degree, determined to return to the hospitality industry as an agent for positive change.

What drove me to accept management positions when I knew my quality of life

would suffer?  Why did I pursue graduate studies rather than just change employers or

industries?  I attribute these decisions to hope.  Even when I felt unhappy, I had hope that

my efforts were edifying others and that I was growing both personally and

professionally.  Hope has supported my tenacity in a number of life situations as well as

in the workplace; however, I believe that hope is particularly vital and often lacking in

the workplace.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Literature discussing the prevalence and negative ramifications of fear in the

workplace abounds in both scholarly and popular journals.  Rather than following the

historical trend of investigating problems in organizations, this study contributes to a

more recent trend in scholarly research: Positive Organizational Scholarship.  This arena

of organizational research seeks to identify and understand factors that contribute to

success, happiness and well-being in the workplace (Cameron, Dutton & Quinn, 2003).

As an antidote to fear, stress and disease, hope has been a popular research topic in

clinical settings for over forty years (Menninger, 1959; Frankl, 1963; Stotland, 1969;

Steed, 2002).  This study extends the research on hope by investigating employees’ lived

experiences of hope, using a systems approach to qualitative research called Interactive

Qualitative Analysis.

This study was influenced by Herth’s (1998) study of hope in homeless children,

in which art was used as a tool for participants in describing what hope meant to them.

Herth was able to identify the meaning of hope and the processes that influenced hope

from the personal perspective of each study participant, demonstrating that it is possible

to ascertain such information.

According to a recent review of literature pertaining to hope, there have been no

studies to date that explore employees’ perceptions of the meaning or relevance of hope

in the workplace.  Instead, studies of hope in the context of the workplace seek to
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operationalize hope by applying quantitative tools such as the Snyder Hope Scale (Tout,

Raby & Moriis, 2004; Snyder & Shorey, 2003; Adams, Snyder, Rand, King, Sigmon &

Pulvers, in Giacolone & Jurkiewicz, 2003; Ozgag, 2002).  Furthermore, most existing

definitions and measures of hope were developed in clinical settings and are relevant to

discussions of hope in patients experiencing physical and psychological difficulty.  An

understanding of hope from the perspective of employees could illuminate the

complexity of the construct, identify potential benefits of hope in the workplace and

provide a foundation for developing organizational initiatives to foster hope within

employees (Benzein & Saveman, 1998; Herth, 1992).

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to determine and compare how nurses and teachers

perceive hope and the interaction of hope with the workplace.  Through the creation of

conceptual mind maps, a grounded theories of hope and hope and the workplace were

developed.  The mind maps depict systems representations of elements and the

relationships among those elements, which are influences that cause and affect

perceptions of hope as well as the interaction of hope with the workplace.  The resulting

system representations offer insight into the meaning and relevance of hope to nurses and

teachers.  The research results provide information for education and healthcare

administrators as they define organizational initiatives.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Given the fact that nurses and teachers are in high demand in industries that

experience high turnover, where nurses and teachers are expected to nurture hope in

others (Grant, 2006; Noddings, 2004; Ingersoll, 2002; Thompson & Brown, 2002;

Brouwers & Welko, 2000; Bame, 1993; Soothill & Francis, 1989),  identifying elements

that influence their hopefulness in the workplace is essential.  In seeking to understand

these elements, several questions stand out as the Research Questions that guided my

study:

• Research Question #1:  What elements compose nurses’ perceptions of hope

and how are these elements related?

• Research Question #2:  What elements compose teachers’ perceptions of hope

and how are these elements related?

• Research Question #3:  What elements compose nurses’ perceptions of hope

and the workplace and how are these elements related?

• Research Question #4:  What elements compose teachers’ perceptions of hope

and the workplace and how are these elements related?

• Research Question #5:  How do nurses’ and teachers’ perceptual systems

compare?
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ASSUMPTIONS

In seeking to answer these research questions, several assumptions were

considered in conducting this study.  It was assumed that participants were truthful and

candid when describing their perceptions of hope and hope and the workplace.  It was

assumed that participants had an interest in their own hopefulness, both in general and in

the context of the workplace.

LIMITATIONS

Although assumptions were evident and careful protocols were incorporated in

the research methodology, there were limitations inherent to this study.  The sampling

process limited focus group participants to those who work in a selected community and

chose to participate in the focus groups.  This limitation resulted in focus groups with a

high number of participants who view hope positively and as relevant to their work.  The

focus group axial coding process risked eliminating the voice of those who did not vote

with the majority.   To code data accurately, the researcher paid particular attention to

this issue.
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CONCLUSION

Nurses and teachers represent an indispensable community resource and their

presence (or lack thereof) has the potential to influence every member of a community

(Grant, 2006; Ingersoll, 2002; Thompson & Brown, 2002; Brouwers & Welko, 2000;

Bame, 1993; Soothill & Francis, 1989). This research seeks to explore these dynamics

and develop a grounded theory regarding hope and its interaction with the workplace for

nurses and teachers.  A comprehensive literature review, presented in the next chapter,

includes a discussion of major hope theories, critique of the most prevalent hope theory,

and discussion of constructs related to hope.  The methodology chapter consists of an

overview of Interactive Qualitative Analysis, as well as a detailed description of the

research design, data collection, and analysis procedures used in the study.  Processes to

conduct focus groups and interviews with nurses and teachers are described. The findings

of the study are then presented, followed by implications for organizational design and

administration.
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Chapter II: Review of the Literature

INTRODUCTION

The perspective of hope as a psychological construct that affects physical and

psychological health was introduced into the academic literature by Menninger (1959),

Frankl (1963), and Stotland (1969).  However, the scientific community did not become

interested in hope until the mid-1970s, when research was being conducted related to the

impact of stress and coping skills on illness (Steed, 2002).  Over the past two decades, a

number of researchers have expanded our understanding of the complex nature of hope

and its positive effects on physical and psychological well-being (Giacalone &

Jurkiewicz (Ed.), 2003; Affleck & Tennen, 2002; Carifio & Rhodes, 2002; Elliott, 2002;

Lerner & Small, 2002; McCullough, 2002; Snyder, 2002, 1995; Steed, 2002; Tennen,

Vohs & Scheichel, 2002; Herth, 2001, 1998, 1992; Magaletta & Oliver, 1999; Curry et

al., 1997; Sumerlin, 1997; Steers & Porter (Ed.), 1996; Snyder, Harris et al., 1991; Hinds,

1988, 1984; Hinds & Martin, 1988; Stotland, 1969; Frankl, 1963).

Many studies have been conducted with a goal of developing strategies that would

enhance hope in clinical patients and psychological clients (Farran & Popovich, 1990;

Foote et al, 1990; Hall, 1990; Herth 1990a, 1989; Watson, 1979, in Herth, 1992, p. 1251;

Kim, 1989; Hichey, 1986; Miller, 1985; Vaillot, 1970).  In addition, Herth (1998) has

studied hope with a goal of developing strategies that would enhance hope in homeless
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children.  David Ozag (2002) studied the role of hope in merger survivors, using Snyder,

Sympson, Ybasco, Border, Babyak and Higgins' (1996) model of hope; Snyder (2003)

and Adams, Snyder, Rand, King, Sigmon, & Pulvers (in Giacolone & Jurkiewicz, 2003)

have applied Snyder’s hope theory to discussions of leadership and hope in the

workplace.  However, the meaning and processes of hope in the workplace have not been

studied per se.

WHAT IS HOPE?

In an effort to elucidate the concept of hope, Benzein and Saveman (1998)

conducted a concept analysis of hope, using the technique described by Walker and

Avant.  After examining over 100 references, including dictionaries and exploratory

studies, Benzein and Saveman identified 54 definitions of hope.  Through their concept

analysis, the researchers identified critical attributes of hope as well as hope’s

antecedents and consequences, as listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Antecedents, critical attributes and consequences of hope
 (Benzein and Saveman, 1998, p. 326).
Antecedents Critical attributes Consequences
Stressful stimuli Future-orientation Ability to cope
Loss Positive expectation Renewal
Life-threatening situations Intentional activity New strategies
Temptation to despair Realism Peace

Goal-setting Improved quality of life
Inter-connectedness Physical health
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That the antecedents are all negative events is probably due to the fact that most

research about hope has investigated the construct in relation to coping with disease or

other threatening situations (Benzein and Saveman, 1998).  Benzein and Saveman

recommend that positive or neutral antecedents of hope be explored in new research.

Such antecedents may be revealed through research done in non-medical contexts, such

as the workplace.

The researcher’s review of the literature identified two analyses of hope in which

hope was compared to other related constructs.  Carifio and Rhodes (2002) examined the

construct validities and empirical relationships among optimism, hope, self-efficacy, and

locus of control.  They found that hope is an independent construct that is related to but

distinct from the other three.  Haase et al (1992) also identified the uniqueness of hope in

their simultaneous concept analysis of spiritual perspective, hope, acceptance and self-

transcendence.  In addition, they identified antecedents and outcomes of hope similar to

those reported by Benzein and Saveman (1998).

MAJOR HOPE THEORIES AND MEASUREMENTS

There are more than 50 theories or definitions related to hope and many validated

instruments designed to measure it (Lopez, S. J., Snyder, C. R., & Pedrotti, T., in Lopez,

S. J., & Snyder, C. R., 2003; Herth & Cutcliffe, 2002).  Some researchers believe hope is

learned, while others believe it is developed and fixed early in life.  Definitions of hope
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range from purely affective to purely cognitive, with variations in between.  Five key

examples are listed below:

• Averill, Catlin, and Chon (1990) suggest that hope is an emotion, and this emotion is

governed by cognitive rules (Snyder, 1995);

• Stotland (1969) asserts that hope is purely cognitive and related to goal attainment.

Stotland suggests that the core of hope is “an expectation greater than zero of

achieving a goal” (p.2);

• Snyder (1995), building on Stotland’s conceptualization of hope, delineates two

components of the cognitive process related to goal attainment: 1) Agency, (the

motivation and ability to attain a goal); and 2) Pathways, (the avenues through which

goal attainment is possible).  In other words, hope is having both the will and the

ways to achieve a goal.  To Snyder, hope is cognitive, but hope related cognitions are

influenced by emotions;

• Dufault & Martocchio (1985), in contrast to one or two dimensional definitions of

hope, view hope as “a multidimensional dynamic life force characterized by a

confident, yet uncertain, expectation of achieving good, which to the hoping person,

is realistically possible and personally significant” (in Herth, 2001, p. 1010).

According to Herth (2001), this definition includes elements of hope identified by

several other studies (Flemming, 1997; Herth, 1993a, 1993b; Hinds, 1984; Morse &

Doberneck, 1995; Nowotny, 1991, in Herth, 2001);
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• Herth (2001) agrees with Dufault & Martocchio that hope is multidimensional.  She

defines hope in terms of four attributes: “Experiential, Spiritual or Transcendent,

Relational, and Rational Thought Processes” (p. 1010).  In addition, Herth

acknowledges that hope may be conceptualized and maintained differently by people

in different contexts (e.g., homeless children [Herth, 1998], or adults experiencing a

first recurrence of cancer [Herth, 2001]).

In their comprehensive book, Hope and Hopelessness: Critical Clinical

Constructs, Farran et al (1995) include a tabular overview of research-based measures

of hope, two columns of which are presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Summary of published psychometric information on measures of hope
(Farran et al, 1995, pp. 48-54)
Title/Description Conceptual Basis/
of Measure Item Generation

Gottschalk Hope Scale Based on review of social, behavioral, and medical
(Gottschalk, 1974) sciences’ concepts of hope.

Hope is defined as a measure of optimism that a
favorable outcome is likely to occur, not only in
one’s personal earthly activities, but also in cosmic
phenomena and even in spiritual or imaginary
events.

Hope Scale (Erickson, Based on Stotland’s (1969) work that hope is future
Post, & Paige, 1975) goal oriented.

Hope is postulated to be based on the combination
of the importance of goals and the probability of
attaining those goals.
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Hope Index Scale Items generated based on themes provided from
(Obayuwana et al., 1982) phone survey of 500.  Cognitive, affective, motor

component of five central themes (ego strength,
religion, family support, education, and economic
assets).

Hopefulness Scale Modification of the Hopelessness Scale by Beck
(Mercier, Fawcett, & Clark, et al. (1974).
1984)

Stoner Hope Scale Stotland’s (1969) theoretical constructs of hope--
(Stoner, 1982) probability of attainment of future-oriented goals.

Miller Hope Scale Review of theological, philosophical, socioanthro-
(Miller & Powers, 1988) pological, biological, and nursing perspectives of

hope.

Hope is viewed as a complex multidimensional
construct that is more than goal attainment and
encompasses a state of being.

Hope Index Stotland’s (1969) goal orientation and Beck et al.’s
(Staats, 1989) (1974) self-other-world depressive triad.

Hope is defined as an interaction between particular
wishes and expectations of their occurrence.

Nowotny Hope Scale Review of qualitative writings and studies in
(Nowotny, 1989) psychology, psychiatry, theology, and nursing.

Hope is defined as a multidimensional dynamic
attribute of the individual that includes the
following: Active Involvement, Confidence, Relates
to Others, Spiritual Beliefs, Comes From Within,
Future Is Possible.

Herth Hope Scale Based on Dufault and Martocchio’s (1985) Model
(Herth, 1991) of Hope.  Dimensions of Hope as conceptualized

in that model were combined and served as a
framework for generating items: (a) cognitive-
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temporal, (b) affective-behavioral, (c) affiliative-
contextual.  Hope as defined in this model is a
multidimensional dynamic life force characterized
by a confident yet uncertain expectation of
achieving good that, to the hoping person, is
realistically possible and personally significant.

Herth Hope Index An adaptation of the Herth Hope Scale designed
(Herth, 1992) specifically for use in clinical settings.

Hopefulness Scale for Based on a semi-structured qualitative study of
Adolescents hopefulness in well and ill adolescents.
(Hinds & Gattuso, 1991)

Measures the degree to which an adolescent
possesses a comforting or life-sustaining, reality-
based belief that a positive future exists for self or
others.

Snyder Hope Scale Items based on a conceptualization of
(Snyder, Harris, et al., 1991) hope as a cognitive set that is composed of a

reciprocally derived sense of successful agency
(goal-directed determination) and successful
pathways (planning of ways to meet goals).

SNYDER’S HOPE THEORY

In the researcher’s review of the literature, Snyder’s Hope Theory stood out as the

most often cited theory related to hope in non-clinical settings.  As mentioned above,

Snyder (2002) views hope as cognitive; he describes hope as “a positive motivational

state that is based on an interactively derived sense of successful a) agency (goal-directed

energy), and b) pathways (planning to meet goals)” (p. 250).  In Snyder’s (1995) view,

hope is informed by emotions, but resilient in spite of negative emotions.
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Snyder (1995) acknowledges that other definitions of hope are more complex than

his theory, and some (Averill, Catlin, & Chon, 1990; Herth, 1998) have the ecological

validity of being based on how people perceive hope.  However, he prefers his own hope

theory because “relative to hope theory…emotion- and rule-based definition does not

lend itself as easily to measurement” (p. 356).

Snyder’s instrument, the Hope Scale, has been determined to be valid and reliable

in a number of studies (Snyder, 2002; Shorey, Snyder et al., 2002; Steed, 2002; Snyder,

1995; Snyder, Harris et al., 1991).  Steed (2002) reports that the test-retest reliability of

the Hope Scale was “examined in various normal samples and found to be .85 over a 3-

week period to .82 over a 10-week period (Snyder, Harris, et al. 1991).  The internal

consistency of the whole scale was reported at .74 to .84 by its authors and subsequently

in the same range by Curry, Snyder, Cook, Ruby & Rehm (1997)” (p. 471).

Snyder’s Hope Scale has been applied in academic and sports settings (Curry et

al., 1997) in addition to its original context of psychological care environments.  Snyder’s

Hope Theory and Hope Scale also have been applied in discussions of hope in the

workplace (Raby, & Morris, 2004; Snyder & Shorey, 2003; Stout, Adams, Snyder, Rand,

King, Sigmon, & Pulvers, in Giacolone & Jurkiewicz, 2003), but the scale relies on a

definition of hope that has been widely criticized and seems inadequate because it is

based on a narrow definition of hope (Farran et al., 1995).

Numerous studies have indicated that hope is not unidimensional but rather is a

complex, multidimensional, socially defined construct (Steed, 2002; Herth, 1998; Farran
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et al., 1995; Dufault & Martocchio, 1985).  Indeed, Herth and Cutcliffe (2002) report that

“the multidimensionality of hope is widely accepted” (p. 1406).  It seems to this

researcher that multidimensional definitions of hope or those that are based on how

people perceive hope in a particular context are more appropriate than Snyder’s limited

definition of hope, even if Snyder’s hope theory does lend itself to measurement and has

been utilized in many studies.

Benzein and Saveman (1998) point out that greater frequency of use of a

particular scale does not necessarily indicate that the scale is the most appropriate.  They

warn that, “frequency itself is no guarantee that a concept is more precise and less

ambiguous” (p. 327).  If hope is more than a two dimensional cognitive process, are we

really measuring hope when we utilize Snyder’s instrument?  Other scholars have posed

similar questions.

Critique of Snyder’s Theory and Discussion of Related Constructs

Many researchers assert that Snyder’s hope theory is not unique because it closely

resembles other more broadly validated constructs, such as Bandura’s Self-Efficacy

Theory, and Scheier and Carver’s Optimism theory.  Several scholars (Steed, 2002;

Carifio & Rhodes, 2002; Sumerlin, 1997) have compared and contrasted Snyder’s theory

with related constructs to determine whether and how Snyder’s hope theory is unique.
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Self-efficacy Theory

Aspinwall & Leaf (2002) assert that Snyder (2002) “offers little consideration of

several large and well-validated literatures on constructs closely related to hope, such as

optimism and control beliefs, or models of self-regulation that address nearly identical

processes” (p. 276).  The authors also point out that Snyder’s hope theory has much in

common with, but lacks integration with other models of self-regulation.

In contrast, Magaletta & Oliver (1999) found the total score of the Snyder Hope

Scale to be predictive of general well-being.  They also demonstrated that agency is

distinct from self-efficacy and pathways is distinct from optimism, as measured by

Scheier and Carver’s Life Orientation Test.  Nonetheless, Snyder’s theory is so

controversial that a 2002 issue of the journal, Psychological Inquiry, was devoted to the

debate surrounding it.

Optimism and Goal Pursuit Theories

Carver & Scheier (2002) argue that Snyder’s (2002) theory closely resembles

their own theory of optimism.  Both theories assume that human behavior is goal

directed, and both take into consideration various types of goals, as well as one’s

confidence in goal attainment.  They differ, however, in the role assumed for perceptions

of personal agency.  Whereas Snyder views agency-thinking as an outcome of self-

referent thinking, Carver & Scheier emphasize the overall sense of confidence about an

outcome deriving “from however many causal influences the person perceives as

operating on the outcome.  We believe that in many situations in life, for most people, it
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matters little how the goal is attained, only that the goal be attained” (p. 288-289).

Unlike Snyder’s hope theory, Carver & Scheier’s view makes room for spirituality,

religious beliefs, and factors outside one’s control.

Another challenge to Snyder’s hope theory is offered by Chartrand & Cheng

(2002), who assert that Snyder’s conceptualization of hope closely relates to goal pursuit

literature within social psychology.  They question Snyder’s (2002) theory on this point,

but also criticize it because Snyder’s goal pursuit process is explicitly conscious.

Chartrand & Cheng argue that goal pursuit is not always conscious or self-reflective,

“…recent research has generated an extensive amount of evidence that goal pursuit

sometimes occurs outside of one’s awareness, intent, and even control” (p. 290-291).

Comparison of Scales

Steed (2002) conducted a study in which the same participants took four different

measurement instruments related to hope and/or optimism:

• Hope Scale (Snyder et al., 1991)

• HOPES (Nunn et al., 1997)

• Life Orientation Test (LOT) (Scheier & Carver, 1985)

• Revised General Expectancy for Success Scale (Hale, Fiedler, & Cochran,

1992)

Steed (2002) compared and contrasted the psychometric properties of these

scales, and found that, according to factor analysis, the LOT was slightly superior: “…on

the basis of replicability of factor structure, it is argued that the LOT is the scale of
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choice” (p. 478).  He reported that items on the “pathways” subscale of the Hope Scale

could equally be interpreted as “agency” items, and therefore constituted dual loading.

This dual loading is of concern because “the subscales are supposedly tapping different

components and are frequently used as such” (p. 478).

Steed (2002) found that the scores of all four scales had adequate internal

consistency and reliability estimates, but he noted that “there is little to distinguish among

the four scales” (p. 479).  In other words, even though one scale purports to measure hope

and another optimism, Steed did not find that one construct was clearly distinct from the

other, as measured by these scales.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has explored how the most prominent definitions of hope were

derived: rather than investigate the meaning of hope through others’ perspectives, many

scholars constructed definitions and subsequent measures of hope based mainly on pre-

existing research and their own perspectives and assumptions (Herth, 1992).  According

to Herth (1992), a number of concepts are missing from most definitions of hope,

including “a) a more global, non-time-oriented sense of hope, b) hope despite diminished

or absent interpersonal relationships, c) hope as a sense of ‘being’ available and engaging

in relationships, as opposed to ‘doing’ for oneself and others, and d) potential of hope for
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controlling behavioral or emotional responses as opposed to the control of events or

experiences” (p. 1252).

In their discussion of hope-related research, education and policy, Herth and

Cutcliffe (2002) report that future research should be interdisciplinary and cross-cultural,

and should be conducted in a variety of contexts.  In addition, rather than unifying the

concept of hope in a single definition, Benzein and Saveman (1998) assert that

“Probably, it is more useful to widen the understanding of hope by revealing as many

different interpretations as possible” (p. 327).

This study, which investigated the meaning of hope from the perspectives of

nurses and teachers is a valuable addition to the literature on hope.  This claim is

supported by Benzein and Saveman (1998) when they assert, “Because hope can be seen

as a personal experience, the only true understanding comes from sharing people’s

narrated experiences of hope” (p. 328).

The five research questions listed in Chapter 1 complied with the protocol for

Interactive Qualitative Analysis (IQA) and enabled the researcher to produce visual

representations of two social systems for each constituency: 1) hope; and 2) hope and the

workplace.  The developers of IQA, Northcutt and McCoy (2004) define social systems

as “systems in which human interpretation of meaning is involved;” they define meaning

as “What makes things happen, and why?” (p. 40).  The following chapter explains the

IQA research method and the procedures used in this study to identify the elements that

compose hope as well as the elements that compose the system of hope and the
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workplace, and to determine how these elements relate to one another in systems of

perceived influence.
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Chapter III: Methodology

Society has become so complex
that tradition ways and means are not sufficient anymore.

Approaches of a holistic or systems nature have to be introduced.
~Ludwig von Bertalanffy,

 father of General Systems Theory (Davidson, 1983).

INTRODUCTION

Simply put, a system is a collection of elements that are in relationship within a

particular context (Mink et al., 1994, Barron 2006).  Interactive Qualitative Analysis

(IQA) is a systems approach to research that reconciles quantitative rigor of Total Quality

Management processes to a qualitative design of data collection and analysis; IQA allows

a researcher to identify the elements that participants believe contribute to a phenomenon

as well as the perceived flow of influence among those elements (Northcutt & McCoy,

2004).  IQA actively involves participants in the mapping of their stories and

identification of relationships among self-identified components of an issue.

One result of an IQA study is a systems influence diagram, a visual representation

of the system of influences identified and named by participants.  In this study, IQA

facilitated a new, richer understanding of hope by revealing what the participants believe

constitutes hope as well as the system of influence participants believe supports or

constricts their hopefulness, particularly in the context of the workplace.
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OVERVIEW OF IQA METHODOLOGY

 Below is a diagram of the flow of a typical IQA study, (Figure 1):

Figure 1
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IQA research studies follow four distinct phases, each of which is guided by

detailed protocols for conducting and documenting the study: 1) research design, 2) focus

group, 3) interview, and 4) report (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).  In the research design

phase, the researcher articulates problems of interest, identifies constituencies that have

an interest in the problem and states research questions that that problem inspires.  By

“problem,” Northcutt and McCoy mean nothing more than “an issue that someone thinks

is interesting or needs attention” (p. 46).

Focus groups composed of participants who share proximity to and power over

the problem then identify the elements (affinities) of a system or systems that will

represent the group’s lived experiences with the problem.  The group also identifies the

relationships among the elements.  Using a set of protocols based on IQA systems theory,

a visual representation (system influence diagram) of the group’s reality is drawn.

Affinities identified in the focus group are used to develop a protocol for

interviews.  Individual interviews enable the researcher to further explore the meanings

of the affinities and their relationships.  A combined interview system influence diagram

is created to explain the problem, including identification of the affinities that serve as

primary drivers and primary outcomes of the system.  In the final report the researcher

describes the affinities and relationships using participants’ words.  The IQA protocol

allows the researcher to compare group and individual systems and to make predictions

based on the properties of each system (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).
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SAMPLING

This study relied upon purposeful sampling (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) and

convenience sampling (Cresswell, 2005).  Initially, the researcher considered drawing

participants broadly from the general working public in order to maximize variation;

however, a purposive approach to sampling was decided upon because it would be more

productive to focus on populations who have a shared perspective of the phenomenon

and who deal with the topic of hope in the context of their workplaces.  In this study, two

constituencies were chosen: 1) teachers who work in the Great Falls Public Schools

(GFPS) system in Great Falls, Montana and 2) nurses who work in healthcare facilities in

Great Falls, Montana.  These constituencies were of interest to the researcher because

they often are expected to nurture hope in others as they perform their job duties.

Secondly, hope has been studied in relation to those whom nurses and teachers serve, but

not in relation to nurses’ and teachers’ own experiences of the phenomenon (hope).

For the first focus group, the researcher selected all nine teachers who had

volunteered for the study after having either read an invitation in the GFPS weekly

newsletter or been personally invited to participate by a colleague who was an

acquaintance of the researcher’s.  No volunteers were excluded from the group.  Two

focus group participants were unable to schedule individual interviews.  Therefore, to add

robustness to the study (N. Northcutt, personal communication, October 2, 2006), the

researcher interviewed seven members of the focus group as well as three teachers who

did not participate in the focus group, two of whom work and reside outside Montana.
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For the second focus group, the researcher selected five nurses who had

volunteered for the study after having either read an electronic invitation that was

distributed by the education director of their workplace or been personally invited to

participate by a colleague who was an acquaintance of the researcher’s.  No volunteers

were excluded from the group.  One focus group participant was unable to schedule an

individual interview.  Therefore, to add robustness to the study, the researcher

interviewed four members of the focus group and five nurses who did not participate in

the focus group, one of whom works and resides outside Montana.  Once sampling was

complete, data collection and analysis began.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

The next step in creating a grounded theory to describe hope and its interaction

with the workplace was data collection through focus groups and interviews.  Drawing

from TQM processes, IQA data collection methods assist participants in describing their

experiences and the relationships among those experiences (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).

Group Realities: Focus Groups

IQA studies usually begin with one or more focus groups.  Each focus group is

composed of people who share some common experience, current context or background.

Group members also should share proximity to and power over the phenomenon being

studied; this ensures that the individuals in the group will share a common perspective
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even though they may have varied opinions and experiences with the phenomenon.  The

IQA focus group process includes five steps: 1) describing the process to participants, 2)

warm-up or focusing exercise, 3) nominal group process, 4) inductive coding and 5) axial

coding.  When time allows, a sixth step, theoretical coding also occurs in the IQA focus

group process (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).

Description of the Process

When each focus group convened, the researcher described to the group the

nature of the study and the focus group process.  The participants were given consent

forms and assured of confidentiality; they were invited to participate in follow up

interviews but were told that participation in an interview was not required for

participation in the focus group.  Each participant was given a stack of 4 x 6 index cards

and a marker. Each focus group session was audio recorded by the researcher using her

iPod.  The researcher used focus group recordings to generate transcripts for analysis.

In the next step, the warm-up exercise, the researcher facilitated a guided imagery

exercise.  Participants were invited to close their eyes or cast their eyes down to avoid

distraction.  Then the researcher instructed participants to remain silent and to think of a

time when they felt especially hopeful.  Participants were instructed to bring to mind as

many details as possible, including where the event occurred, what and/or who they

remember hearing, smelling, seeing and interacting with.  After several minutes of

silence, the researcher asked participants to remember a time when their hope was

challenged, in order to provide contrast and clarity regarding what hope meant to them.
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After several more minutes of silence, the nominal coding began.  The researcher

asked participants to open their eyes and “Tell me about hope” by silently writing

everything that had come to their minds during the warm-up exercise on their index

cards, using a new index card to record each thought in the form of a word, phrase or

sentence.  The nominal stage is conducted in silence in order to prevent dominant

participants from influencing individual responses; “silence and privacy reduce undue

influence by peers in the focus group or by the facilitator…and thus ensures authenticity

and individuality of thoughts and reflection about the issue statement” (Northcutt &

McCoy, 2004, p. 91).  Once participants had written all of their thoughts down, the

researcher instructed them to silently tape their index cards on a wall.

In IQA focus groups, the participants express, clarify and name their own

experiences; the primary role of the facilitator is “to serve as a process guide focusing the

group on the work of creating and organizing” their ideas (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004, p.

93).   To prepare for the next step of the process, inductive coding, the researcher guided

participants in clarifying their understanding of the responses on each card; participants

were instructed to consider all of the index cards as belonging to the whole group.  The

researcher read each card aloud and facilitated discussion to reach group consensus on

the meaning of each card; any participant could comment on the meaning of a card,

regardless of who had written the card.  The purpose was for the participants “to arrive at

a socially constructed, shared meaning of each card” (p. 94).
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According to Northcutt and McCoy (2004), inductive coding “seeks to identify

affinities; axial coding refines, reorganizes, and describes the range of meaning of each

affinity within the context of the others” (p. 98).  In this study, inductive coding consisted

of participants silently organizing the cards into groups of meaning, called affinities.

Next came axial coding, in which the researcher facilitated a second clarification

discussion, this time to reach group consensus on the organization and meaning of the

affinities.  The affinities were refined and several cards were moved from one affinity to

another affinity by the participants.  Affinities that contained a broad range of meaning

were divided into sub-affinities.  Finally, participants gave a title to each affinity that

accurately reflected the meaning of the affinity.  These titles were documented on header

index cards and placed at the top of each vertical column.  An example is provided in

Figure 2.

Affinity 1 Name Affinity 2 Name Affinity 3 Name

Sub-affinity
Name

Sub-affinity
Name

Card

Card

Card

Card

Card

Card

Card

Card

Card

Card

Card

Card

Card

Card

Figure 2: Focus Group Affinities
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After each affinity was titled, the researcher ended part one of the focus group

session and instructed the participants to take a fifteen minute break.  After the break, the

researcher began part two of the focus group session by leading the group through a

guided imagery exercise following the same process as described above, this time

instructing participants to think about hope in the context of the workplace.

Participants were instructed to bring to mind a time when they felt especially

hopeful at work; they were instructed to consider any of their workplaces, not necessarily

their current workplace.  After several minutes of silence, the researcher instructed

participants to bring to mind a time when their hope was challenged at work.  As in the

first exercise, participants were instructed to bring to mind as many details as possible,

including where the event(s) occurred, what and/or who they remember hearing,

smelling, seeing and interacting with.  After several more minutes of silence, the

researcher instructed participants to open their eyes and silently record their thoughts on

index cards, writing one thought per card in the form of a word, phrase or sentence.  The

session continued with inductive and axial coding exactly as described above.

Theoretical Coding

Theoretical coding refers to ascertaining the perceived cause and effect

relationships (influences) among all the affinities in the system.  In an IQA study,

theoretical coding is completed with a focus group when time allows.  However, if time

does not allow for theoretical coding during the focus group session, a researcher may
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determine theoretical codes from transcripts of the focus group session (Northcutt &

McCoy, 2004).  In addition, theoretical coding is one of the main purposes of conducting

individual interviews.  In this study, theoretical codes were identified in transcripts of the

focus group and interviews; the perceived cause and effect relationships were described

and documented during interviews.

Individual Realties: IQA Interviews

IQA interviews are semi-structured and include two phases: axial and theoretical.

The researcher follows specific procedures to determine the content and flow of the

interviews as well as the protocol for data analysis.  The content of an IQA interview is

determined by the affinities developed from the focus group, because the primary

purpose of an IQA study is “to represent the meaning of a phenomenon in terms of

elements (affinities) and the relationships among them” (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004, p.

197).  This process enables the researcher to produce thick description of each affinity

and a visual representation or mind map of the phenomenon from the participant’s point

of view.

To ascertain individual views on hope and how it interacts with the workplace, the

researcher conducted individual interviews with members of both focus groups as well as

individuals who belonged to a constituency (nurses or teachers) but had not participated

in a focus group. Each interview was conducted by completing the axial and theoretical

phases for “hope,” then completing the axial and theoretical phases for “hope and the
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workplace;”  both phases of the interview were conducted in one session.  The researcher

audio recorded each interview using her iPod, then used the interview recordings to

generate transcripts for analysis.

Axial Interview

For each constituency and each phenomenon ( 1) hope; 2) hope and the

workplace), the affinities produced by the focus group were used to create an interview

protocol, with the purpose being to encourage each participant to reflect on his/her

personal meaning and experiences relevant to each affinity (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).

The axial interview is relatively open ended; it adds richness and depth to the description

and meaning of each affinity.  In each axial interview, the researcher shared with the

participant the focus group’s definition of the affinities, one by one, and instructed the

participant, “Tell me about (affinity name).”  The participant was probed to provide their

experiences with the affinity.  The axial portion of the interview concluded with the

researcher asking the participant to add thoughts or opinions about the phenomenon not

previously discussed.

Theoretical Interview

The researcher followed the axial interview by presenting the participant with a

blank Affinity Relationship Table (ART) (Table 1).  The ART is the basis for the

theoretical interview; it provides a quick reference of all of the possible relationships

between affinities.  For any two affinities A and B, there are only three possible
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relationships: 1) A directly influences B; 2) B directly influences A; or 3) there is no

direct relationship between A and B.

The researcher asked the participant to define and illustrate the relationship

between every possible pair of affinities.  The researcher recorded the relationship on an

ART.  The interview concluded with the researcher asking the participant to add thoughts

or opinions about the relationships not previously discussed. After an ART was

completed for “Hope,” the researcher presented the participant with a blank ART for

“Hope and the Workplace,” which was completed following the same protocol.

Affinity Relationship Table

Affinity Pair
Relationship

Affinity Pair
Relationship

Affinity Pair
Relationship

1      ←       2 2      →       6 4      →       7
1      ←       3 2      →       7 4      →       8
1      →       4 2      <>       8 5      →       6
1      ←       5 3      ←       4 5      →       7
1      ←       6 3      ←       5 5      →       8
1      ←       7 3      ←       6 6      ←       7
1      ←       8 3      ←       7 6      ←       8
2      →       3 3      ←       8 7      →       8
2      →       4 4      →       5
2      ←       5 4      →       6

Table 1: ART
Possible Relationships

A → B
B ← A

A <> B (No relationship)
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Rationalizing the System

Theoretical coding of the affinities was transferred to an Inter Relationship

Diagram (IRD), which is a table that represents all the relationships among the affinities.

Creating an IRD is the first step in a process that results in a system influence diagram

(SID).  This process is called rationalizing the system (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).  A

sample IRD is presented in Table 2 below.

Tabular IRD

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 OUT IN Δ
1 ← ← ↑ ← ← ← ← 1 7 -6
2 ↑ ↑ ↑ ← ↑ ↑ 6 1 5
3 ↑ ← ← ← ← ← ← 1 7 -6
4 ← ← ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 5 3 2
5 ↑ ↑ ↑ ← ↑ ↑ ↑ 7 1 6
6 ↑ ← ↑ ← ↑ ← ← 3 5 -2
7 ↑ ← ↑ ← ← ↑ ↑ 4 4 0
8 ↑ ← ↑ ← ← ↑ ↑ 4 4 0

Count the number of up arrows (↑) or Outs
Count the number of left arrows (←) or Ins

Subtract the number of Ins from the Outs to determine the (Δ) Deltas
Δ = Out - In

Relationships from the ART were recorded in the IRD.  Arrows point only left or

up, indicating the direction of influence.  If no relationship was identified, as with

Table 2: IRD
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affinities 2 and 8 in Table 2, the cell was left blank.  The arrows were then counted to

find the value of delta.

The delta is used as a marker for the relative position of an affinity within the

system.  An affinity with a positive delta is a perceived cause or driver; a negative delta

indicates a perceived effect or outcome.  An affinity with a zero delta is suggests its

position in the system is near the middle, thereby serving as a circulator or pivot.

Next, the table was sorted in descending delta order (Table 3).  Sorting makes it

easier to identify divers, pivots and outcomes.   When two or more affinities had the same

value of delta, they were listed according to their relationship.  For example, in Table 3

below, affinities 3 and 1 have delta values of –6.  Three is listed first in the sorted IRD

because it drives 1.

Tabular IRD

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 OUT IN Δ
5 ↑ ↑ ↑ ← ↑ ↑ ↑ 7 1 6
2 ↑ ↑ ↑ ← ↑ ↑ 6 1 5
4 ← ← ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 5 3 2
7 ↑ ← ↑ ← ← ↑ ↑ 4 4 0
8 ↑ ← ↑ ← ← ↑ ↑ 4 4 0
6 ↑ ← ↑ ← ↑ ← ← 3 5 -2
3 ↑ ← ← ← ← ← ← 1 7 -6
1 ← ← ↑ ← ← ← ← 1 7 -6

Table 3: Sorted IRD
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Tentative SID Assignments

5 Primary Driver
2 Secondary Driver
8 Secondary Driver
4 Secondary Driver
9 Pivot
7 Pivot
6 Secondary Outcome
3 Secondary Outcome
1 Primary Outcome

Tentative SID assignments were then listed in another table (Table 4).  The

primary driver influences most or all affinities in the system.  Secondary drivers are those

affinities that are influenced by one or more drivers, but influence a larger number of

other affinities.  Secondary outcomes are affinities that are influenced by more affinities

than they influence.  The primary outcome is influenced by the largest number of

affinities.

Building the SID

After the IRD was sorted and analyzed, a visual representation of the system was

created to illustrate the affinity relationships.  This graphic representation is called a

System Influence Diagram (SID); it “allows one to see vividly how the system maintains

its dynamics and where a system might be influenced to change its outcomes”  (Northcutt

& McCoy, 2004. p. 176).

Table 4: Tentative SID Assignments
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To construct the SID, all of the affinities were arranged according to the Tentative

SID Assignment chart (Table 4).  Affinities were placed in rough order of topological

zones beginning with the Primary Driver at the left and moving toward the Primary

Outcome at the right.  In zones that contain more than one affinity, the affinities were

placed vertically in descending order of Delta.  Next, arrows were drawn to connect the

affinities according to the IRD; arrows lead from a driver to its outcomes.  This resulted

in a cluttered SID.  A simple cluttered SID is shown in Figure 3.

The cluttered SID is saturated with relationships, which can make it difficult to

read.  Therefore, the next step in building a system is to remove redundant links.  For

example, in Figure 3, affinity A connects to B and C; B connects to C; therefore, the link

from A to C is redundant and should be removed.  When all redundant links have been
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removed, an Uncluttered SID is the result (Figure 4).  The uncluttered SID is the simplest

representation of a system consistent with all of the relationships contained in the IRD

(Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).

In this study, system influence diagrams were constructed to illustrate one

individual in each constituency.  However, each interview was analyzed and data were

used to construct a combined interview SID for each phenomenon within each

constituency.  This process is explained in the following section.

Interview Analysis: Individual Interview Axial Coding

Coding an interview is the first step in interview analysis (Northcutt & McCoy,

2004).  After the researcher prepared a transcript of each interview, the text was analyzed

for axial codes, which are “key words or phrases that describe or illustrate an affinity” (p.

242).  The researcher reviewed each line of the interview transcript, identified axial codes
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and recorded them in an Interview Axial Code Table (ACT).  For each axial code, the

researcher entered into the ACT the quote, the transcript line number for the quote and

any researcher notes (Table 5).

Table 5: Sample Individual Interview
Axial Code Table

Affinity
Transcript

Line
Axial Quotation

Researcher
Notes

Individual Interview Theoretical Coding

Similarly, the researcher analyzed transcripts from the theoretical interview to

identify key words or phrases that describe or illustrate the perceived relationship

between each pair of affinities.  Relationships, transcript line numbers, quotations and

researcher notes were recorded in an Individual Interview Theoretical Code Table (TCT)

(Table 6).  When additional relational quotations were found in the axial interview

transcript, those quotations were entered in the TCT.
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Table 6: Sample Individual Interview
Theoretical Code Table

Affinity Pair
Relationship

Transcript
Line

Theoretical Quotation
Researcher

Notes

When the interview had been coded, the researcher created an interview IRD

according to the procedure described above (Tables 1 through 4).  A SID was created for

one member of each constituency to be compared with the Combined Interview SID

during final analysis.

Combined Interview Coding

Data from all interviews were summarized to create two combined SIDs for each

constituency; one represents a composite of individual experiences with hope and the

other represents a composite of individual experiences with hope and the workplace.

First, data were transferred from each individual interview Axial Code Table to a

Combined Interview ACT (Table 7).  By combining axial codes into one table, the

researcher created a database for the entire set of interviews (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).
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Table 7: Sample Combined Interview
Axial Code Table

Affinity Transcript
and Line

Axial Quotation Researcher
Notes

Similarly, the researcher combined the theoretical code data from the individual

interviews in a Combined Theoretical Code Affinity Relationship Table, thus creating a

database of theoretical codes for the entire set of interviews (Table 8).

Table 8: Sample Combined Interview
Theoretical Code Affinity Relationship Table

Affinity Pair
Relationship

Transcript
and Line Theoretical Quotation

Researcher
Notes

Since individuals may have defined relationships differently, the frequencies were

analyzed to determine the direction of a relationship.  In IQA, a modal approach is used
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to analyze the frequencies and create a Combined Interview Interrelationship Diagram

(IRD).

First, the researcher prepared a Combined Interview Theoretical Code Frequency

Table, (Table 9).  Relationships were transferred from each individual theoretical code

table to the combined interview theoretical code frequency table.  The highest frequency

of relationships determined the direction.  For example, in Table 9, the highest

frequencies have been highlighted to indicate which relationships would be used to

construct the Combined Interview IRD and SID.

Table 9: Sample Combined Interview
Theoretical Code Frequency Table

Affinity Pair
Relationship Frequency

Affinity Pair
Relationship Frequency

1 →  2 7 2 →  3 5
1 ←  2 3 2 ←  3 4
1 → 3 10 3 → 4 3
1 ← 3 0 3 ← 4 7
1 → 4 2
1 ← 4 8

Note that the relationship between affinities 2 and 3 is not obvious because the

two possible relationships are separated by a single frequency count.  If a relationship

was ambiguous, the researcher examined theoretical codes and flagged the affinity pair

for consideration as a recursion in the combined SID; in each affinity pair, the modal, or

most frequently occurring pair, was chosen (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).
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Once the researcher determined the direction of each affinity pair relationship, the

data were recorded in a Combined Interview IRD (Tables 2, 3 and 4).  A Combined

Interview SID was created from the IRD (Figures 3 and 4).  The Combined Interview SID

is the final depiction of the system, a graphic representation of the interview respondents’

collective experience with the phenomena of “hope” and “hope and the workplace.”  The

analysis continued by comparing one set of individual interview SIDs with the related

combined interview SIDs  for each constituency and finally by comparing the nurses’

combined interview SIDs with the teachers’ combined interview SIDs.

CONCLUSION

This chapter explained the methodology used to study what hope means to nurses

and teachers as well as how hope interacts with nurses’ and teachers’ workplaces.  The

chapter began with an overview of Interactive Qualitative Analysis followed by a

description of the research design used for the study.  Data collection and analysis

protocols were described in detail.  Through the qualitative research methodology

outlined in this chapter, the researcher identified and described the system dynamics of

hope and, hope and the workplace.  The following chapter elucidates these findings.
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Chapter IV: Results

INTRODUCTION

As described in the previous chapter, IQA data collection and analysis methods

were utilized to determine elements and relationships that function in particular contexts

relevant to nurses and teachers.  First, each constituency identified the elements that

compose hope and how those elements relate.  Next, each constituency identified the

elements and relationships that compose the system of hope and the workplace.  The

results presented in this chapter produced system influence diagrams, graphic

representations of elements, relationships and context, to illustrate the following research

questions:

• Research Question #1:  What elements compose nurses’ perceptions of hope

and how are these elements related?

• Research Question #2:  What elements compose teachers’ perceptions of hope

and how are these elements related?

• Research Question #3:  What elements compose nurses’ perceptions of hope

and the workplace and how are these elements related?

• Research Question #4:  What elements compose teachers’ perceptions of hope

and the workplace and how are these elements related?
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• Research Question #5:  How do nurses’ and teachers’ perceptual systems

compare?

 These results offer insight for education and healthcare organization design and

development.

This chapter begins with an overview of the nurse constituency.  An axial coding

summary of the elements that compose nurses’ perceptions of hope is presented, followed

by an axial coding summary of the elements that compose nurses’ perceptions of hope

and the workplace.  Next the teacher constituency is described and axial coding

summaries of teachers’ perceptions of hope and of hope and the workplace are presented.

Theoretical coding summaries follow to illustrate how the elements relate within each

system, beginning with the nurse constituency and then the teacher constituency.  After

producing and describing the resulting systems, subsystems are illustrated and simplified.

The chapter concludes with comparisons of the constituencies’ final system

representations.

IQA is designed to describe the lived reality and perceptions of a group.

Therefore, it makes sense for affinity descriptions to be composed purely of the words of

the group.  The axial code summary for each affinity begins with a short summary in the

researcher’s own words.  This is followed by paragraphs that conform to the protocol for

IQA Rules of Evidence:

• The first sentence, in bold font, is in the voice of a participant.

• The second sentence is in the voice of the researcher.
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The remainder of the summary (contained in quotation marks) is in the voice of

the participants.  Quotes have been organized to form one voice; however, the content of

quotes has not been altered by the researcher (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004, p. 319).  The

researcher’s interpretation and practical implications are discussed in Chapter 5.
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NURSES

Using purposive sampling, the researcher assembled a focus group of five

participants from nurses working in healthcare facilities in Great Falls, Montana.  The

focus group took place on December 14, 2006.  Focus group participants were asked

about their perceptions of hope in the context of all of life (not just the workplace).

Following protocol described in Chapter 3, when asked, “Tell me about hope,”

participants generated 41 responses in the form of a word, phrase or sentence written on 4

x 6 index cards.  The group then sorted the cards by themes.  Once sorting was complete,

participants named the themes and produced a list of five affinities (Appendix A).  Focus

groups were then asked about their perceptions of hope and the workplace.  When asked,

“Tell me about hope and the workplace,” participants generated 40 responses in the form

of a word, phrase or sentence written on 4 x 6 index cards.  The group then sorted the

cards by themes.  Once sorting was complete, participants named the themes and

produced a list of seven affinities (Appendix B).

The affinities that compose nurses’ perceptions of hope and the affinities that

compose nurses’ perceptions of hope and the workplace were used as the basis for the

interview protocol (Appendix C).  In addition, based on focus group transcripts and initial

interviews, the researcher added two affinities to the system of Hope and the Workplace:

Organizational Structure/System and Nurse Wellness.  These were added because in the

focus group and initial interviews, when the researcher asked participants to describe
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wellness, they distinguished between patient wellness and their own wellness; they

attributed their own wellness mainly to relationships with co-workers and organizational

policies, procedures and leadership (structure/system).

Interviews were audio recorded using the researcher’s iPod.  The interview

protocol authenticated the focus group’s affinities and elicited thick descriptions of each

affinity.  This structure ensured that each affinity was explored thoroughly and

consistently.

To determine interview participants, the researcher used convenience sampling

(Cresswell, 2005).  Nine American, Caucasian, female nurses who worked in a hospital

or clinic were interviewed for the study. As discussed in Chapter 3, to add robustness to

the study (e.g., N. Northcutt, personal communication, Month day, year) the researcher

interviewed four members of the focus group and an additional five nurses who did not

participate in the focus group.  Ages of participants ranged from 30 to 60 with experience

ranging from five years to 20 years.  The nurses’ experience in direct patient care was

acquired in hospitals and acute care facilities throughout the United States, in urban

settings whose populations ranged from 50,000 to more than 2 million.

The interview consisted of a series of dialogues on two systems: 1) hope in

general and 2) hope in the context of the workplace.  The interviewer asked questions

regarding each affinity to ascertain participants’ experience with and perceptions about

each system.  To conclude the interview, the researcher asked the participant to add

thoughts, opinions or affinities not discussed previously.
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Upon completion of the interviews, each interview was transcribed and analyzed

for specific examples that illustrated or alluded to a specific affinity or a specific

relationship between two affinities.  Data were recorded in an axial code table and

theoretical code table for each interview.  These data were transferred into combined

interview axial code tables and combined interview theoretical code tables, thereby

creating databases for the entire set of interviews.  The following section presents the

axial code data contained in the combined interview axial code tables.

Axial Code Summary: Hope

To present interview results, a composite description of each affinity in the words

of the interview participants was created.  The following descriptions of the five affinities

identified by the focus group compose nurses’ collective perceptions of hope.  These

affinities are: Faith, Emotions, Relationships, Unlimited Possibilities, and Thankfulness.
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Faith

According to nurses, faith influences every aspect of life.  Faith is a belief in a

benevolent spiritual power greater than themselves and in the goodness of humankind.

Because I have faith, I believe that things are going to work out in the end.  Faith

shapes nurses’ perceptions of the future. “That there is a reason for why we have to go

through the bad times or hard times, so even though it is difficult to get through, I am

hopeful that there is a reason and there is a good outcome. I have hope because I have

faith, because I believe in God and his master plan, I feel like that gives me hope and

strength.”

I am hopeful that people will come together.  For some nurses, faith includes belief in

the goodness of people.  “I feel like everybody needs to have hope and faith to survive

together and to exist together. I do not have a strong organized religion-based faith; I

have a lot of faith in mankind, but at the same time, I have a lot of pessimism in mankind.

My faith is that mankind usually makes the best choices overall, but my pessimism in

mankind, looking at the world today, is that mankind has not made the best choices or

might not be making the best choices right now.”
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Faith is belief in Jesus Christ and that there is more power and more life beyond us.

Faith can be generated by involvement in an organized religion..  “I am Christian, I am

LDS, so the savior, obviously, and the example that he set.  The fact that he was able to

change people’s lives in such dramatic ways and to do it in such a meek, gentle way; I

think in nursing we have the opportunity to emulate that kind of love and care to

complete strangers. I am Catholic and it is just incredible the feelings you can get when

you think about the father—and he does, he renews my faith all the time.  Things will

happen and it will be like, ‘I so know he was there.’ The Father really, he is the center for

me of hope.  When I am feeling a lack of hope, if I get back into my prayer mode, I am

just so surrounded by hope it is incredible. I could not have hope if I did not have faith in

God.”

Knowing that there is a higher power there, to cradle us and help us and to give us

hope. Faith also can be focused on a spiritual power apart from organized religion.

“Faith to me is something to know it is always there, something to fall back on. It would

be very difficult to live in this world and to be able to have hope if you did not know that

there was a higher power that was in control and caring for you. For me, faith connotes

believing in something that is intangible and it is something I have struggled with

because I am not religious or very spiritual.  I wish I had a faith, belief in something you

cannot see or touch.”
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I think of faith as the basis of my whole entire life and in everything I experience and

do.  While nurses identified with different forms of faith, they considered faith to

influence all aspects of their lives.  “It influences everything about my life, without the

hope of faith, there would be no other hope. I have a lot of calmness and joy when I am

outside, I love being outside and that is where I get my inner strength.  There have been

times in my life when I turned to faith because I had nothing else to turn to.  And, that

gave me great strength because there was somewhere else to go—a place within

myself—and I know that that is always available if I ever need it again. Faith comes from

knowing I can do a pretty good job, knowing that I am not responsible for my disabled

son, but I can help him make decisions that he wants to make.”

Emotions

Nurses described emotions as feelings that inspire hope and those that are inspired

by hope.  Emotions can range from very pleasurable to very painful and still be

associated with hope.

Trust, love, just a really good feeling.  Many of the emotions nurses associate with hope

feel good.  “Love, comfort, anticipation, gratefulness, letting go of what does not really

matter. Happiness, excitement, optimistic that good things are going to happen. I am a

very emotional, warm, fuzzy, easy to cry person, so emotions are very up front for me,

close to the surface.  When I think of hope and emotions, I think of when you are
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surrounded by people and you feel good, they love you and you love them and you know

they are true friends. A sense of family and love and that the people who surround you

are caring people.”

Sometimes you get nervous or fearful about hope.  Hope also inspires painful emotions

for some nurses.  “I think there are more emotions than just the positive ones; fear is

another emotion I believe is part of being hopeful.  The fear that you cannot control

everything.  The feeling that you do not know what is going to happen and you are

hoping for the best. I think there is a lot of frustration, too, not just the positive things you

get with hope.  I get so frustrated with what has happened to my son, who was born with

a brain tumor.  It was caused by Agent Orange; my husband and I both were in areas that

were sprayed with Agent Orange but we cannot get the military to acknowledge that

Agent Orange was involved in our son’s condition.  I get frustrated with the medical

community relating to our child.”

Relationships

Nurses identified relationships as a cornerstone of hope.  Relationships provide

emotional support, guidance and role models; key sources include family, friends and

community members.
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I think your family -- which includes true friends --  is your most stable support.  For

nurses, relationships based on unconditional love and acceptance are essential to hope.

“My family is probably my strongest support system and those relationships are vital to

experiences within my life. My parents, specifically my dad.  The other day, I was

making cookies for a cookie exchange and it was 10 pm and the kids were in bed and I

could not find an essential ingredient.  I had to get them done that night because I was on

call the next day; my parents called—they seem to know just when I need them—and my

dad offered to go to the store to get the ingredient for me.  Our family is very close, even

though some of them are far away; we talk to our daughter and her kids every day and

connect with Internet cameras every day.  And, we could not ask for a nicer son-in-law.

Family first; I have no better fun in the world than hanging out with my daughters and

sons. In my faith, we believe that heaven is just an extension of a happy family on earth.

My grandmother passed away this year, and we went through in a month’s time her

diagnosis and her death.  At the beginning of that month, all the sadness throughout the

family realizing that she had an illness that she would not recover from, to all of us

joining together and being with her during her passing and being with her as she

experienced her ending of her life and becoming hopeful of what she had to come and

thankful of how she affected each and every one of us in the family. Her hope really

changed how we see each other; she had an incredible way of bringing out the best in

each person and loving them and caring for them and hoping for the best of what they
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could have in their life, even when they were going through something that was not great,

teenage pregnancies and drug and alcohol problems, and her love was never wavering

and her example to us that we always need to look at that person as they are a member of

our family and we need to look at them as to how we could help them get through

whatever they were confronting and that tragedies are not always tragedies.

My spouse is always renewing my hope.  Truly, my spouse is my best friend. My spouse

is the practical part of me that I do not really have; we make a good team.

Certain friends I consider family.  Sometimes people do not have a huge family but they

might have the best friend in the world, so I see it as your support people; how they are

there for you during troubling times and when you are filled with hope because of the

great things happening.”

Relationships are what keep me going.  Even small actions by friends, family or

community members can strongly support nurses’ well-being.  “Deep relationships, when

I think of relationships specifically now in my life, I abhor the superficiality of

relationships.  I want richness in my connections with people. When you are just sort of

tolerating people, especially in your family, that is not hopeful; to me hopeful is when

you are moving to the next level of the relationship, of the connection. A friend’s father

passed away and she sent out a Christmas letter in which she shared that it was the little
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gestures from her community that kept her going.  Whether it was shoveling her walk or

bringing her a meal, those small efforts from people who show they really care give

people hope.”

Unlimited Possibilities

When nurses look toward the future, they see opportunities for growth,

celebration and service.  Sometimes these opportunities are created by the nurses, while

other times, they are unknown and unplanned.  Even painful events can lead to positive

outcomes.

It is that sense of the potential perfect of whatever you are hoping for.  Many things in

life are unknown or uncertain; hope leads nurses to anticipate positive experiences.

“Unlimited possibilities is like you are at the beginning point, there has been no

influencing factors yet, no mistakes, no mess ups, it is all possible at that time when you

are just hopeful for everything good. You do not always know what is right for you,

sometimes it just happens.  I never knew I was going to move to Texas and then be able

to move back to Montana, so you just never know in life what is around the corner and

you have to dream and hope everything will work out. Truly, you never know what is

going to be around the bend, what might come up; there is always something on the

horizon. This is one of the primary parts of hope, looking forward to the future, the future

is bright.  That is how I define hope for myself, an anticipation that there are things that
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are going to happen that are going to be good. You cannot think that this is it; there is

always more out there, more to do, more to learn, more to see, more to grow. That makes

me just think of when a door closes, a window opens; if you run into adversity, you can

even view it as an opportunity that gives you the ability to move on.”

I am the unlimited possibility.  Some nurses believe anything is possible for them to

achieve or receive.  “I think that we are in control of our destiny; how we choose to live

our lives is up to us, so in that respect I believe there are unlimited possibilities in what

we can do as human beings, striving to be better, that type of thing. I could not live

without that dimension of my personality; it is what gets me through all the difficult

things, just knowing that you are really in control of your destiny.  Whether you

accomplish all of your goals or not, you still have some of them in front of you. One of

my goals is to float down the Amazon and go visit the site of Albert Schweitzer’s hospital

there.  I want to go to Angkor Wat in Cambodia; I spent a year with the Red Cross in

Cambodia when the country was closed, but I took an anthropology course in college and

learned about Angkor Wat and I would love to visit it. Once I retire, I would love to do

some more volunteering.”
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Thankfulness

Thankfulness is more than an emotion for nurses; it is an attitude that preludes

events and a response to life that leads to happiness.  Many nurses direct their

thankfulness to a spiritual source.

I am thankful every day for the things we have and our health.  Thankfulness often is a

response to possession of things, involvement in relationships or experience of events

that nurses had wanted.  “That we have more than we need; that we wake up healthy

every day, thankful for what we have. I want to be more thankful for all that I do have

and not focus on what I do not have.  I am an optimist, so I am just thankful that things

have fallen into place; I have found love and I have a great family and faith and I love my

job. There are so many things I am thankful for. My husband is a pilot, so after 9/11 he

lost his job and it has been  five years and just last week he got rehired.  You always just

have that hope that things are going to turn around, they are going to get better, you will

be taken care of and that the job will come back, which it finally did.  I am thankful that

they had their time and then we had our time together.  I am very thankful that my

parents, who both were in the medical field, gave the last years of their practice to

volunteer work; they established a dental clinic in Tennessee and one in Tijuana and

another one on a Navajo Indian reservation and they had a van that was donated and they

went around and offered free dental care to those people.  I am very thankful that their

feeling was they had been given so much in life that they wanted to give back and that
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was their way of doing that. After my parents retired the third time, they came up here to

Montana to live and dad had a burst aneurism and died in my living room.  Mom lived

eight years after that, but only two blocks away.  I am thankful that they had their time

and then we had our time together and they both died relatively quickly, which is what

they both wanted. The birth of a child is an easy example to speak about—I was thankful

that my baby was healthy and I was healthy and that we had this new member of our

family and a chance to grow and experience new things. Finding the right match in a

mate, right in so many different ways, the person I feel meant to be with.  That I have

kids, that they are here, they are safe, they are healthy.”

When I am thankful, I am thankful to God.  Many nurses direct their thankfulness

toward a spiritual source.  “I am not a ritualistic Catholic, so I do not pray the rosary

every day, but I might, when I look at my little boy, think ‘Thank you, Jesus,’ because he

is just so perfect. When one of our sons was born, everything was fine until he came out

and then he could not breathe and he ended up in what is called a step down for three

days; my sister gave me a Bible verse that really helped, it is Jeremiah 29:11.  It says,

‘For I know the plans that I have for you, they are for good and not for disaster, to give

you a future and a hope.’  So when you talk about thankfulness and hope that

immediately came to my mind. Gratitude is the basis for happiness; if you are not

grateful, then you do not know where your happiness comes from or your well-being

comes from or everything you have or will have comes from. If you are not grateful, then
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I do not think you have the knowledge of what the source is, because if you think you are

doing it on your own, that is just scary.”

I am not happy all the time, but I am thankful to be here at this place and in this time.

Thankfulness is an attitude rather than an emotion; it supports the feeling of happiness.

“I do not think I have ever seen a happy person who was not also a grateful person.  I am

thankful to be able to work, to be able to help people on a daily basis and to be able to

make a difference in people’s lives. It is gratitude and a feeling of fulfillment and of

wholeness, of having something done for you that you could not do for yourself.”
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Axial Code Summary: Hope and the Workplace

The following descriptions of the nine affinities identified by the focus group compose

nurses’ collective perceptions of hope and the workplace.  These affinities are:

Spirituality, Co-workers,  Knowledge, Organizational Structure/System, Acts of Caring,

Nurse Wellness, Attitude toward Patients, Support, Patient Wellness.

Spirituality

Nurses reported that spirituality was an essential component of wellness, both for

themselves and for patients.  Spirituality means something different to each person; some

prefer a quite spirituality while others prefer an open spirituality.  It is important to nurses

to respect each person’s unique sense of spirituality.

I feel like I am more compassionate.  Spirituality supports nurses’ ability to care for

patients.  “Spirituality helps me with patients because sometimes there is nothing you can

say that is going to make it better, but I think they feel the way you treat them and the

way you try and make them feel the best you can.  Having the spirituality and the faith

behind me makes me a better person toward patients, even If it is not related to my

technical skills.  If you are able to have a sense of spirituality, connect with people on a

spiritual level or provide care in a spiritual way, that helps you and the patient feel more

hopeful. For a lot of people, it gives them hope to know that, for example if a patient dies,
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that they had a peaceful passing or you can offer some comfort to the family in some

way.”

There is a limit to what can be done in this physical world.  Spirituality provides relief

when medical intervention is not enough.  “I know many nurses who will silently pray at

a bedside and both nurses and physicians have to realize that there is a limit to what we

can do and that just as life is a natural process, so is death. I do not know how you would

do the type of work we do if you did not have spirituality. I do think that there is a plan

for us to be able to have our niche where we can best serve, and I think we especially in

OB, when you can help a new little family bond together and start hat loving relationship,

it can be generational; you never know what kind of influence you can have by helping

that family get a good start.”

Sometimes we just listen and support patients with whatever spirituality is to them.

Patients have different perspectives of spirituality; nurses strive to help each patient

connect to whatever spirituality means to that individual.  “Sometimes people are pissed

that they have cancer and they are asking God why, sometimes people are ok with it and

they are going to rise above it. Some people are very quiet with their spirituality; others

are not.  When you are dealing with patients who either are going through a new

diagnosis or a new illness, a lot of patients share their spirituality with you and how it is

helping them get through. When you are placed in a position like an end of life situation,
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many people need someone to help them through that.  We can do the medical part, we

can do some of the emotion part, but I think you need someone who is there specifically

to help patients look at the spiritual part.

Spirituality plays a big role, for all nurses I think, and you have to be in touch with your

own spirituality to be able to help a patient with theirs, end of life issues, birth issues,

traumatic illnesses.  Since spirituality means so many different things to different people,

if you are going to approach a patient under the guise of spirituality, I think you need to

move forward with caution and feel people out first.”

The outward expression of religion in my workplace offends me.  Some nurses prefer to

keep their spirituality private.  “I have a very private spirituality and the outward

expression of the religion that operates our hospital, saying prayers twice a day, having

religious symbols up, is offensive to me. I worked at another hospital, which was

affiliated with a religion, but we did not have a religious force that was noticeable, it was

a quiet spirituality, which I liked better. We have religious symbols in our waiting rooms,

we have prayer twice a day; I can see the need for it and I guess I do not have to take my

workplace so personally, but when you are there all the time, it becomes personal.”
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Co-workers

Nurses rely on their co-workers in order to take care of patients, gain emotional

support, discuss ideas and options, and manage the complexities of life.

Co-workers are what keep you going. Co-workers support nurses’ emotional well-being.

“Co-workers are a support system while you are at work and I am fortunate enough to

work with wonderful people who have become basically a family and we have a

relationship outside of work.  When you have a tough time they are there to support you.

You get to share your stories and bounce ideas off people and I think that makes it a

much more hopeful environment.”

Co-workers have the power to shape the work environment.  Membership on a team

makes a big difference in how it feels to be at work.  “In one workplace, my situation was

unique in that I was a floater so I worked on a different floor each shift.  In another

setting, when I worked as part of a team that I respected and enjoyed, it definitely brought

more satisfaction and more meaning. I would hope that we would treat each other with

respect and dignity.  A family, that is nice, I used to work in a place like that; it was

really nice. My current workplace is not a family. Now, there is a different culture;

everybody is out for themselves.  I work all over the hospital, so I do not have a specific

group of co-workers.
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My co-workers are what have kept me here. Otherwise I would have left to work

somewhere where there were nice people, if there were not nice people here. They make

it fun to come to work every day.  It is enjoyable to be around them and work with them.

When you have a co-worker that you can really work well with, you have a better day,

you are happier, you function better. When it did feel like a family, I enjoyed going to

work; I mean, you spend most of your life at work.  It was great.

It truly does matter who you work with and their attitude. Working with people who are

such great people, work is going to be good. If you are cleaning toilets with someone who

can make you laugh and lighten your load, it is a good day; if you are driving a Rolls

Royce, driving someone around who is mean and nasty, it is an awful day. Co-workers

influence my hope a great deal; their outlook on a certain situation and their attitude

influences me.”

You cannot take care of your patients by yourself .  Positive relationships with co-

workers are important to patient care.  “It is the nature of our job to help patients, but

when you do that, you are also helping your co-workers because we all work as a team.

And, those co-workers include not just nurses, but housekeeper, maintenance,

administrators, lab, x-ray, you cannot take care of patients without all of them. Keeping a

positive attitude, pitching in where you are needed and not worrying about where the line

is drawn between my job and your job; working as a team. Renewed hope in the kindness
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of teamwork.  For example, if I am slammed in the nursery, a co-worker might stop in

and ask what they can do to help; you just get a renewed hope in people being kind and

generous to each other.  Working with the group of nurses I work with, we have been the

same group for six years; there has not been a lot of turnover, they have contributed to

my hopefulness because they are just great nurses, they are great with the patients. You

are hopeful that they will be considerate of you as a fellow human being and that they are

going to do their job to the best of their ability for the patient.”

Knowledge

Knowledge drives nurses’ ability to care for their patients and patients’ ability to

care for themselves.  It is important to nurses that they continue learning in order to stay

abreast of developments in their fields; however, human knowledge has its limits and

nurses try to remember that sometimes God’s plan does not include physical wellness for

a patient.

Knowledge can evoke hope in patients.  When patients are informed, they feel more

secure and confident about their potential for wellness.  “It is so important to have a good

knowledge base because you need that for the patient to be hopeful.  In order for them to

have hope, you need to do the best job you can for them and they need to feel that.  As a

nurse, it’s important to be knowledgeable in order to take care of somebody and to

educate the patients to make sure that they know what’s going on.  It can be as simple as
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‘we’re going to be putting this cold pad on you in order to have this outcome’ to

educating them about disease and how they can help themselves; if we’re able to provide

them with knowledge and help them understand, it helps them cope with their condition

and the unknown so it’s not as fearful for them. Whether patients want the knowledge or

not, if you are better informed, you are better able to deal with whatever is happening to

you.”

It allows you to give much better care.  Knowledge is constantly being generated; new

information enhances nurses’ ability to care for patients.  “It is very important to have

some credibility when you talk to a patient, that they can feel secure that you know what

you are talking about.  It allows you to give better care if you are using state of the art

technology or state of the art knowledge to care for them. We have to continue to

increase our knowledge so that we can continue to give correct information to patients.

We also learn by listening to patients’ comments and by sharing knowledge with one

another, asking if we do not know. Raising my knowledge and being better able to help

people and being able to help young nurses, that all supports my hope.”

Knowledge can negatively influence hope.  Either lack of or excessive reliance on

knowledge can lead to disappointment.  “There is nothing worse than a patient saying ‘I

don’t know what’s going on, someone grabbed my chart and they wheeled me down the

hall.’ What I would try to do at the beginning of each shift is to walk into each patient’s
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room with their chart and explain what was going to happen, what they could expect that

night.  We forget that patients have no idea what is going on; there are a lot of inserts that

you can grab on the floor that help explain procedures and illnesses. Like when you find

out how ill someone really is or you find out how little opportunity somebody may have

to be whole or well in the way that most people consider being well; but what is

wonderful in medicine is that often when you rely on all that knowledge and you’re sure

the situation is bleak, there is a miraculous recovery or you’re watching that child wake

up when they weren’t supposed to.  You have to be careful with knowledge because it

can weigh you down and you have to remember that a lot of it is not in our hands, it’s in

God’s hands.”

Organizational Structure/System

Regardless of their employers, nurses feel responsible for and in charge of their

patients’ care.  When the organization does not provide enough resources, has unclear

policies, or puts inexperienced people in leadership positions, nurses feel less able to

adequately provide patient care and experience increased stress and dissatisfaction.

It does not matter who you work for.   Nurses feel a sense of ownership regarding their

patients; they are responsible for patient outcomes regardless of where they work.  “My

actions determine whether I am doing a good job for my patients. I have worked for two

different institutions and they sit with you and go through the whole orientation, these are
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your benefits, these are our mottos or what we stand for, but the bottom line is you need

to get the message of who you are as a nurse.  If you are a nurse, your overall objective is

the patient, and a patient is a patient, it does not matter if they are at one institution or

another.”

You are better able to take care of people if you are taken care of.  Nurses view their

own needs as relevant to their performance at work.  “I work in newborn and pediatrics

because of how well people work together and the leadership; I could not work as a nurse

in an unsupportive environment where you were not treated well.  It is not like you are

supposed to be Robo-nurse or not have any needs of your own; I work in a great

environment.”

The level of support we receive has a huge impact on whether you are able to do your

job.  Even though nurses feel independent, their satisfaction and well-being are strongly

influenced by organizational policies and leadership.  “Organizational structure

influences all of it; without having an upper organization, it would fall apart, it would be

impossible.  Look at these hospitals that do no have financial stability, they crumble, they

are still trying to take care of patients.  You have to have a stable organization in order to

do what we do, and I think that is true whether you work in private practice as a nurse or

whether you are working for the state or a private hospital  Are you able to get the shifts

that enable you to have a life outside, are you able to make enough money so you are able
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to have a life outside, do you feel like you are in a hostile environment where you feel

like you could have your job pulled out from under you?  Those things would be like

being in a safe family or an unsafe family.

The support from management is huge to hope in the workplace.  Let’s face it, if you

have no support from your management, nursing is a hard job, and if you are not

supported, meaning your nursing manager supports your needs, supports you with

enough staff, with the proper time off if you have an emergency, cares about you, is on

the floor once in a while asking ‘how is it going here?’  You have got to get support, and

you can get it from your co-workers, but if you are in an environment with a lot of

revolving co-workers and a lot of change, you need to know that your hospital supports

you.

Once in a while you have hope that things will change, just in my schedule.  I had been

doing every other weekend and my husband is only home on the weekends, so we would

be together only twice a month, so my hope was that my schedule could change, even

though it wasn’t time for me to get it seniority-wise, they had looked at what would be

our dream time schedules and I just got it, so I am thrilled.

Maybe I do not feel like the organization is such an influence because I am provided with

the tools I need to take care of the patient, I do not have that issue.  Maybe if I worked in
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a Third World country where I did not have the supplies to physically take care of a

patient or that my patients did not have what they needed, maybe I would feel like the

organization was more of an influence. I work in an environment where I have the

physical items I need to do a good job, so it is up to me and my actions to determine

whether I do a good job.”

We are doing fine in spite of the organization.  Poor leadership, lack of resources and

domineering policies constrict nurses’ hopefulness at work.   “We do not have great

policies and procedures where we work, and our boss is not a nurse, and so she does not

get it; even though she is wonderful, she works very hard for us, but the director of

nursing has never done a day of nursing in her life except for managing and so

organization is not always the greatest.  We just have to kind of fend for ourselves and we

are all very strong personalities and we are good nurses so we are doing fine, but we are

doing fine in spite of the organization.  We need policies and procedures that are clear

and we need more nursing leadership. I think my organization is trying to support hope

and trying to support cohesiveness and family, but it just does not happen here, it is like

everybody is out for themselves.  The leadership definitely affects us and makes it so

there is more separation.

When anybody feels like they are just at a dead end, doesn’t that just squash the hope out

of you?  There is a huge connection between workplace hopefulness and career paths.
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Organizational structure is really big because if you are a nurse and you care to move

somewhere in terms of your career, a lot of other careers have obvious moves in terms of

a career ladder, for nursing, it is a burnout job, you need to be high functioning all the

time and you need to know that if your patient care days are numbered in terms of your

desire to work in patient care, you need to know that you are valued by the organization

and your experience and what you bring is valued and you can serve in different ways,

you can do some management, maybe do some teaching; that is part of the organizational

structure that would be more hopeful.”

Acts of Caring

The nurses wanted to call this affinity Why we do what we do.  Acts of caring give

deeper meaning to nurses’ work and generate positive energy throughout the

organization.  There is never enough time for nurses to give as much care as they would

like to give.  Through nurses’ example, patients can learn to care for themselves.

That is the basis of everything we do in nursing.  Study participants identified acts of

caring as the main reason why they are nurses.  “You ask any nurse and they would

probably say they went into nursing because they care about people and want to care for

people.  That is what nursing is; you sit on someone’s bed side for hours, if that’s what

the patient needs, that’s what you do and you find another nurse to help cover.  Several

times, there’s been a mom whose baby is in the NICU or a mom whose baby didn’t make
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it, and that’s when my job is really hard, that’s when you need to be able to be there and

give those acts of caring. People who go into nursing do it because they want to do those

acts of caring.”

You make sure that patients know that you really do care; it is not just a job.  Caring

actions communicate to everyone in the patient care continuum that they are valuable.  “It

is important to make sure that not just the patient but also the patient’s family or care

givers feel like they really are being taken care of, not just physically being taken care of.

Things like getting a warm blanket, or you make sure they’re comfortable all the time,

they’re warm, just things that make them feel better.  Acts of caring are what you do

beyond the scope of your practice.  You may give them the knowledge to deal with

diabetes, but going beyond that would be printing off of the computer information on

diabetes and what’s available in their community, classes where they could go and

connect with a mentor; those are the acts of caring that make me feel good about

nursing.”

We are unable to do everything we want to do.   Nurses believe there is always more that

could be done to support their patients.  “Many times we get caught up in the constraints

of time and we are unable to do everything we want to do and the time constraints come

from the financial part that our numbers are not where they need to be. There is so much

educating that we could do, there are so many extras that we could do for patients, but we
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do not have the time, and that saddens me. You just don’t have time to sit with patients,

to talk with them and find out how much they know, or what their fears are or their

family’s.  Interpersonal relationships with the families, that they help or hinder the

patient’s wellness and sometimes you can help by connecting them with resources in the

community, with a mentor, especially for women who have been abused or families that

have a situation with alcohol.”

We took an oath to be a patient advocate.   Patients are vulnerable; through acts of

caring, nurses can protect and empower patients.  “Doctors go in and write orders and the

nurses are the ones that act them out and make sure that everything is ok, those are the

acts of caring, and also being a patient advocate; if something is going on that is

miserable for that patient, we actually took an oath to be a patient advocate.  There is

something about being able to care for people in their most vulnerable state that somehow

does give you hope, in the goodness of the greater group of people out there.

When you see people in the hospital setting caring for people who are a vulnerable

population, that gives you hope that there is good out there.  A lot of times when I go to

help a family, if you do the little acts of service first, let me make sure you have a warm

blanket, let me give you some ice water, let me hold your baby while you go to the

bathroom, little things like that establish that you care about them as a person, make them

take your message about medical instructions to heart. If they think you’re just walking
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in, imposing yourself on them, they’re not nearly as willing to take in what you have to

tell them. Being able to turn somebody’s life around; some of my patients wake up from

surgery and their bodies have completely changed and they view it as the worst thing in

the world, especially young people and it’s really fulfilling for me to be able to turn that

around and show them it’s not the end of the world.  Being able to show compassion and

caring, just being able to turn people’s lives around.”

Nurse Wellness

Nurses own emotional and physical wellness influence their ability to take good

care of patients.  Their wellness is enhanced when they feel successful and supported at

work; it declines when nurses have to deal with interpersonal conflict or organizational

politics.

My job gives me a sense of well-being.   Nurses enjoy being able to help people.  “I feel

very positive about what I do; I enjoy it, it gives me a great deal of satisfaction, I feel that

I’ve made a difference.  Getting that satisfaction of getting your job done and helping

people.  If there is a brand new mom who is panicking, I get satisfaction when I have

helped them calm down a bit and realize that their baby is not made of glass.  Rarely does

my workplace affect me at home; it is a stressful job, but I work part time.  But, when I’m

stressed at home with my three year old, going to work is a welcome distraction.  I have a

lot of satisfaction with what I do, both with patients and with staff.”
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The politics get in the way sometimes.  Interpersonal conflict can constrict nurses’ hope

at work.  “It is hard because I was labeled the buffer.  People will  come to me about each

other.  It is very hard when you have two people coming to you to bitch about each other.

I have a personality where I can cope with most people just fine, but some people cannot.

The workplace influences my wellness a lot!  I love my job and I love the people, I love

being able to help people, but the politics get in the way sometimes and you have to bring

yourself back to remember why we are here and what we are doing here.”

All of the other themes will affect your wellness and hope.  Nurses’ wellness increases

when they feel successful and can see that their work has meaning.  “You need to feel

like you have a support system at work and that what you do makes a difference and that

your acts of caring are being received; you need to feel that you are providing the best

communication for the patient about what is happening to them and that you are getting

them through your shift well, all the things we have talked about, those are huge

contributors of job satisfaction.  If you do not have those, what is the meaning of your

work?  Nurses have a lot of autonomy right now to switch jobs, because there is a

shortage of nurses, they can move from job to job, you can work as a registry nurse

where you get paid more, but you are not connected, and I think those are a result of job

dissatisfaction, but if we start doing that, we do not feel connected and there is less

meaning in your work so you go in and you are more of a robot.”
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Attitude toward Patients

According to nurses, it is essential to treat each patient as an individual and to

extend compassion and understanding to each patient, regardless of that patient’s medical

history or emotional strength.  Sometimes, nurses can become enmeshed with their

patients, which can lead to frustration and burnout.

Treating each patient as an individual is very important.   Nurses work hard to put

themselves in their patients’ shoes.  “Every person is an individual and needs different

things; if you can try to identify what that patient needs and give that patient what they

need very single time, you will be successful in nursing.  Respect, caring and treating

each patient as an individual would be a given for me, like I would address each patient

as Mr. or Mrs. until they told me not to, rather than walking in and saying “hey, John’ to

someone who is 20 years older than me.  People know if you are glad to see them or if

you are just going through the motions; our soul can tell if we are loved and welcomed.

Sometimes you need to take a step back and say, ‘everybody’s doing the best they can’

and not everybody handles every situation the same; you just have to treat them the way

they want to be treated and deal with them how they’re dealing with it. Like, when I

worked on OB, some people cannot tolerate pain and so you need to take a step back and
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realize that this person needs different attention than the patient next door who doesn’t

even want an epidural.

You need to change your gears and make sure you put yourself in their position every

single time so that you’re not, you need to have empathy for what they’re going through

and how they’re dealing with it. Some people are more fragile than others, some have a

lot of education while others have very little formal education and you have to know that

ahead of time.  Some just want to be autonomous, they don’t want to share their story

with other patients, they don’t want to hear about their condition, they just want to walk

in, get their treatment and walk out; others want to talk about how they’re feeling

emotionally as well as physically and they want you to sit with them.

You have to treat patients only the way you would want to be treated, but the way you

would want your own child to be treated.  There is a lot of attempting to place yourself in

their situation so that you can make sure that you’re meeting somebody’s needs, and you

can’t always do that, but nurses tend to do a lot of that, trying to empathize.  I think it’s

really important that we treat them with respect and we treat them as individuals and not

forget that they are here so we can help them.  What I do with dying patients, what a

privilege it is to work with these people, same with birthing.  The patients open their lives

and share them with you.”
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You have to gird yourself against failure.  Some patients reject nurses’ attempts to build

caring relationships with them.  “I see so many times, nurses take this Pollyanna view of

patients, that it is always positive, and there are some patients, not the majority, but there

are some patients, no matter what you do, you are never going to help them enough, you

are never going to change their negative outlook, so you just have to let them be whoever

they are going to be.  Patients have to take their own responsibility.”

When you start to get burned out, your attitude toward patients shifts.  Nurses’ positive

attitudes can suffer when they assume responsibility for their patients’ negative attitudes.

“Nurses can tend to do too much to where they burn themselves out because they are

empathizing so much.  When you start to get burned out, your attitude toward patients

shifts and when you have certain types of patients, your attitude can shift.  You want to

remain respectful and caring, but then you have certain patients that can be really

irritating and just never get off the call light and you are never doing enough.

Professionalism falls into this category, because when you have the angry patients or the

ones that are aggressive, and you have tried a lot of different approaches, you just need to

be professional.”
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Support

Patients’ family, friends and care givers strongly influence patients’ recovery and

wellness.  Nurses strive to support patients based on how each patient is feeling,

emotionally, physically and spiritually.  Support has a big impact on wellness.

We not only support the patient, but we support everyone around them.  A patient’s

support network includes family and other care givers.  “You need to support the patient

and the family all the time and to make them feel like you’re their advocate, that it

doesn’t really matter who you work for, you’re a nurse and your main objective is to take

care of them and to give them support.  Sometimes, they will ask you your opinion, and

sometimes you cannot always express it, but I think it is the way you express to the

patient and their family that you are there for them and you are looking out for their best

interests. If we can support the patient’s family, it is an indirect way we can support the

patient.”

Support systems can really influence the health of a patient.  Patients who have strong

support systems fare better than those who do not.  “Not only their physical health, but as

a nurse you also look at their spiritual health and their mental health; there are so many

facets of the human being that need support. Patients will be better with support systems

and it is sad when they don’t have a family member there helping them, or if a family

member is just making it worse. Family support, sometimes we see a lot of that,
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sometimes we don’t see any and family support plays a big role in how fast people get

well.  I think it plays a role in the nurse’s perspective, too because it’s so much easier to

take care of people if they have that support.  It comes up a lot in nursing that someone

may be there for one thing but almost always we end up assisting them with something

else, whether it may be domestic violence or just depression.  There is a lot more that

goes on, especially when you’re touching somebody’s life in a setting like a hospital that

encompasses the patients and all of their care givers.”

It feels good to be needed.  Nurses feel fulfilled when they see positive results from

supporting their patients.  “When you have had a great session with someone, you have

had a big impact on them, it is great. That is probably why a lot of nurses enjoy nursing is

that you can give support and see the result of it.  A lot of the support we can give

patients, in addition to those acts of caring, is to support them in how they are handling

their illness.  If they are unable to do what you expect them to do, or what their plan of

care says they should be doing on day 2, you can help them be where they are. Being able

to be there, even if you are just sitting there and holding their hand, you do not always

have to use words.  Sometimes it is hard because you want to make it all better but you

cannot.”
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Patient Wellness

Wellness means something different for each patient; it may mean full recovery or

incremental improvement in health.  Patients influence their own wellness depending on

whether or not they follow medical advice and practice self-care.  For nurses, well

patients provide an opportunity to celebrate; nurses help patients adjust their wellness

goals in order to recognize even small improvements.

It is awesome when you treat someone and they get better.  Wellness can mean complete

recovery from or absence of an illness.  “When we find cancer at the stage where the

person did not even know they had it and we can heal them and cure them, that is

wonderful. You might get somebody coming in who is worried about colon cancer and so

you go through and look at the colon and you get a real sense of relief when you find out

they are not sick. Seeing a premature baby begin to thrive after being cared for for so

many months; you get hope that that baby is gong to make it and enjoy a normal life.”

It is a fun side of nursing.  Wellness provides relief from the challenges of illness.

“Wellness is an important part of nursing because there is not just the illness side of

nursing; it is an enjoyable side of nursing. For the most part, in OB our patients are

healthy, so it is nice that we get to deal with the fun part of healthcare.”
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You can help patients and their families take care of themselves.  Wellness is supported

by self-responsibility and self-care. “Nurses can help people through that, depending on

what you have lived through yourself and your feelings of wellness.  You can say to a

patient’s family, ‘You need to go home, you need to get some sleep, you do not need to

be here 24 hours a day; you need to take care of your inner wellness yourself before you

can take care of someone else.’ When they are so weak they cannot get out of bed, I can

encourage them ‘Get up, sit on the side of the bed for five minutes, and then go back and

rest, and then later this afternoon, we’ll sit up for five minutes more.’  So, you can help

them become more well so they can deal with what they are going through.”

Wellness is different for everybody.  Nurses adjust wellness goals according to each

patient’s needs and abilities.  “Sometimes your goals have to be pared down in order to

continue to have hope; when you are working with children with illnesses, I think you

change your hopes for those children; you still have hope but it may not be the hope that

they are going to be well, it may be the hope that they can make it to Christmas. Working

with children, they tend to get sick very quickly and then also improve very quickly, but

at the same time childhood is often a time when awful things are diagnosed.  It is a hard

blow when a child comes in for headaches and it is discovered to be a brain tumor; it is

harder working with little ones, sometimes I think if you have an older person with a

terminal illness, in your mind or in your heart you can say they had a full life or they have

had the opportunity to excel.
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Wellness is a dual edged sword; your hope on the one side may be relief that you do not

have a disease, but your hope on the other side might be that you have to switch gears

and learn how to deal with a new diagnosis; and wellness helps you cope with that.  If

you do not have a good, positive wellness, it is difficult to make it through the negative

diagnoses.  It is awesome when they are getting their chemo and you can sit with them,

talk with them and help them be ok, just supporting each patient with where they are and

what they need to feel better and to improve their own wellness.

Wellness is the idea of somebody feeling well with whatever they are handed.  Wellness

in the textbook sense is that everybody is well and healthy, but my goal with every shift

was to get every patient to the optimal level of wellness for them; did they have what

they needed, did they have water, was their pain managed, were they coping well, was I

on time for them.  I hear a lot from patients not getting their pain medicine on time, and

that’s what freaks them out; they’re already dealing with either an illness they’ll get well

from or something that’s going to change the rest of their lives and my even be terminal.

For me wellness would be like bringing them the optimal twelve hour period, giving

them enough wellness to say, ‘that nurse made a difference to me; I got my bath, I got

some food, I got my medication on time, someone talked to my family about what’s

going on.’”
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TEACHERS

Using purposive sampling, a focus group of nine participants was assembled from

teachers working in public schools in Great Falls, Montana, November 26, 2006.  Focus

group participants were asked about their perceptions of hope in the context of all of life

(not just the workplace).  When asked, “Tell me about hope,” participants generated 79

responses in the form of a word, phrase or sentence written on 4 x 6 index cards.  The

group then sorted the cards by themes.  Once sorting was complete, participants named

the themes and produced a list of five affinities (Appendix D).  Focus groups were then

asked about their perceptions of hope and the workplace.  When asked, “Tell me about

hope and the workplace,” participants generated 85 responses in the form of a word,

phrase or sentence written on 4 x 6 index cards.  The group then sorted the cards by

themes.  Once sorting was complete, participants named the themes and produced a list of

eight affinities (Appendix E).

The affinities that compose teachers’ perceptions of hope and the affinities that

compose teachers’ perceptions of hope and the workplace were used as the basis for the

interview protocol (Appendix F).  Interviews were audio recorded using the researcher’s

iPod.  The interview protocol authenticated the focus group’s affinities and elicited thick

descriptions of each affinity.  This structure ensured that each affinity was explored

thoroughly and consistently.
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To determine interview participants, the researcher used convenience sampling.

Ten American, Caucasian, teachers who worked in a public school were interviewed for

the study.  Four participants were male and six participants were female.  Ages of

participants ranged from 23 to 61 with experience ranging from two years to 38 years.

Once again, to enhance the robustness of the study, additional teachers were interviewed

beyond those from the focus group who could participate.  The teachers’ experience was

acquired at public schools throughout the United States in communities whose total

populations ranged from 50,000 to more than one million.

Just as with the nurses, the interview with each participant consisted of a series of

dialogues on two systems: 1) hope in general and 2) hope in the context of the workplace.

The interviewer asked questions regarding each affinity to ascertain the participant’s

experiences with and perceptions about each system.  To conclude the interview, the

researcher asked the participant to add thoughts, opinions or affinities not discussed

previously.

Upon completion of the interviews, each interview was transcribed and analyzed

for specific examples that illustrated or alluded to a specific affinity or a specific

relationship between two affinities.  Data were recorded in an axial code table and

theoretical code table for each interview.  These data were transferred into combined

interview axial code tables and combined interview theoretical code tables, thereby

creating databases for the entire set of interviews.  The following section presents the

axial code data contained in the combined interview axial code tables.
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Axial Code Summary: Hope

To present interview results, a composite description of each affinity in the words

of the interview participants was created.  The following descriptions of the five affinities

identified by the focus group compose teachers’ collective perceptions of hope.  These

affinities are: Faith, Relationships, Optimism about the Future, Expressions of Hope, and

Realistic Anticipation.

Faith

According to teachers, faith means belief in a loving power greater than oneself.

Faith helps teachers anticipate positive experiences and overcome difficult events.  Some

teachers focus their faith on God, while others focus it on a higher power or the goodness

of human kind.  Faith drives confidence that everything will be ok.

You have to believe that things are going to get better.  Faith helps teachers look beyond

present circumstances to anticipate a positive outcome.  “With some of the things you see

with students, be it a tragedy in the home, a tragedy at school that affects our kids, you

have to have a place to put that. Last year, we attended three funerals before Christmas.

We had a student death in August, we had a teacher commit suicide in October, and

another teacher died last spring.  So, here we have the senior class that has already
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experienced two suicides and an accidental death.  I think it helps me, watching them

grieve and grieving with them, to think someone else has a plan for this.”

There is a greater purpose in all of this.  Teachers rely on the idea that every situation

has a higher purpose which will lead to good, for themselves and others.  “Maybe  we do

not get the reason, but that someone is taking care of us, and this is an opportunity for me

to learn something, this is a bonding experience for some people, some good came out of

it.  Knowing that even when you are down and in the worst of places, having faith that

God is watching out for you and there is a plan and there is something to be learned.

Faith helps me interpret when I cannot make sense of night or day.  There is something

good to come out of it.

Faith is huge in my life and I think it is hard to distinguish between faith and hope.  A lot

of times, like when I have had a real difficult time in my life, I say that my faith brought

me through, but really it is the hope, knowing that things are going to be ok and that

belief in a higher power, that there is a plan. Just having that acceptance that it is not in

my time, as much as I want to be in control, it is in God’s time.  I am not a strong church-

goer, but I consider myself to be a very spiritual person and I have a lot of faith in a

higher power.  I am a firm believer in a higher power because, I am lucky in my job

because I get to see miracles all the time.   I did not do it, I know that, and nobody else

did it, but miracles happen.  Having an understanding that maybe things are not going the
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way you want, but the Lord God has your best interests and he has a bigger plan for you

and that plan will be revealed to you.  I think faith has a lot of hope in it.  Faith tends to

imply that I do not really know what the answer is, but I have a hope that a higher power

does.  You trust that something else is going to be able to manage whatever it is you are

going through, you let it go.  I really do not know how they deal with life. I do not know

how people who do not have any kind of faith function, honestly, I do not understand

how that works.  Faith gives me the strength to keep plugging away when things get

rough.”

Faith in a higher power.  Some teachers identify with a sense of spirituality apart from

organized religion.  “My dad was an alcoholic and was able to arrest the disease because

of AA, where a higher power was a big part. Faith means having an understanding that

there is a higher power and you might not, faith is not necessarily emotional, it is

something you cannot get tied up with emotions because it is a constant.  Definitely more

spirituality than religion.”

Hopefully we all have goodness within each of us.   Faith also includes belief in the

goodness of people.  “Faith not just in a higher power, but faith in how the world works

and faith in people around me.  Faith in the people of the world, that they will do the right

thing.  I am not locked into one belief system, so for me it is more about faith in what I

know, people I can see, not so much hoping it will work out because somebody will make
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sure that that is how the world is supposed to work.  Not necessarily the religious aspect,

just believing something positive is going to happen the next day. Faith can also be faith

in one’s self and one’s abilities, one’s autonomy.  I would hope that there is a faith in

humanity.  I am much more of a transcendentalist; I believe in the goodness of man.

People talk about how their faith helped them through a situation and not doubt it did, but

seriously, I do not know how much my faith has comforted me as much as a living,

breathing person has.”

A personal relationship with God.  For some teachers, faith is generated through

involvement in an organized religion.  “Knowing how much the Lord God loves you.

Prayer comes to mind immediately, ‘Please God!”  It is not a vague spirituality, it is a

very specific spirituality on an individual basis.  My faith does keep me hopeful, knowing

that the actions and the thoughts I have will please God.  Thinking of the afterlife, hope

keeps me looking for that day. Going to mass and saying grace at meals.  I am very

religious, church-going.”

Relationships

Relationships are essential to teachers’ hope.  Family and friends provide support,

encouragement and alternate perspectives.  The best relationships are founded on

unconditional acceptance and love.  Good relationships require work.
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Family.  Family members represent key relationships; they provide support and

encouragement.  “Relationships are very important to all of us and need to be important

to all of us; I think the idea of family is interesting because our definition of family has

changed so much. I have my biological family, but sometimes your students become

family to you also.  I have been married for 37 years, so obviously my spouse has been

very patient, teaching me how to have a relationship.  Family, family, family; it is very

important.  Family is pretty strong for me; my whole family, with my spouse’s family

and my family, it is a positive thing.  My marriage is the key relationship in my life.  My

family keeps me hopeful, but I do not know if my family would keep me as hopeful if my

spouse was not the person my spouse is.”

Relationships are what keep us going.  Relationships are essential to teachers’ happiness

and well-being.  “There is always going to be a time when you are feeling more

challenged and more frustrated; sometimes when you are having a hard time, it can be

hard to believe that God really does know what he is doing, and the relationships and the

common beliefs with family and colleagues are vital to help you through those things. I

am lucky enough to have found people who help me out and helped me last year when I

went through some really tough times.  My family supports me regarding the goals I am

working toward.  Relationships help ground you and make you open your eyes to see

things in a different way.  I tend to surround myself with people who help with my hope

and my faith. Relationships make things possible that you could not do on your own.”
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Friends.  Friends create an enduring support network for many teachers.  “You have

acquaintances, and you have friends and if you come out with one true friend, you have

done a good job.  My closest friends are from when I was four years old, and I am 41

years old now.  I heard something a couple of months ago that the most important

relationships for women are with girlfriends.  Being new to town, friendship is very

important, giving me the hope that things will continue to work out for me here.”

If we are really friends, it is unconditional and they accept us with our faults.  One of

the main benefits of relationships is knowing you will never be rejected or judged.  “I

have a real good relationship with my spouse and both of my daughters, even though I do

have character defects, and I have a couple of good friends.  Those people, it does not

matter what happens, they are going to be there for me and I am going to be there for

them.  In our office, we might see things differently and sometimes have conflict, but it is

the trust in that relationship that helps you say, ‘Ok, we are going to get through this,

too.’  We all need a place to be safe and we need people that we are safe with,

Unconditional acceptance.  I think of relationships on many levels, and all of them, if

they are true relationships, they include forgiveness, whether it is with my spouse or with

a friend.  If we are really friends, it is unconditional and they accept us with our faults.

For me, too, it is about loyalty.  That somebody might say something nasty about

somebody you like, and instead of just staying quiet, you might take up for that person
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and say something, that you are willing to suspend other people’s negativity so that you

are able to make up your mind about other people yourself.”

It is a constant working if you want a relationship to work.  Strong relationships require

endurance and forgiveness.  “It is not always easy, but it is a beautiful thing.  Having

hope during the bad times and the good times, knowing that it is a constant work in

progress.  We need to have love and faith and trust, it requires work, not just with family

but with friends as well.  It is all about actions you take to maintain those relationships.”

Optimism about the Future

Teachers rely on optimism about the future to remind themselves that anything

can happen; there is always another chance for something to go well or for a person to

grow.  It also helps teachers to recognize the good that already is occurring in their lives

and to believe that they can make a positive contribution.

Things can get better.  When teachers look to the future, they anticipate growth, progress

and positive experiences.  “If you look at a kid and you do not think their life is going to

get better when they have come from a family that just has three strikes against them

before they are even born, how can you get up and do this work every day?  I do a lot of

volunteer work with hospice and I have been a rape advocate for years; when you deal

with stuff like that, you have to have the belief that things are going to get better.  I think
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that is what hope is, that strong belief in the future. People think, ‘you are crazy, how can

you stand high school kids?’ but I think, ‘how can you not?’  In ten years, this is our

society; we have to take advantage of that.  We only have four years to give them the

skills they will need, to give them the foundation they will need, ethically and in terms of

work and things like that, to help them out.  Definitely the profession I am in, which is a

big part of who I am, is an outward expression that things can get better.  Belief that

things can get better, I think that is a big deal for me right now.  It is not an action,

necessarily, as opposed to a general feeling of well-being, that there can be good things

coming again.  I know that next year I will make more money than I did this year; next

year my children will be one year older and wiser, more independent.

There is good stuff going on.  Sometimes, I think not just in education, but in all of life,

people tend to remember the negative.  Every week, I can pick up the paper and read

about my students in district court, justice court, federal court, and they are in trouble.  I

mean, they are in trouble; I have two kids in prison for the rest of their lives for murder;

they murdered somebody.  And so, you tend to forget about those other people, but I

remember because I see their children going to school here and I see my former students

all over town, including my doctor; I remember him when he was in 9th grade.  That is

why it is tough to leave the job; I get to see that here.  Feeling that good things will

happen and they will happen to me.  Hope for my future is knowing that my son will

grow up in a world that is accepting of him and that he can be whoever he wants to be.  A
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future for my parents being healthy and not having to succumb to a horrible illness.

Financial stability and being happy with my job.”

I can make a contribution.  Optimism gives life rich meaning.  “I am very optimistic

about the future.  I work next door to a teacher who I remember when she was in 9th

grade; there is a 40 year old who I had in junior high who has four kids and is a very

successful business person here in town and the fireman of the year I had in 7th grade.

Someone had a quote in a workshop I attended that said, ‘If I knew the world was going

to end tomorrow, I would plant an apple tree today.’  And, I though, that is cool, because

you never know what is going to happen and you have to hope that even for one day I can

make a difference.  I somewhat feel like I have a little bit of ability, with the optimism

and positive thoughts, to cause life to change, to have an influence.”

I am always thinking of possibilities.  Optimism involves viewing the future as a realm

of possibility.  “Having a positive outlook on things, knowing that change is possible, if

that is what would make a positive future.  There is potential.  Being assured that even on

a bad day, tomorrow is a different day and you never know what will happen.  Looking

forward to what comes next, to something new.  I like the concept of being able to

change, always being optimistic.  For example, this morning I was a really grouchy

parent, but I am optimistic that when I pick up my kids today, they will have forgotten
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about all of that and we can start over.  I like the optimism that you get a second chance

or a third chance, or however many chances it takes.”

Expressions of Hope

Expressions of hope can me visual, (a smile), physical, (a hug), or active, such as

when someone invests time and energy into a relationship or project whose outcome is

out of their control.

Being assured every day that I am loved and I am needed.   For many teachers,

expressions of hope are means of giving and receiving reassurance.  “Talking to people

the way you would want to be talked to.  Just lifting people up.  I would also include

philanthropic deeds, actions that are altruistic, helping others, doing good deeds in

communities.  I always give to the local rescue mission because that is an expression of

hope that maybe someone will be able to overcome their problems.  The ability to

empathize with a person.  Having somebody you can laugh with or get a different take on

an experience.  Verbal expressions of hope, like ‘I think we can work this out,’ or, ‘I

think there is an option out there that we can come up with,’ or, ‘let’s put our heads

together.’ Words of encouragement, being in tune to what somebody might need and

providing that encouragement that they might need.”
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The idea of growth and that illustration of growth is a big part of what hope is.  Taking

an action whose outcome is out of one’s control is an expression of hope.  “I thought

gardening was a great example because there are certain things you put into the ground

and your think, ‘well, I hope this works out.’ Children are a great example of hope.  I

admire people who have children; you have to have a lot of hope to watch kids grow and

send them out in the world today.”

Having connections with people.  Stable relationships require work; that work is an

expression of hope.  “A family that can stay in tact in spite of the challenges of life is an

expression of hope.  Family and love; feeling a sense of security, stability, a healthy

family, good working environment, financial security.”

Very visible things; for example, you can see a smile, you can feel a hug.   Many

expressions of hope are perceived through the five senses.  “A kid’s face smiling, like in

the morning when they come in and they are bubbly and positive. The nonverbal stuff,

nods and smiles and leaning towards someone to show that you are paying attention to

them. Any kind of touch would be a great example of love and hope; the power of touch

is so incredible.  Smiles, hugs.”
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Realistic Anticipation

According to teachers, one has to work toward what one hopes for and devise

strategies for achieving goals.  Hope is more than wishful thinking; each person has the

power to influence what happens in their life, even though the final outcome may be out

of their control.

I need to have a plan if this does not go quite the way I need it to.    For teachers, hope

includes working toward what they hope for and being prepared with alternate plans.  “I

like the idea of looking forward to something, but I guess I think of it as guarded

anticipation.  I have a plan, but I need to be prepared in case I do not get what I want.

Knowing even things that are difficult can be accomplished if you have a plan and are

able to figure out little steps toward reaching those goals.  That is the footsteps to me, the

steps that you decide will help you get to where you think is a good thing. You might be

hoping for something in the future, but it is going to be a long haul getting there; while

others are there to help you, most of it is intrinsic, you are going to have to look for that

other path if the first one does not go the way you expected.”

The hard work pays off.  Hope is not wishful thinking; it involves effort and realistic

goals.  “As much faith as you have and as much as you believe that things are going to

get better, if you do not get off your butt and do something, then it is just going to stay

the same.  I show that in my life through volunteering and being involved in my nieces’
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and nephews’ lives. Is it really realistic that I am going to win the lottery?  Well,

probably not; I can have optimism about that, but if I am going to win the lotto, then I

have to buy a lotto ticket, or if I am going to go back to school, well, I better put in my

application.  Sometimes it is not easy, and sometimes it is not fun.  I am a gardener, and it

is not fun to be putting down the organic fertilizer and tilling the soil, but you have hope

that you are gong to have this great harvest.  That is something that really builds hope,

being able to say, ‘I have had these experiences and I know the hard work will pay off.’

There is much more work with realistic anticipation.  It goes back to faith and family,

both things that keep me working toward my realistic anticipation.

Being able to differentiate between what you can change and what you cannot change.

This goes back to the serenity prayer, accepting the things we cannot change, courage to

change the things I can and the wisdom to know the difference.  I have had problems in

my life, worrying that I do not have the courage to change the things I can, but as you get

older, you get a little smarter; I can see young counselors out here getting real frustrated,

like with central administration—you are not going to change them.  I can make things

better here, in my little world, on a day to day basis.  But I think it is knowing that

difference.  You keep plugging along and hope that things get gradually better, and even

if they do not get better, you hope for comfort.
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Setting up realistic goals.  I cannot anticipate that I am going to have a job where I make

a million dollars. I just have to hope that if I keep working, my family is going to be

better off.  Realistic means within the parameters that I can achieve it.  Being able to have

hope for something in the future that is not something crazy, like thinking I could fly.  It

is essential to hold onto that ‘what if.’  None of us does not want to win the lottery or live

the perfect life, but it is the fun of day dreaming about it that makes providing for

yourself more enjoyable.”
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Axial Code Summary: Hope and the Workplace

The following descriptions of the eight affinities identified by the focus group compose

teachers’ collective perceptions of hope and the workplace.  These affinities are:

Colleagues, Money, Parents, Organizational Structure/System, Vehicles for Supporting

Kids, Kids’ Response, Student Outcomes, and Teacher Outcomes.

Colleagues

Colleagues can be the deciding factor when a teacher chooses to leave or remain

at a particular school.  Colleagues represent a network of support, both for teachers and

for students.  Many teachers meet with colleagues outside of work to strengthen work

relationships and/or to develop friendships.

They are the ones who fill up my hope tank.  Colleagues support teachers’ emotional

well-being and energy.  “My department meets for coffee every Friday morning.

Sometimes we meet and sometimes we just check in; we really do support each other.

When I was teaching in a middle school, we had teams.  You were constantly with those

three other teachers, socializing and talking.  I need emotional support; being a counselor

at a high school is very different from being a teacher at the high school because while

teachers function as individuals, counselors are put on a team since counselors naturally

work together. The more colleagues, the better, I have found.  It makes work enjoyable;
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for me, it is strictly a joyful and social thing.  Yeah, sometimes they give you ideas and

yeah, sometimes they help you figure things out, but for me it is more social, to be able to

have a bunch of people who know specifically what you deal with daily.

Work would not be fun for me if I did not have emotional relationships. Right now, it

helps with sanity.  I have a guy down the hall that I can talk to, not about school but just

about stuff. I would include people who inspire me.  I had a fabulous mentor and she

passed away a couple of years ago; and she, I am going to cry, she really built me into the

teacher that I am today and shared with me so much about collegiality and what it is to be

a teacher, that it is not all about the essays but it is about building relationships with

colleagues.

On a larger scope, a lot of my friends that I do things with outside of school are the

people I work with and I think a lot of that is because we do have common beliefs and

common goals and even though we are different politically and religious beliefs, I think

there is just something about people who go into education; whether they are teachers or

associate principals or the secretaries or the ladies who are serving lunch, there is an

energy about them that you cannot find elsewhere, so colleagues are a great source; they

are energizing.”
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You have to be able to trust your colleagues.  Positive relationships with colleagues are

essential to job satisfaction as well as positive outcomes for students. “Some I trust more

than others, but I do trust all of them and their abilities to serve the kids. Until this year, I

was the department head.  In this department, the first thing we looked for when we hired

anybody was, ‘can you live with them?’  this is a real small space and we have eight very

different people here.  From the multi-tasker who can get more done in two hours than

most people can get done in two weeks, to someone who is unbelievably thorough in

what she does; there is just a real variety of people in this department, but I can trust

them. Colleagues mean working with people I can trust to do the right thing.  And, also

that they act straightforwardly, which means they do not have a bunch of hidden agenda

crap, they do not go on power trips or come in saying one thing and go out saying

something else.”

Colleagues can make or break what you do.  Teachers are much more likely to stay at a

workplace when colleagues extend knowledge, advice and empathy to one another.  “A

lot of times, it is difficult to do this job and to do it yourself, you just close the door and

do your thing.  I do not function like that at all; I bless my neighbors for putting up with

my ‘oh my gosh, what do I, what do you think about this?’  I think you have to have that

and you have to have those relationships. We learn from each other; I think a lot about

hope is learning. On the other hand, there is a lot of young teachers who are really good,
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really confident, and I have told them, ‘I am in awe, you people know so much more than

when I was fresh out of school.’ That part is really good.

Colleagues mean support, friendship, trust; and by support I mean two things, I mean

support with my own life and support on the job itself.  In the counseling profession, we

are always talking with each other about cases and I get feedback on ‘Did I do the right

thing with this student, or should I have done something different?’ Having the

supportive and team atmosphere with co-workers really improves the workplace and

hope when things are looking down; you really need that. Relationships that work are

crucial for me; if I did not have relationships that worked, I would not be here, I would be

working somewhere else.”

Money

Many teachers discuss money merely as something that is necessary for

subsistence; a tool but not something to long for or covet.  When a community passes a

mill levy, teachers feel valued and respected.  Teachers can be successful with kids even

when there is not enough money.  Even though they did not go into teaching expecting to

make a lot of money, teachers believe they are underpaid and find it difficult to make

ends meet.

You do it because you love it and you hope that you make enough to live.  Many

teachers feel disconnected emotionally from money and consider it a low priority in their
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lives.  “Money ranks very low on my list.  The only thing money has to do with hope for

me is that I am safe and that my child is safe. This is a hard one; I had a hard time when

we talked about it in the focus group because I have been raised in public education, my

parents were both teachers and so, for me, I came to this thinking I will never make any

money.  I kind of laugh at money and teachers because it just does not go together.  I am

not doing this job for money.  I also think that money for educators and for me really

does show that you have hope in what you are doing and you have faith and belief in

what you are doing, because you are not doing it for the big bucks.  I choose to be here

for very different reasons; however, I recognize that if you are supporting a household

with this salary, then it moves very quickly to the top of the scale for you.

Money is just a means to an end. Money does not influence me much.  I like money, but

not to play with, not to invest, not to count. spent much of my life working two jobs.  I

have never had lots of money, but I have always had enough money.  Money is

something you use, it is not something you covet. Money is just realistic; it does not

mean much, it is just a tool.  I think that money can be something that if we spend too

much time on, you know if I got paid for every hour that I worked, or if you get hung up

on that, you lose sight of what you are really doing here.  No that volunteerism should be

what education is either, but I think money is something you have to be able to let go of.

You need to be able to say, ‘I need to be able to feed my family and I need to be able to
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provide and I need retirement, but if I get hung up on how much other people make or

why other people get this or that, I lose sight of what I am really doing.’”

Teachers tend to be underpaid, undervalued.  Low salaries constrict some teachers’

hopefulness.  “It is a lot about being paid, not necessarily what the workplace perceives,

but what are we really worth as educators?  I think most teachers did not pick this line of

profession for the money they are bringing home, because if you look at the hours spent

and the money you get, it is kind of a joke. Money is frustrating in the workplace if you

are single and a first year teacher; hell, I had more money in college.  Now, I have to get

the masters, I have to get another certification, do I have an IRA?, all that stuff is a source

of frustration.”

It is a show of respect from the community.  From teachers’ perspective, money

symbolizes a community’s validation of its teachers and commitment to its kids.  “They

are verifying or validating that we are worth this to them. Money is really an interesting

aspect when it comes to education.  It’s like the more you have in your system, it’s

almost like that can inflate the hope because there’s a sense of security and there’s also a

sense, when the community passes a levy, it is kind of an unwritten word that they

believe in what you are dong and they trust in what you are doing.  And that gives you

the hope that ‘Ok, we are moving in the right direction.’
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If more money were put into the schools, our educational state would not be so bad.  “I

think it is a shame that we spend so much on criminals and we could have invested that

money when they were children; I believe if we spent more on children, that would bring

the crime rate down. Unlimited technological resources; you can do so much with that.  I

think that money that could be put into technology for the classroom is immeasurable,

like I have a SmartBoard in my room and I use it almost every day.  We can write on it,

access the Internet and if the kids want a copy of what has been written, I can email it to

them.”

Money can be a source of hope when it is not there.  Teachers can help students thrive

regardless of a lack of financial abundance.  “Because it forces you to be creative and it

forces you to use the materials that you do have to get whatever it is you need to do done.

We work in a building where we have all scopes of kids.  Kids who come from nothing,

literally their only meal throughout the day is the free hot lunch that they get at school, to

kids whose parents are millionaires.  I think that is one thing that makes working in this

building amazing, is we do have a full spectrum and we all get along; you know we are

not fighting , we are not biting each other’s heads off and you do not really have the

sense of the haves and have nots as you do in some other schools.”
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Parents

According to teachers, parents have the biggest impact on kids’ education.  Kids

whose parents are sober, spend time in their classrooms or expect high performance tend

to achieve higher outcomes than kids whose parents are disengaged from their education.

It is hard for teachers to instill educational values in kids whose parents do not support

those values at home.  Teachers believe that every parent is doing the best they can.

Parents that are not parents almost destroy hope for their kids.  It is very difficult for

students to thrive when they are not supported by their parents.  “Whether they are good,

bad or indifferent, they are going to have a huge, huge influence, probably the biggest

influence on the kids’ attitude toward school and their own belief in themselves. When I

think of all the problems we have and what is hardest for me to deal with, there is usually

a break down with the parents, whether it is their fault or not, like lack of support for the

kids, they have got their own problems to deal with and their kid’s science grade is not

their issue.  Most of the kids who have big issues to deal with, there is something wrong

in the family.

Parents can be frustrating because they are not always involved and some kids do not get

the ‘I love yous’ and the hugs and encouragement and stories read to them at home.

Some parents only come in for the strangest things and can’t show up for their children’s

conferences and meetings and cannot be bothered at home. It is really hard for me to
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focus on the good parents because I spend so much time scratching my head at poor

parenting.  I think teaching just makes you aware that the chip is always right off the old

block. I think sometimes you see children raising children and that is frustrating.”

Parents that know how to parent create that hope for their kids.  Parents who are

involved in classrooms or who choose sobriety over drunkenness contribute to their kids’

education and well-being.  “It really is hopeful to see parents who are involved.  Parents

give me hope; parents are what can really change where we are right now with education.

I have a lot of parents that are really good parents.  We have this great volunteer, whose

boys have gone through school here and she is like the ultimate parent.  She is involved

in everything, she bakes the counseling department cookies, she bakes cakes for the

teachers and leaves them in the teacher lounge—not on teacher appreciation day.  Parents

do care; they are on top of things.  All it takes is one story that I hear every once in a

while of a parent who  chooses his kids over alcohol or they choose their kids over drugs.

It keeps me hopeful that every once in a while you hear a good story, where there is

going to be hope for one kid.

Parents are wonderful and frustrating because definitely every kid does not have the same

type of parenting at home and it just makes a huge difference when you have a parent

who is involved, who is working with their kids and not necessarily thinking that the

school has to do it all because so much learning happens outside the classroom, but also
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parents that are involved make such a wonderful difference in the schools and make

things possible that would not happen without their support.”

They are doing the best they can with what they know.  Teachers strive not to judge any

parents and to help each parent.  “I learned in one of my first years of teaching, at a

workshop I attended a gentleman said that you have to give up on the idea that everyone

is a good parent, because they are not.  And so, when you  are in a situation when you are

dealing with parents who are frustrated or just do not know what else to do, well they

don’t, you know they really don’t.  I have a quote on my bulletin board and I firmly

believe this: ‘I have never met a parent that was not doing the best that they could based

on their own parenting skills and their mental health.’  Sometimes, we look at parents and

it is easy to be quick to judge and think, ‘How can that kid make it with where they are

coming from?’  but I believe every parent loves their children.  They may not have the

ability or they may not be healthy enough to be able to express it in the way that some

parents would, or the way I would like them to, but I firmly believe parents who struggle

with substance abuse, they love their kids.  And parents who may be gambling all of their

money away, they love their kids.  They just do not express it the way that I would

express it if I were a parent.

My hope in dealing with parents is that they are doing the best they can with what they

have, and a lot of times they just need someone to say, ‘Have you tried giving a
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consequence if they do not come home at midnight?’  Some of them do not have those

parenting skills and a lot of times it is because they did not have those skills modeled to

them.  I realized people are doing what they know, and that it is not my job to judge what

is happening, it is my job to say, ‘Have you thought about this solution?’ ‘Maybe this

could work for you,’ and ‘Let’s look at some of the things your kids do well.’  If I have

learned one thing in all my years in education, it is that there is no such thing as a

functional family.  There are just different levels of dysfunction.  There are no Brady

Bunches or Huxtables out there, and that is a real hard thing for kids to accept.  I see a lot

of parents doing the best they can.  Do they screw up?  Yeah, but I can tell you my kids

will be the first ones to tell you that my spouse and I are not the perfect parents.  You

figure out you do not have control over a lot of things.”

Organizational Structure/System

Organizational policies, hierarchies and formal leaders can be very frustrating for

teachers.  Many teachers believe that their knowledge is not fully respected or utilized by

the organization.  Mandated curricula and methodologies are considered to be hindrances

by teachers who prefer to customize their classrooms according to the unique needs of

their students.

It is hard because a lot of things are dictated to us and we do not have control over

them.  Hierarchy can make teachers feel powerless. “You have to trust that the people
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who are in charge of you know what they are doing, that we all have a part to play here;

you do not always understand why people make the decisions they make because our jobs

are very different. We work so closely together in education, but we also have a hierarchy

and we also have things that are out of our control.  We need to ask ourselves, ‘Are we

moving in the right direction with No Child Left Behind?’ because I think we may be

stifling creativity because we are really not giving kids an opportunity to bloom.

Sometimes I wish they were more decisive, but then I also realize that they have to

answer to a million different perspectives, so sometimes maybe I misinterpret lack of

decisiveness for just not automatically telling me what I want to hear.

The schools do things to appease the public.  Everything is political, especially in a

publicly funded workplace where the public is paying your salary.  I think schools do

things to appease the public, even though we are the ones in the schools and we know

what is best for kids.  My dad has been teaching for 37 years, and he says ‘I am not on a

hospital board because I do not know how to run a hospital, yet we have a school board

full of people who have not necessarily studied education, yet they are the ones who are

steering the ship.’  We are more worried about our public image, so we can keep getting

funded.”

Being able to speak your mind without repercussions is very important.  Teachers prefer

to have freedom to voice their opinions and make their own decisions about what
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teaching methodologies are best for their students.  “Things like that definitely affect how

the organization functions.  If you live in fear of your job from day to day, it is tough to

be a positive influence in your job and it affects everything we have talked about so far.

It has a lot of impact because it can wear you down if you are working in a system that is

different philosophically than you are because it is like, ‘Man, am I just beating my head

against the wall every day?  How can I say this differently so they can get it, because they

are just not getting it.’

At this level, organization is micromanagement.  It is not giving me the freedom to do

what I want to do in the classroom and it limits you speaking your mind because there

will be repercussions.  If you have someone who is more, wants the control, the

dictatorship, does not trust teachers’ opinions and outlooks on things, that makes for a

tougher working environment, not jut in the classroom but also among co-workers, it

breeds negativity and once that starts breeding, yuck.  Definitely being able to speak your

mind without repercussions.  And having leadership that is smart, I like my leaders to

know a lot, to be well educated, but also I want them to be able to really know systems

and how systems work so they can effect change.  I like them to be personable as well.”

It can be the biggest thing to keep your hope alive.  Open communication and alignment

are very important to teachers.  “When working in a system where everyone is on the

same page, it can keep you going.  I think in my situation, we are pretty lucky; I know I
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can go to administration and say ‘I do not understand what is going on,’ and I will get an

answer.  That is important, and it contributes to what we do here.  The thing I appreciate

about the people I work for is that none of them are out to just make my life awful; I do

not feel like any of them have it out for me; I do not see any personal vindictiveness.”

You have to have strong leadership.  Leaders have a strong impact on teachers’

hopefulness at work.  “Whether it is the top dog in administration or a teacher who steps

forward and takes on a leadership role; in education we see a lot of people who are not

official leaders but they are leaders and people listen to them and they have an impact on

what people think.  I do not always think the best educational leaders are in the leadership

positions, I think some of the best people in education know that the classroom is where

they have the most impact, and so I think that some of the formal leaders are not as good

with kids and they wanted out of teaching for a reason.  Some of the best teachers end up

being administrators, but I do not always see that; I think that is how it should be.  When

you have a good principal or someone in the leadership role who is positive, who allows

you to have some freedom and try things and who respects you and thinks of you as a

partner, it goes so much more smoothly.”

This too shall pass and you need to do the work yourself.   Teachers feel a sense of

ownership regarding their students’ learning; they believe they can be successful

regardless of where they work.  “That is something that can really drag you down and
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question the hope that you do have because it is like, ‘Can I get anywhere if I do not have

that support?’  and what I have found is, yeah you can; this too shall pass and you need to

do the work yourself, even if you have been here from seven in the morning until six at

night.  For example, our superintendent has done some great things.  Since he has been

here, not one mill levy has failed.  But, he has not one clue about what goes on at this

school.  The last time he was in a high school for more than one day was when he was a

student in high school.  He does not know what goes on and never will; you have to be

here.  As far as this school, administration has gone from being unbelievably great to

people who are more concerned about their career and where they are going and how

they look than they are about this high school.  But, the school is always going to run and

it is going to run because of the great people that are here, and that is the teachers.”

Vehicles for Supporting Kids

Formalized programs such as mentoring, grief groups and special interest clubs

can provide stability and comfort to students.  However, teachers consider themselves to

be the most valuable vehicle for supporting kids; by building relationships and acting as

role models, teachers provide support that endures well beyond the time students spend in

their classrooms.

Building a relationship with students is a vehicle for support.  Treating students as

individuals and building trust are powerful tools for supporting kids.  “Being a teacher,
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being a counselor is a vehicle for support, building communication with a kid.  By

supporting kids we give them the opportunity to know there is a light at the end of

wherever they are coming from.  And giving them skills that they can use as adults to

take care of themselves.  I think that is one of the biggest, hopefully that is one of the

biggest things kids come away with is that they have talents, they have skills and they can

use them and get good results.  Sometimes you are communicating just by being there

and they are crying their eyes out, but just letting them know they have a safe place to

come.

Having counselors who can actually spend time to get to know the kids; having a safe

environment in which the kids feel like they can talk and tell their teachers or counselors

something that is going on.  Another important aspect is having parent workshops and

giving parents the support to help be a vehicle for their children.  Individual teachers’

give support by taking time to talk to a student or to listen to them.  I think just buddying

up with a couple of colleagues and informally taking steps to support a particular kid.

I do not know that there is enough time put into building a relationship with students; I

think the most effective will be parents and teachers who spend the whole day with the

kids, because the relationship is there. I will say programs like Big Brothers/Big Sisters,

if that person commits to a lot of time with their little brother or sister, that could really

support a kid. Building a strong relationship with kids is the best vehicle for supporting
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kids, not throwing money into another government program where you get adults to come

in and spend 30 minutes or an hour with a kid once a week.  Teachers today need to be

that positive role model, because half of these kids do not have a positive male in their

life.”

It is up to the kid to decide whether or not to utilize what we make available.  Teachers

want to help students take responsibility for their own learning and self-care.  “We can

provide all those things, but the kid’s choice is where the hope really comes in.  I think

we have so many things for kids, they are just not utilizing them.  And that goes back to

parents a little bit; they are not getting the support they need to get into those programs.  I

have got a kid who has not done a Care group because her mom would not let her; her

dad was in prison and the rest of the family would not let her even speak of it and so she

could not do that Care group.  So, I think we have a lot of support for the kids already, if

we would just use what we have to its capacity.”

It is really good for the faculty and everyone else to see what some kids are dealing

with.  Programs focused on students with special needs can build understanding and unity

among an entire school community.  “One of our teachers has three kids; the oldest is

blind, the second one is cognitively about three or four years old and has cerebral palsy

and the youngest one is blind.  Every time I would get upset because one of my kids was

being a crazy teenager, I would run into that teacher and think I do not really have
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anything to complain about, my life is pretty good.  I think teachers are more aware of all

the issues kids bring with them when they come to school.  And, we have had some

changes.  We have special ed classes, which used to be only at the other high school in

town because we did not have an elevator.  That changed starting in the 1990s and we

started having some kids who are really profoundly affected, in wheelchairs and not able

to do much.  I think it has been really good for this high school, one of the teachers said

when these kids first came to us, ‘This is amazing; the kids do not make fun of the special

ed kids’ and I said ‘Oh no, that is a big deal with us.’  We have a lot of kids who

volunteer for Exceptionalities to work with those special ed kids and it just gives them a

whole new perspective.  Programs in elementary school that recognize diversity and that

diversity is a good thing, because I think kids are so open to that, but if they are not given

opportunities, it can be a scary thing for them, so giving them cultural awareness as well

as disability awareness.”

I think there needs to be more special groups.  Teachers recognize areas where

programs are lacking or insufficient.  “We had a program where somebody would come

in once a week and do a lesson with the little kids on feelings and how to use language

instead of hitting, how to talk to one another using ‘I care’ language.  I think that could

have been taken to another level, but I think that is just the restriction of time and

resources.  I do think it made a difference and I just wish it could have been done more

often, because I think just the little bit that was done every week make a big difference
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and that is an important skill for kids to learn and they are not always learning it at

home—how to speak up and be an advocate for themselves.  That is probably one thing I

wish I knew more about. With some of the projects I am involved with, especially speech

and debate, you get an outlet, a social outlet for kids that they would not have through

any other technical support.  Also things like social workers, and classes on drug

addiction and classes on financial education.

Kids’ Response

When kids feel wanted, needed and loved, they engage with a school more and

achieve higher academic outcomes.  Teachers feel inspired when students feel good about

themselves and their futures.

That gives me hope to come back here every day.  A personal connection is what many

teachers strive for with each student.  “It gives us an idea that we are doing something

right.  And just to see that result, to watch kids grow, to know that our students have

realized their own ability to become productive and to see value in other people is

important and it contributes hugely to what we do every day in this building.  A

rewarding experience is when you realize you have told a kid something their parents

probably never have, be it a good thing or a bad thing.  Sometimes you need to tell them,

‘Hey, I am really disappointed in you,’ because maybe their parents never did, or telling
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them ‘I am really proud of you’ and I am not here to be a parent to any of them, but every

once in a while you think, Wow, I have gotten to tell this kid something that he/she has

not gotten enough of at home—concerned attention.”

When a kid feels wanted and needed and loved, those kids are going to do better in

school.  Self-worth and love build students’ confidence.  “Again, it goes back to that

relationship, those kids are going to do better in school, try harder and stay out of trouble.

That kids feel accepted in the school somewhere and they are welcomed and valued.

Especially with my AP kids, I really want them to apply it.  For me, it is also how well

they can vocalize it, for my shy kids, I want to hear it, they know the answer but they are

afraid to give it.  Supporting their confidence and self image helps them to vocalize their

understandings.”

Suddenly they got it; that felt good for me and it felt good for them.  Teachers feel

inspired when students excel.  “When you see a kid who comes through, maybe who is

faced with a tough decision and they come back and say ‘I have made a decision’ it may

not be the decision we hoped for for that kid, but the fact that they have learned to

process and they have made a decision is huge.  That really brings the hope back, when

we see kids getting the scholarships, graduating, going on.  In elementary grades, kids

love to share and give their responses; I think that is something we lose when kids get

older and I have often wondered if that has to do with not always being able to share their
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thoughts, or it is not cool as they get older, but I think letting children share and tell their

stories and explain how they see connections, giving them the opportunity to make their

own connections, I think many kids can learn from other students’ responses and thinking

about their thinking.  The light going on, they get it and now they are also able to

evaluate that concept or take it to a higher level.  I think they appreciate being able to

‘show off’ to make someone else proud.  It is a cool thing to watch a kid transition from

‘I do not give a darn’ to ‘You know, I have always been a C student, but I actually cared

about this paper and I got a B on it and the teacher told me I did a nice job.’”

It was like he was saying ‘Get to know me.’  When students feel valued as individuals,

they value school more.  “I had a student, the first time that he reached out to me, he gave

me a book and said, ‘Here, you need to read this; I love this book, I have read it eight

times.’  So, I read it and it was like he was saying ‘Get to know me, this is who I am, this

is the world I live in’ and as soon as I read that story, the relationship started and I saw

him coming out more and more. He was not the bad kid, he was the hurting kid.  It is

kind of like he was willing to admit to me that he was not the tough kid.  He is in high

school now and his teacher told me he is taking part in class more; he is a smart kid and

quite a reader, but a tough home life.  I have never had it go poorly.  I think if you show a

vested interest then the kids buy in, so the kids are not just doing the assignment because

it is an assignment, but doing it because it is an assignment for Mr. or Ms. so and so.
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I think we are always trying to get more, to get kids to connect, to have a relationship

with the school.  I always try to say, ‘You are not going to _____ High School, you are a

(mascot).’  We are never going to get 100 percent, but I know as a general culture in our

school, there is a difference between our school and the other high school in town.  I hear

kids who transfer to us say, ‘Here, nobody cares what you wear, they will talk to you

anyway.’  Our kids do not care what some kid’s dad does or how much money he makes,

as far as their attitudes toward each other.”

Student Outcomes

It is very important to teachers that they treat students as individuals so that each

student may cultivate their own plan for life after high school.  Standardized

measurements fail to recognize the achievements of students with learning challenges.

Teachers believe that students can overcome difficulties and achieve whatever they make

up their minds to achieve.

Graduating with a plan is my number one goal with each freshman.  Teachers create

structure within which students can plan for life after high school.  “Everyone can

graduate; I have seen kids graduate with very little academic ability, but what are you

going to do when you are done and what do you love to do?  You have not picked your

job yet, so you can still pick something you love.  This has changed a lot in the last ten

years.  My job used to be to get you to walk across the stage; now, my job is to get you to
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graduate with a plan of where you want to be a year after graduation.  And it is not that

plans do not change, but to get the kids to generate a realistic plan for themselves and

what they want to do.  I have told kids about a student who was a third generation

resident of low income housing projects whose bonus last year was more than my salary.

There are always ways for kids to go to college if they really want it.  Students becoming

productive member of society, no matter what they do.  Only 9% of our students go on to

receive a college degree, but the rest of our students are gong to go on and do something

else, especially in our technological era, they do not always need a four year degree to do

a big job.  I want students to do whatever makes them happy, to have the ability to

determine a path to get there.

College is not for everyone.  Ten years from now, 20 percent of jobs are going to require

four year degree.  Two thirds of the jobs are going to require post secondary education,

not necessarily a four year degree, but some post secondary education.  We have way too

many kids going on to college who do not like school, do not do well in school, do not

want a career based on a four year degree.  I tell kids, ‘You can do things, but be ready to

make some changes in your lifestyle.  How dedicated do you want to be to school?’  We

have a student assistant who wants to be an electrician; he is a senior and he has figured

out college is not for everybody.  I told him I know college is not for everybody, but

hopefully you find that niche that works for you.  What I see more in young people is

they are more conscious of what they want in a lifestyle as well as a career.”
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For me, a student outcome is more individual success.  Many students’ achievements

cannot be measured by standardized benchmarks.  “Years ago, I had a student at the end

of the year tell me, “You know, at the beginning of the year, I did not like to read and

now I love to read.’  That was all I needed; that has kept me going ever since, that one kid

can turn onto reading and if one kid can turn onto reading, we knew he would stay in

school and do some type of high school education.  In special education, Our student

outcomes are so different from regular ed; in regular ed a student outcome might be

everybody in the class passing a test or passing the state test, but in my classes, it would

be for each child to hit that goal that I was working on with them.  Some of those goals

were really small, like just being able to remember to raise their hand or being able to

recognize all the letters in their name, recognize the colors and recognize the colors

continuously, not just on one day.”

There is nothing better than when a kid proves us wrong.  Teachers believe in students’

ability to transcend bad decisions or bad environments to achieve positive outcomes for

themselves.  “I think sometimes it is easy to get disappointed here; we watch kids make

bad decisions, we watch parents let them, because they do not know how to fix it, they

are making their own decisions that are not good either.  But there is nothing better than

actually seeing a kid maybe five years down the road and having them say ‘Boy I should

have listened to you, but I figured it out.’  Good, you know, you just were not in a place
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where you could hear it, and I think that part of having hope in what we do is

understanding that some of these kids are not on our time schedule and that hopefully,

eventually they do get on a  schedule that works for them and they do think ‘Wow, so and

so told me that a few years ago, but now I am ready to hear it.’  That they pick somebody

to be safe with.  That is what makes this job so rewarding, that you can help kids get to a

safe place.”

Teacher Outcomes

Because salaries are low and stress can be high, teacher outcomes are very

influential in their decisions to remain teaching or change professions.  Teachers feel the

most satisfied with their work when they feel part of a supportive system and can tell that

they are making a positive difference in people’s lives.  Teachers recognize that their

work is significant and valuable.

That we keep teaching has everything to do with hope.  Teachers are inspired by

working with people who support and serve one another with the intention of helping

kids grow.  “The fact that I know there are teachers in this building who have taught for

30 years and they love it here, and they come every day not because they are collecting a

check, but because they love kids and they think that what they are doing is what is right

for students.  That tells me, ok, I can do this for 22 more years.  I think it is getting better
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and I want to believe it is going to continue getting better, both with working conditions

and that parents and teachers and kids, we all empathize with each other more.

Overall, it is so rewarding to watch kids grow.  I love my job, I love my job, I love my

job.  There are things about my job that I hate, but for me there are so many good things

and so many good things I know that I can do.  A boy came in today; I had him in 7th

grade and I have had him here; he is a senior.  He came in to check his grades and he had

like a 78 in English.  I went through it with him and there were two assignments missing

and he said ‘I can not believe that; I have to get in there and see my teacher right now and

see why she does not have those scores.’  This is the same kid whose parents I met with

every year for the past five years, asking them to get a ire under him, he was just not, no

emotion, D, whatever, C.  And now, life matters to him; what makes that happen?  It is so

much fun, you see them out in the community an they are so appreciative when they are

older.  That is why I am here, besides all my good friends that I work with.  One thing

that makes me feel hopeful is that at the end of the year, I can see my students achieving

high performance on the AP exam.  I know it is the students’ outcome, but it is also my

outcome because I helped them prepare for that exam.  When I am working with a kid

that I do not feel like I know what to do about or I do not have enough time to help them,

that is when I feel less hopeful.”
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Another reward is respect for myself and what I do.  Being a positive role model is both

a goal and a reward for many teachers.  “I remember one time a friend and I were driving

and a car hit us and this woman got out, I was younger, I was probably in my fourth year

of teaching.  I said, ‘Ma’am, you hit my car,’ and she said ‘What do you do anyhow?’  I

said, ‘Well, I am a teacher,’ and she said, ‘Oh, you are just a teacher.’  Looking back on

that comment, I really take offense to that; I have pride in my profession and respect for

what I do and what I personally accomplish and what my kids accomplish.  Having

continual education helps teachers not get set on doing the same thing year after year.

That is a continuous challenge, what am I doing to show these kids how to be a good

person?  I think that is one of the biggest challenges that we have, to be a model.  We live

by a different ethic code than other people and that is ok with me.”

If you are not feeling successful and lifted up, you will burn out a lot more quickly.

Having support helps teachers feel successful and want to keep teaching for a long time.

“If you are not feeling successful and lifted up, you will burn out a lot more quickly.  An

outcome for me is positive support by my team and teachers and the other one is being

able to come up with options for people, to be of service.  That is when I feel best about

my job, when somebody comes to me with a problem and I can say, ‘Well, what about

this?  There are so many things you can get frustrated with, but I think if you can feel like

you are making a difference in their lives, it makes it so much easier.  ____ was a student

I worked with when he was gong into kindergarten.  He had, at that time it was called
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TMI, which was Trainably Mentally Impaired.  He had a lot of fears and he would obsess

about his fears and how to cope with them.  The first year, he was so scared when the Cat

in the Hat came to school or the spring bunny came or Santa, he was so fearful of those.

The last year that I worked with him, he had his picture taken with the Cat in the Hat, he

was 7 1/2.  The outcomes here outweigh the outcomes I have earned elsewhere, outside

of teaching and counseling.  This fills me up more.

How do you make it for 30 plus years?  I know I will not make it past, my goal is to stick

it out for five more years, because then I will qualify for the retirement system and at that

time I will reevaluate.  It also just depends on whether I can work in a school where I feel

like I am needed and wanted and happy; then maybe I will set my goal for 20 years.”
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THEORETICAL CODING

The axial coding summaries described the elements (affinities) nurses and

teachers identified when asked about hope and hope in the context of the workplace.

These descriptions add richness to the results of the theoretical interviews, in which

participants identified relationships between affinities.  Mirroring the axial coding

process, interview transcripts were analyzed to create a theoretical code database for the

entire set of interviews for each constituency.  The database contains theoretical

quotations (codes) describing relationships between affinities, with each code noting the

specific transcript and line number containing the data.

Since individual respondents may have interpreted relationships differently,

relationship frequencies were tallied and reconciled using modal benchmarks (Northcutt

& McCoy, 2004).  A frequency majority of 80% or higher determined the direction of

most relationships.  When the frequency was lower than 80%, affinity pairs were

examined for conflicts and recursions.  The relationship with the highest frequency was

documented in the Affinity Relationship Table (ART) and reconciled in the System

Influence Diagram (SID).  The theoretical analysis that follows includes: describing the

relationships, rationalizing the systems and representing the systems.
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Possible

Relationships

A → B
A ← B
A <> B

(No Relationship)

NURSES THEORETICAL CODES

Nurses Theoretical Codes: Hope

The relationships teachers identified between each affinity pair were documented

in an Affinity Relationship Table (ART) (Table 10).  This table summarizes the

relationships identified in the theoretical coding process.

Table 10: Composite Interview Affinity Relationship Table: Nurse: Hope

Nurse Combined Interview
Affinity Relationship Table: Hope

Affinity Pair
Relationship

Affinity Pair
Relationship

1      ←       2 3      →       4
1      ←       3 3      ←       5
1      ←        4 4      →       5
1      ←       5
2      →       3
2      →      4
2      →       5

Affinity Name

1. Thankfulness
2. Faith
3. Unlimited Possibilities
4. Emotions
5. Relationships
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Interrelationship Diagram

To begin rationalizing the system, a Combined Interview Interrelationship

Diagram (IRD) was created by placing arrows into a table according to the affinity pair

relationships indicated in the ART (Table 2).  The combined interview IRD was then

sorted in descending value of delta as in Table 3.

The deltas mark the relative position of the affinities within the system.  The

initial placement of the affinities in the System Influence Diagram (SID) is represented in

the Tentative SID Assignments Table (Table 11).  In the following section, the SID

illustrating nurses’ perceptions of hope is built and relationships are described one

affinity at a time.

Table 11: Tentative SID Assignments: Nurse: Hope

Nurse: Hope
Tentative SID Assignments

2.  Faith Primary Driver
4.  Emotions Pivot
5.  Relationships Pivot
3.  Unlimited Possibilities Pivot
1.  Thankfulness Primary Outcome
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Relationship Descriptions

This section is a composite description of the theoretical codes based on quotes

from all the nurse interviews.  These relationship descriptions explain the entire system of

drivers and outcomes.  First, the SID is built to contain each link present in the IRD; this

is referred to as a Cluttered SID.  The Cluttered SID is built beginning with the Primary

Driver on the left and proceeding through each subsequent affinity according to the

Tentative SID Assignments above.  Redundant links are then removed from the Cluttered

SID to produce an Uncluttered SID.

Faith Influences…

Emotions  “Having faith underlies everything for me, so that determines your emotions

on a day to day basis.  My faith is my faith, and even if I am going through all kinds of

different emotions and even anger towards my faith, my faith remains rock solid and my
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emotions change.  When I do say my prayers, read my scriptures, I have an easier time,

so when I feed my faith, my emotions are at a higher level.  Your emotions are tied to

your faith that everything is going to be ok.”

Relationships  “Faith is the basis that makes you know that relationships are important

and that people are a gift and you should treasure them.  A lot of faith comes from

growing up, I learned my faith from others and even now as I grow in my faith, it is

influenced by relationships and being able to share my faith.  Having a spiritual

background or faith, you want to believe in people that they are good and you can find

the good in people; that affects your relationships.”

Unlimited Possibilities  “If you have faith, then you are going to feel ‘I can achieve this.’

Faith is believing in the unknown or intangible, so without faith, there could never be a

possibility.  Faith confirms to you that there are unlimited possibilities.  The stronger

your faith is, the more you feel like you have unlimited possibilities; faith opens

possibilities.”

Thankfulness  “You have to have faith in order to be thankful.  When I am thankful, I

am thankful to God.  If you did not have faith, you would not have anybody to thank.

Thankfulness acknowledges where everything comes from, who made it all possible.  I

am thankful to have faith in my life and to know that I have that strength to help me.”
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Emotions Influences…

Relationships  “I am related to my mother, but it is the love and emotions that I have

toward my mother that actually make that relationship.  When I think of hope and

emotions, I think of when you are surrounded by people and you feel good, they love you

and you love them and you know they are true friends.  My family is probably my

strongest support system and those relationships are vital to experiences in my life.”

Thankfulness  “If I am having a rotten day, I do not feel thankful.  I am thankful for all

of my emotions; if you did not have all those emotions, you would not be a person; that is

how we experience life, whether they are good emotions or bad emotions.  I am thankful

for the opportunity to have love and the other emotions.”
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Relationships Influences…

Unlimited Possibilities  “If you are in a great support system, good family, good friends,

then your whole attitude is better regarding what you can do.  The strength of the

relationships helps you get through the unknown.  If you are in a happy marriage, you can

make so many plans and achieve so many things, but if you are in an abusive relationship

or your kids are on drugs, your possibilities seem constricted.”

Thankfulness  “I am thankful for my relationships.  In the book The Five Love

Languages, one of the languages is gratitude, or affirmation; to me the biggest one is

gratitude.  My spouse responds most to feeling appreciated, knowing that I am thankful

for him.  Since I read that book and figured him out, our relationship has really benefited.

I was thankful that my baby was healthy and I was healthy and that we had this new

member of our family and a chance to grow and experience new things together.”
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Unlimited Possibilities Influences…

Emotions  “When you have the potential of something great in front of you, it evokes

emotions.  For people who are going through depression, often that is triggered by life

events, so I think if you have had your possibilities hindered by a trauma or a loss, that

influences what you can see as possible.  If your perspective is that you have unlimited

possibilities, that would definitely affect your emotional state.  If you feel like you have

no possibilities, that would affect your emotional state.”

Thankfulness  “You are thankful that there are those possibilities.  Acknowledging that I

have unlimited possibilities makes me thankful.  I am thankful that we get fresh starts and

that there is potential of things to come.  You always just have that hope that things are

going to turn around, they are going to get better, you will be taken care of; my husband
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lost his job after 9/11 and it has been five years and just last week he was rehired and we

are so thankful for that.”
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Nurse: Hope: Composite Interview Uncluttered SID

The cluttered SID contains all of the relationships described by the group.  It is

saturated with relationships, which while comprehensive and rich, can be very difficult to

interpret.  A way to reconcile this difficulty is to produce a secondary SID called the

Uncluttered SID.  Below is the Uncluttered Composite SID of nurses’ perspective of

hope.  This will be used throughout the rest of this discussion.
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A Tour through the System

Nurses’ perception of hope can be described as a journey, which begins with faith

and ends with thankfulness.  The system can be traced as a path on which each affinity

influences the next.  How each affinity is perceived, positively, neutrally or negatively,

can influence the experience of the next affinity (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).

The journey begins with faith.  Whether it is based on belief in the goodness of

people, a vague spirituality or organized religion, faith influences how nurses feel.

Emotions influence relationships; positive emotions lead to positive experiences in a

relationship, while negative emotions lead to negative experiences in a relationship.

When relationships are strong and positive, nurses perceive their possibilities in life to be

unlimited and the unknown to be less fearful, which influences how nurses feel.

Unlimited possibilities also are a key driver of thankfulness, which nurses view as an

action or attitude rather than an emotion.  This path of interconnected affinities is

illustrated below in a SID with theoretical quotes.
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Feedback Loops and Zooming

The nurses’ system of hope includes one feedback loop, a subsystem which

contains three affinities.  Although one purpose of the SID is to organize drivers

(perceived causes) and outcomes (perceived effects), Northcutt and McCoy (2004) point

out that within feedback loops, “the distinction between drivers and outcomes is blurred”

(p. 335).  Because affinities in a feedback loop are interconnected, they have meaning as

a dynamic set of affinities.   Therefore, we may zoom into the system and assign a new

name to the subsystem containing the affinities Emotions, Relationships and Unlimited
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Possibilities.  One possible name for this subsystem is Life Experiences.  This telephoto

view of the nurses’ system of hope is presented in the SID below.

Nurses Hope System Summary

To discover what elements compose nurses’ perceptions of hope and how these

elements relate, a focus group of nurses identified the following five affinities when

asked “Tell me about hope”: Faith, Emotions, Relationships, Unlimited Possibilities, and

Thankfulness.  The uncluttered SID illustrates how these factors are related.  A review of

this system, as well as analysis of axial and theoretical codes revealed one subsystem,

which is represented by the “Emotions—Relationships—Unlimited Possibilities”

feedback loop.  The simplified or zoomed view of this feedback loop represents life

experiences.  The telephoto view of the entire system depicts nurses’ perceptions of hope

succinctly.  The nurses view hope as a process of relying on faith and life experiences to
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create thankfulness.
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Possible

Relationships

A → B
A ← B
A <> B

(No Relationship)

Nurses Theoretical Codes: Hope and the Workplace

As with the systems described above, the relationship teachers identified between

each affinity pair were documented in an Affinity Relationship Table (ART) (Table 12).

This table summarizes the relationships identified in the theoretical coding process.

Table 12: Composite Interview Affinity Relationship Table: Nurse: Hope and the
Workplace

Affinity Name

1. Co-workers
2. Spirituality
3. Patient Wellness
4. Knowledge
5. Acts of Caring
6. Support
7. Attitude toward Patients
8. Organizational

Structure/System
9. Nurse Wellness
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Nurse Combined Interview
Affinity Relationship Table:

Hope and the Workplace

Affinity Pair  Relationship Affinity Pair Relationship

1      ←       2 3      ←       7
1      →       3 3      ←       8
1      →       4 3      ←       9
1      →       5 4      →       5
1      →       6 4      →       6
1      →       7 4      →       7
1      ←       8 4      →       8
1      →       9 4      →       9
2      →       3 5      →       6
2      →       4 5      ←       7
2      →       5 5      <>       8
2      →       6 5      →       9
2      →       7 6      ←       7
2      <>       8 6      ←       8
2      →       9 6      ←       9
3      ←       4 7      ←       8
3      ←       5 7      ←       9
3      ←       6 8      →       9

Interrelationship Diagram

To begin rationalizing the system, a Combined Interview Interrelationship

Diagram (IRD) was created by placing into a table according to the affinity pair

relationships indicated in the ART (Table 2).  The combined interview IRD was then

sorted in descending value of delta as in Table 3.
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The deltas mark the relative position of the affinities within the system.  The

initial placement of the affinities in the System Influence Diagram (SID) is represented in

the Tentative SID Assignments Table (Table 13).  In the following section, the SID

illustrating nurses’ perception of hope and the workplace is built and relationships are

described one affinity at a time.

Table 13: Tentative SID Assignments: Nurse: Hope and the Workplace

Nurse: Hope and the Workplace
Tentative SID Assignments

2.  Spirituality Primary Driver
1. Co-workers Secondary Driver
4. Knowledge Secondary Driver
8.  Organizational Structure/System Secondary Driver
5.  Acts of Caring Secondary Outcome
9.  Nurse Wellness Secondary Outcome
7.  Attitude toward Patients Secondary Outcome
6.  Support Secondary Outcome
3.  Patient Wellness Primary Outcome
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Relationship Descriptions

Spirituality Influences…

Co-workers  “Spirituality is the foundation; it is going to affect how you handle your

relationships with the people around you, including co-workers.  In my current

workplace, I would like to see a connection, but I do not.  In my past workplace, I

definitely saw a connection and spirituality influenced the co-workers.  I have the unusual

experience of working with people who share my religion, including doctors, so religion

and spirituality are a very open part of my workplace and the way I treat my co-workers

is influenced by my spirituality.”
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Knowledge  “With knowledge of nursing, nursing is not just the technicality of giving a

shot, it is much more, spirituality affects how well you work with patients, it affects how

well you utilize the knowledge you have as you interact with patients.

Acts of Caring  “Having a desire to be Christ –like and to carry his countenance affects

acts of caring.  Sometimes we just listen and guide and support patients with whatever

spirituality is to them.”

Nurse Wellness  “The lack of spirituality affects my wellness; I would like to have more

spirituality.  You have to be in touch with your own spirituality in order to be able to help

a patient with theirs.  If you can connect with people on a spiritual level or provide care

in a spiritual way, that helps you and the patient feel more hopeful.”

Attitude toward Patients  “You see each one of them as a child of God, no matter what.

If I connect with someone spiritually, my attitude toward them might change.  Spirituality

helps me with patients because I feel like I am more compassionate.”

Support  “Spirituality is the basis of being good to another person, whether it be a patient

or their family.  For many people, it gives them hope to know that, for example if a

patient dies, that they had a peaceful passing or that the passing was in God’s hands.”
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Patient Wellness  “They go hand in hand, no matter whether you have a quite faith or

whether yours is outward looking, your spirituality will influence your wellness.  A lot of

patients share their spirituality with you and how it is helping them get through.”
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Co-workers Influences...

Knowledge  “You can share knowledge with your co-workers and benefit from someone

who has an advanced practice degree.  This is one thing I really admire about my co-

workers; I am astounded at their knowledge and it pleases me that I can work with such

knowledgeable people.  Co-workers can be the source of your knowledge because you

learn from each other.  We share knowledge a lot; we have our specialties and the patient

gets a lot better care by us sharing our knowledge with one another.”

Acts of Caring  “You can carry out acts of caring on your own, but your heart may be

more in that caring mode if you are happy with your relationships with co-workers.

Every day, my co-workers do extra things to take care of our patients, taking someone for

a walk, washing someone’s hair, getting someone a hair cut, those things that make
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people feel better and feel cared for.  If you are having a good, cohesive team effort and

everybody’s working together, I think everybody’s going to do a better job, take better

care of the patient, be more caring, more compassionate towards the patient, because they

are not distracted by a bad working situation.  Sometimes a co-worker will be having a

rough day, the supervisor might have snapped at them, and I know that just doing

something like buying them a candy bar or giving them a hug can help them realize that

‘ok, it wasn’t me, I am good’; that makes a big difference.”

Nurse Wellness  “If you got to work hating your co-workers and not wanting to work

with them, that is going to wear on you.  By being positive and asking if I am ok, my co-

workers support my well-being at work.  We support each other by helping one another

deal with personal hardships, like helping my co-worker whose husband is drinking again

set some healthy boundaries and develop a plan.  This issue with my son, that I had for

years, my support many times came from my co-workers and administration; they gave

me the time I needed off to take him to hospitals around the country, spending months

with him and still having a job to go back to.  That is the kind of support that keeps me in

nursing, even though there are so many frustrations at work right now, there are so many

things that need to be fixed, but it is the support of my co-workers that keeps me here.”

Attitude toward Patients  “We all help one another laugh about that patient who is just

so frustrating or difficult.  Right now, we have a really difficult group of patients and we
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divide the more difficult cases among the staff so that no one nurse is taking care of all of

them.  That helps us all have that positive attitude toward all of our patients.  Sometimes

people will put in their opinions about a patient’s disposition in their report, but when I

go in to work with that patient, I might find them in a totally different mood or I might

help them change their outlook.”

Support  “If you have a really good relationship, then you are going to feel supported

and you are going to give better support to the patient’s support system.  In most

situations, if everybody is doing their job well, you can be more effective as an individual

nurse and be more supportive and not only do the technical things but do extra, go the

extra mile.  If you feel supported, you do a better job.”

Patient Wellness  “You can provide wellness without a strong relationship with your co-

workers, but the patient will benefit if you have a strong relationship with co-workers

because if you cannot be there, your co-workers will step in and help you.  Everybody

plays a part in patient wellness.  If your co-workers are working as a team and doing a

good job, it will affect the wellness of that patient.
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Knowledge Influences...

Organizational Structure/System  “The more you know about how the hospital works,

then you are going to know why things are happening why they are happening, why they

are not happening.  Your knowledge may affect your perception of the organizational

structure, it will not change the structure.”

Acts of Caring  “If you have a good knowledge base, you can take care of them better on

a physical level and an emotional level. You need to be knowledgeable as far as each

patient’s history, who are they, who is their support system, in order to support them.”
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Nurse Wellness  “The more you know about yourself, your system, your job, the better

able you are to take care of your own wellness.  Being able to provide knowledge to

patients makes me feel fulfilled and like I am doing a good job for my patients.”

Attitude toward Patients  “If you know what a patient’s condition really does to them, it

is going to affect your attitude.  On the negative side, if you have any biases about their

condition, it would affect your attitude negatively.  If you know that they are a drug user

and they have already burned through two kidneys and you do not know why they are

getting another one while other people who are doing everything they can to be well do

not get a kidney and die, it is harder to be compassionate, and that is when the

professionalism has to kick in.”

Support  “If you are knowledgeable with the situation and what you are doing, it is going

to make the patient and their support system more confident that you can help them.  For

instance, I know about post partum depression, so I am able to give them much better

support and care.  You can enhance the support that the family gives to the patient if you

communicate knowledge to them.”

Patient Wellness  “Having a good knowledge base helps with the outcome for the

patient, how they feel when they leave the hospital, how they do technically or on an
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emotional level.  If you have knowledge and take it to heart and practice what you know,

your wellness can improve.”
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Organizational Structure/System Influences...

Co-workers  “You have to have a stable organization in order to do what we do.  We do

not have great policies and procedures where we work, and our director of nursing is not

a nurse, even though she is wonderful, she works very hard for us, she has never done a

day of nursing in her life except for managing. We need policies and procedures that are

clear and we need more nurses in leadership positions.  I think my organization is trying

to support hope and trying to support cohesiveness and family, but it just does not happen

here; it is like everybody is out for themselves.  The leadership definitely affects us and

makes it so there is more separation.”

Nurse Wellness “You have to have a stable organization in order to do what we do.

Without having an upper organization, it would fall apart and our job would be

impossible.  In my current workplace, we just have to fend for ourselves ad we are all
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very strong personalities and we are good nurses so we are doing fine, but we are doing

fine in spite of the organization.  Nursing is a hard job and you have to feel supported,

meaning your nursing manager supports your needs, supports you with enough staff, with

the proper time off if you have an emergency, cares about you, is on the floor once in a

while asking ‘How is it going here?’ When anybody feels like they are just at a dead end,

doesn’t that just squash the hope out of you?  There is a huge connection between

workplace hopefulness and career path.”

Attitude toward Patients  “You are better able to take care of people and have a positive

attitude if you are taken care of.  Nursing is a burnout job, you need to be high

functioning all the time and you need to know that if your patient care days are numbered

in terms of your desire to work in patient care, you need to know that you are valued by

the organization and your experience and what you bring is valued and you can serve in

different ways, you can do some management, maybe do some teaching; that is a part of

the organizational structure that would be more hopeful.”

Support “I could not work as a nurse in an unsupportive environment where you were

not treated well. The level of support we receive has a huge impact on whether you are

able to do your job; are you able to get the shifts that enable you to have a life outside?

Are you able to make enough money so you are able to have a life outside?  Do you feel

like you are in a hostile environment where you feel like you could have your job pulled
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out from under you?  The support from management is huge to hope in the workplace.

You have to get support, and you can get it from your co-workers, but if you are in an

environment with a lot of revolving co-workers and a lot of change, you need to know

that your hospital supports you.”

Patient Wellness  “I am provided with the tools I need to take care of the patient.  I work

in an environment where I have the physical items I need to do a good job, so it is up to

me and my actions to determine whether I do a good job.  We took an oath to be a patient

advocate; it is hard to feel successful with patient wellness and patient advocacy when

your organizational system is not cohesive or you do not have the materials you need to

take care of patients or you do not know who you will be working with each shift because

you have a lot of floater nurses.  There are so many extras that we could do for patients,

but we do not have the time and that saddens me.”
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Acts of Caring Influences...

Nurse Wellness  “When you do acts of caring, your wellness improves; when you act in

an uncaring way, you feel bad.  It is really fulfilling for me to be able to show

compassion and caring, to be able to turn people’s lives around.  Also, acts of caring for

yourself are supporting yourself so that you are able to do those acts of caring for

patients.  There is something about being able to care for people in their most vulnerable

state that somehow gives you hope.”

Support  “When you have time, you can sit with patients, talk with them and find out

how much they know, or what their fears are or their family’s.  Interpersonal

relationships with the families, find out if they help or hinder the patient’s wellness.

Sometimes you can help by connecting patients with resources in the community, with a
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mentor, especially for women who have been abused or families that have a situation

with alcohol.”

Patient Wellness  “A lot of times, if you do the little acts of caring first, let me make

sure you have a warm blanket, let me give you some ice water, little things like that

establish that you care about them as a person and can make them take your message

about medical instructions to heart.  If they think you are just walking in, imposing

yourself on them, they are not nearly as willing to take in what you have to tell them.”
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Nurse Wellness Influences...

Attitude toward Patients  “ Your emotional wellness, your co-workers’ wellness, your

organizational wellness all will affect your attitude.  If you have a splitting headache, you

are probably not going to be a patient and caring with your patients.  Your inner wellness

affects your attitude.”

Support  “We not only support the patient, but we support everyone around them; we

have to be well in order to support people.  To give the support, you have to have the

energy and be able to move out of your own sphere.”

Patient Wellness  “ Without inner wellness, co-workers cannot do their job.  We have

one staff member whose husband is an alcoholic and he is drinking again, we have

another who suffers seizures at work, we have another one whose husband lost his job
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and those are really tough situations; they affect co-workers ability to do their job well

and to focus on their job.”
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Attitude toward Patients Influences...

Acts of Caring  “When you have had a great session with someone, you have had a big

impact on them, it supports that positive attitude so you can care for more people.  It is

great being able to be there, even if you are just sitting there and holding their hand; you

do not always have to use words; this is why I went into nursing, because I  believe every

person is worthy of being cared for.  You need to take a step back and say ‘Everybody is

doing the best they can’ and not everybody handles every situation the same.”

Support  “If you take on the attitude with patients that they are who they are and you try

to help them, that becomes their support and you are helping them and their family. You

have to treat each patient the way they want to be treated and support them with how they

are dealing with their illness.  You need to change your gears and make sure you put
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yourself in their position every single time; you need to have empathy for what they are

going through and how they are dealing with it.”

Patient Wellness  “If you are looking at the patient as an individual and what their needs

are, they are going to be better off.  Attitude toward patients is very important because

when you start to get burned out, your attitude toward patients shifts and when you have

certain types of patients, your attitude can shift.  You want to remain respectful and

caring, but then you have certain patients that can be really irritating and you are never

doing enough.  When you have the angry patients or the ones who are aggressive and you

have tried a lot of different approaches, you just need to be professional and remember

you are there to help them get well.”
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Support Influences...

Patient Wellness  “Support systems can really influence the health of a person, not only

their physical health, but also their spiritual health and their mental health.  If we can

support the patient’s family, it is an indirect way we can support the patient.  In addition

to those acts of caring, another way we can give support to patients is to support them in

how they are dealing with their illness.  Patients will be better with support systems and it

is sad when they do not have a family member there helping them, or if a family member

is just making it worse.”
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Nurse: Hope and the Workplace: Composite Interview Uncluttered SID

Once again, it is clear that the cluttered SID contains all of the relationships described by

the group.  It is saturated with relationships, which while comprehensive and rich, can be

very difficult to interpret.  A way to reconcile this difficulty is to produce a secondary

SID called the Uncluttered SID.  Below is the Uncluttered Composite SID of nurses’

perspective of hope and the workplace.  This will be used throughout the rest of this

discussion.
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A Tour through the System

Like the nurses’ perception of Hope, their perception of Hope and the Workplace

also can be described as a journey.  This journey begins with spirituality and ends with

patient wellness.  The system can be traced as a path on which each affinity influences

the next.  How each affinity is perceived, positively, neutrally or negatively, can

influence the experience of the next affinity.

Spirituality drives co-workers’ attitudes and behavior.  Positive relationships with

co-workers lead to nurses sharing old knowledge and generating new knowledge, which

enhances their ability to perform acts of caring for their patients.  Knowledge also

influences nurses’ perceptions of the organizational structure/system.  Leadership,

physical resources and policies influence how co-workers are organized by shift and

department and whether or not they trust one another, which influences the type and

extent of knowledge that is shared.  Acts of caring influence nurse wellness.  When

nurses perform or receive acts of caring, they feel good and they have more energy to

devote to a positive attitude toward patients.  This attitude leads nurses to treat each

patient as an individual, extending compassionate support based on each patient’s needs

rather than the nurses’ expectations.  Support comes from nurses as well as patient’s

family and friends.  Patient wellness is higher for those who experience a lot of support.

This path of interconnected affinities is illustrated below in a SID with theoretical quotes.
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Feedback Loops and Zooming

The nurses’ system of hope and the workplace includes two feedback loops, each

composing a subsystem which contains three affinities.  Although one purpose of the SID

is to organize drivers (perceived causes) and outcomes (perceived effects), Northcutt and

McCoy (2004) point out that within feedback loops, “the distinction between drivers and

outcomes is blurred” (p. 335).  Because affinities in a feedback loop are interconnected,

they have meaning as a dynamic set of affinities.   Therefore, we may zoom into the

system and assign a new name to the subsystem containing the affinities Co-workers,

Knowledge, and Organizational Structure/System.  One possible name for this subsystem

is On the Job Resources.  The second subsystem contains the affinities Acts of

Caring—Nurse Wellness—Attitude toward Patients.  One possible name for this

subsystem is Care Delivery.   A telephoto view of the nurses’ system of hope and the

workplace is presented in the SID below.
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Nurses Hope and the Workplace System Summary

To discover what elements compose nurses’ perceptions of hope and the

workplace and how these elements relate, a focus group of nurses identified the following

nine affinities when asked “Tell me about hope and the workplace”: Spirituality, Co-

workers, Knowledge, Organizational Structure/System, Acts of Caring, Nurse Wellness,

Attitude toward Patients, Support, and Patient Wellness.  The uncluttered SID illustrates

how these factors are related.  A review of this system, as well as analysis of axial and

theoretical codes revealed two subsystems.  The first is represented by the “Co-

workers—Knowledge—Organizational Structure/System” feedback loop.  The simplified

or zoomed view of this feedback loop represents on the job resources.  The second

subsystem is represented by the “Acts of Caring—Nurse Wellness—Attitude toward

Patients” feedback loop.  The simplified or zoomed view of this feedback loop represents

care delivery.  The telephoto view of the entire system depicts nurses’ perceptions of

hope and the workplace succinctly.  The nurses view hope in the context of the workplace

as a process of relying on spirituality, on the job resources, and care delivery to create

patient wellness.
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Possible
Relationships

A → B
A ← B
A <> B

(No Relationship)

TEACHERS THEORETICAL CODES

Teachers Theoretical Codes: Hope

The relationship teachers identified between each affinity pair were documented

in an Affinity Relationship Table (ART) (Table 14).  This table summarizes the

relationships identified in the theoretical coding process.

Table 14: Composite Interview Affinity Relationship Table: Teacher: Hope

Teacher Combined Interview
Affinity Relationship Table: Hope

Affinity Pair
Relationship

Affinity Pair
Relationship

1      ←       2 3      →       4
1      ←       3 3      ←       5
1      →       4 4      ←       5
1      ←       5
2      →       3
2      →      4
2      →       5

Affinity Name

1. Expressions of Hope
2. Faith
3. Optimism about the

Future
4. Realistic Anticipation
5. Relationships
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Interrelationship Diagram

To begin rationalizing the system, a Combined Interview Interrelationship

Diagram (IRD) was created by placing arrows into a table according to the affinity pair

relationships indicated in the ART (Table 2).  The combined interview IRD was then

sorted in descending value of delta as in Table 3.

The deltas mark the relative position of the affinities within the system.  The

initial placement of the affinities in the System Influence Diagram (SID) is represented in

the Tentative SID Assignments Table (Table 15).  In the following section, the SID

illustrating teachers’ perceptions of hope is built and relationships are described one

affinity at a time.

Table 15: Tentative SID Assignments: Teacher: Hope

Teacher: Hope
Tentative SID Assignments

2.  Faith Primary Driver
5.  Relationships Secondary Driver
3. Optimism about the Future Pivot
1.  Expressions of Hope Secondary Outcome
4.  Realistic Anticipation Primary Outcome
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Relationship Descriptions

This section is a composite description of the theoretical codes based on quotes

from all the teacher interviews.  These relationship descriptions explain the entire system

of drivers and outcomes.  First, the SID is built to contain each link present in the IRD;

this is referred to as a Cluttered SID.  The Cluttered SID is built beginning with the

Primary Driver on the left and proceeding through each subsequent affinity according to

the Tentative SID Assignments above.  Redundant links are then removed from the

Cluttered SID to produce an Uncluttered SID.
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Faith Influences…

 Relationships  “Because my faith is very important to me, it influences everything in my

life.  There is a lot of faith in relationships.  For most people, I would guess their faith

would feed their relationships, that they would meet people where they go to church.  If

things are good with my faith, then things are good with my relationships.  For me, faith

would be not just in a higher power but faith in how the world works and faith in people

around me.”

Optimism about the Future  “Regardless of the future, my faith holds true.  Faith gives

me strength to believe that things can get better.  Because of my faith, I can trust that

there is potential, that good things will happen and they will happen to me.”
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Expressions of Hope  “Expressions of hope come from faith.  Faith is an expression of

hope and it keeps me hopeful.  If you are a person of faith, you realize that expressions of

hope are important to people and you may go out of your way to show an expression of

hope to another person, like in words of encouragement and talking to people to lift them

up.”

Realistic Anticipation  “Faith is what grounds you when the future is more realistic

(tougher) than you want it to be.  If you have done your footwork, then you just have to

have faith that it is going to work out.  My faith especially influences Realistic

Anticipation when I do not get what I want, maybe it is not what I am supposed to have.

You have to trust that God has a plan B in store when your plan A fails and that God will

help you as you do the work.”
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Relationships Influences…

Optimism about the Future  “You can share ideas with someone and they can

encourage you to believe it can happen.  Relationships help ground you and make you

open your eyes to see things in a different way than you may be looking.”

Expressions of Hope  “With my family and good friends, it does not matter what

happens, they are going to be there for me and I am going to be there for them.  If they

are true relationships, they include forgiveness.   If we really are friends, it is

unconditional and they accept us with our faults.”

Realistic Anticipation  “Relationships give you support as you work toward what you

are hoping for.  My family supports me regarding goals I am working toward.  It is a
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constant working if you want a relationship to work, not just with family but with friends

as well.  Relationships make things possible that you could not do on your own.”
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Optimism about the Future Influences…

Expressions of Hope  “People who are very pessimistic do not express positive thoughts

about the future.  What I do every day is an expression of hope, an outward expression

that things can get better.  Being assured that even on a bad day, tomorrow is a different

day and you never know what will happen.”

Realistic Anticipation  “Someone had a quote in a workshop I attended, it said ‘If I

knew the world was going to end tomorrow, I would plant an apple tree today.’  You

never know what is going to happen and you have to have that hope that even for one day

I can make a difference, a contribution.”
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Expressions of Hope Influences…

Realistic Anticipation  “Hope is what gives us anticipation, it is why we get excited in

anticipation of things.  Words of encouragement, hugs, smiles, love, all of those are

expressions of hope that support me in working toward my goals.”
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Teacher: Hope: Composite Interview Uncluttered SID

The cluttered SID contains all of the relationships described by the group.  It is

saturated with relationships, which while comprehensive and rich, can be very difficult to

interpret.  A way to reconcile this difficulty is to produce a secondary SID called the

Uncluttered SID.  Below is the Uncluttered Composite SID of teachers’ perspective of

hope.  This will be used throughout the rest of this discussion.
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A Tour through the System

Like the perceptions and experiences of the nurses who took part in this study,

teachers’ perception of hope can be described as a journey.  This journey begins with

faith and ends with realistic anticipation.  The system can be traced as a path on which

each affinity influences the next.  As with each system influence diagram, how each

affinity is perceived, positively, neutrally or negatively, can influence the experience of

the next affinity.

The system begins with faith.  Faith drives relationships.  Faith is a resource that

provides comfort when a relationship is difficult and encouragement that meaningful

relationships will endure.  Relationships drive optimism about the future; when

relationships are supportive, optimism is strong and when relationships suffer, optimism

suffers.  When teachers feel optimistic about the future, they express that optimism in the

form of words of encouragement, physical affection and positive body language.

Expressions of hope support teachers’ efforts at achieving what they hope for; when

teachers hope for something, they believe they must also work toward it.  This working is

easier when teachers receive and give expressions of hope.  This path of interconnected

affinities is illustrated in the SID below with theoretical quotes.
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Teachers Hope System Summary

To discover what elements compose teachers’ perceptions of hope and how these

elements relate, a focus group of teachers identified the following five affinities when

asked “Tell me about hope”: Faith, Relationships, Optimism about the Future,

Expressions of Hope, and Realistic Anticipation.  The uncluttered SID illustrates how

these factors are related.  A review of this system, as well as analysis of axial and

theoretical codes revealed no subsystems.  The teachers view hope as a process of relying

on faith, relationships, optimism about the future and expression of hope to create

realistic anticipation.
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Possible
Relationships

A → B
A ← B
A <> B

(No Relationship)

Teachers Theoretical Codes: Hope and the Workplace

As with the systems described above, the relationship teachers identified between

each affinity pair were documented in an Affinity Relationship Table (ART) (Table 16).

This table summarizes the relationships identified in the theoretical coding process.

Table 16: Composite Interview Affinity Relationship Table: Teacher: Hope and the

Workplace

Affinity Names

1. Colleagues
2. Money
3. Parents
4. Organizational

Structure/System
5. Vehicles for Supporting Kids
6. Kids’ Response
7. Student Outcomes
8. Teacher Outcomes
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Teacher Combined Interview

Affinity Relationship Table:

Hope and the Workplace

Affinity Pair
Relationship

Affinity Pair
Relationship

1      <>       2 3      →       6
1      →       3 3      →       7
1      →       4 3      →       8
1      →       5 4      →       5
1      →       6 4      →       6
1      →       7 4      →       7
1      →       8 4      →       8
2      <>       3 5      →       6
2      →       4 5      →       7
2      →       5 5      →       8
2      <>       6 6      →       7
2      →       7 6      →       8
2      →       8 7      →       8
3      →       4
3      →       5

Interrelationship Diagram

To begin rationalizing the system, a Combined Interview Interrelationship

Diagram (IRD) was created by placing arrows into a table according to the affinity pair
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relationships indicated in the ART (Table 2).  The combined interview IRD was then

sorted in descending value of delta as in Table 3.

The deltas mark the relative position of the affinities within the system.  The

initial placement of the affinities in the System Influence Diagram (SID) is represented in

the Tentative SID Assignments Table (Table 17).  In the following section, the SID

illustrating teachers’ perceptions of hope and the workplace is built and relationships are

described one affinity at a time.

Table 17: Tentative SID Assignments: Teacher: Hope and the Workplace

Teacher: Hope and the Workplace
Tentative SID Assignments

1.  Colleagues Primary Driver
2.  Money Secondary Driver
3.  Parents Secondary Driver
4.  Organizational Structure/System Secondary Driver
5. Vehicles for Supporting Kids Secondary Outcome
6.  Kids’ Response Secondary Outcome
7.  Student Outcomes Secondary Outcome
8.  Teacher Outcomes Primary Outcome
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Relationship Descriptions

Colleagues Influences…

Parents  “Colleagues have an influence on the relationships that I have with parents.  We

spend a lot of time talking about parents, asking for advice when we have to deal with a

situation or talk to a parent about something.  Sometimes, I will get together with a

colleague who has had the same kid before I talk to that kid’s parents, and if I am having

difficulties with a parent, a colleague who has had a similar parent can give me advice.

Colleagues help me see that parents really are doing the best they can.”

Organizational System/Structure  “Colleagues definitely have an influence on my hope

and how I look at the organizational structure and systems.  The colleagues I hang out

with, we feel empowered to say something to affect the organizational structure.
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Someone who is new to the district will form their opinions and ideas about the

organization based on what other people say about it.  When you start, some of the

opinions you form or the approaches that you use with different people, you get that from

colleagues who have been here.”

Vehicles for Supporting Kids  “How we support our students comes from what we

believe as adults, so colleagues influences supporting kids.  Colleagues are the ones I go

to in order to figure things out and the supporting kids is like the outcome.  When I have

had three behavioral meetings in one day and I am feeling down, a colleague will remind

me of my successes with kids.  The colleagues have to be good in order for the vehicles

to be good.”

Kids’ Response  “When we get the feeling that kids are responding and they are feeling

good about themselves, it is fun to share with colleagues; colleagues sharing is a way for

me to be real positive and upbeat about kids’ responses.  If you enjoy your colleagues,

you enjoy your job, you enjoy being there, the kids can tell, it is a trickle down thing.

Colleagues can have an effect on kids feeling optimistic about their futures.  Sometimes

you will get students who do not speak up or give responses due to how their classroom

is run.”
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Student Outcomes  “Students make their own choices, but we present the options to

them.  Colleagues can really hinder or support students’ outcomes.  We rotate subjects

and there are three of us on a team; my colleagues influence my students’ outcomes by

how they run their classrooms, how they present information.”

Teacher Outcomes  “I have been really blessed to have great mentors throughout my

teaching and counseling career; they are one reason why I have kept going and I have

hope that good people are going to stay.  I see good people like ____ who has been at it

for over 30 years, and he is still optimistic and energized and enthusiastic.  My colleagues

really had an impact on me when I was a young teacher, getting started and staying

motivated.  On the other hand, it is no fun working somewhere where you do not like

working with your colleagues.”
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Money Influences…

Organizational Structure/System  “Money makes the world go round.  They closed a

middle school because of money and the organizational structure completely changed.

Money affects what you can do in your system.”

Vehicles for Supporting Kids  “Money affects what vehicles are available.  I taught a

computer class and nothing worked; I had to fund raise to try to get better equipment.”

Student Outcomes  “For kids who want to go to college but cannot afford it, money

influences what those kids plan to do with their lives.   A lot of them join the military

because ‘I can get college paid for.’  If you look at the research, districts that have higher

incomes usually have a higher percentage of kids going on to college.  The more money

you have, the more electives you have, the more student outcomes you can offer.”
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Teacher Outcomes  “Money affects who goes in to this profession and it is having an

effect on the long term, how long people stay in this profession.  It is not fun to talk

about, but I see a lot of young teachers who are leaving education for jobs that pay better

or are not even going into education, which can be discouraging for me.  I would like to

make more money, but now I have to go and get the masters degree, which costs money,

or get more certifications.  One of the main reasons why I went on to get a masters degree

is that I could earn more money.”
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Parents Influences…

Organizational Structure/System  “If I feel like the parents are behind me, I will speak

up about what needs to change.  I think the organizational structure really responds to

parents’ needs and their requests.  Part of the principal’s job is to listen to the public,

especially the parents; parents influence the organization based on what they perceive the

school’s function to be, how they perceive how we are doing and what we do.  The

opportunity is there for parents to influence the organization, but they have to take that

opportunity.  Parents who are involved make such a wonderful difference in the schools

and make things possible that would not happen without their support.”

Vehicles for Supporting Kids  “Parents should be the main vehicle for supporting kids.

Some of our kids are involved with the vehicles we offer because their parents are saying
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‘You need more than what we can give you right now,’ especially when you look at kids

that are in grief groups because they have lost a parent.   Sometimes kids are involved in

the vehicles for support because they are not getting what they need from their parents.

Students are either utilizing the vehicles for support because their parents want them to or

they are there because they do not have the parenting they need.  In some states, parents

were really upset that music was being cut and the next year it was brought back.”

Kids’ Response  “Parent teacher conferences teach us every year that parents affect

children’s response, how they feel about themselves, how they feel about school.  That is

the first place that kids are going to learn if they are validated or important. Most of the

kids who have big issues to deal with, there is something wrong in the family.  The

parents who know how to parent create hope for their kids; parents that are not parents

almost destroy hope for their kids.”

Student Outcomes  “Parents should be pushing for the outcomes.  They influence

student outcomes either by their support or lack of support.  I had one student who went

to college because his mother told him he would never amount to anything.  It is harder

for students to achieve high outcomes without their parents’ support.  If the parent

demands outcomes, you have more.  It makes a huge difference when you have a parent

who is involved, who is working with their kids and not necessarily thinking that the

school has to do it all because so much learning happens outside the classroom.”
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Teacher Outcomes  “You want to be supported by parents.  If you have too many

negative parent interactions, that can really have an impact on whether or not you want to

stay.  Sometimes, you can say ‘I do not like this negative stuff, but I am making big

bucks,’ but when you are not making the big bucks and especially with new teachers who

are struggling to make ends meet, and you have to be professional and deal with negative

parents, it can have an impact on your job satisfaction and longevity.  The interaction—or

lack of interaction—we have with parents influences the success we have with kids.  My

first year of teaching, the parents were upset that they had a new teacher and they made

my life a living hell.  By the end of that year, I had decided that I was not teaching special

ed again and parents were crying and upset that I was leaving; their support helped me

stay in special ed.”
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Organizational Structure/System Influences…

Vehicles for Supporting Kids  “The administrators decide whether or not we get to offer

those programs that are vehicles for supporting kids.  I want the vehicles to affect

organizational structure, but I think it is the other way around.”

Kids’ Response  “The kids can sense what is in the air, if people are happy in the

organization, if nobody knows what is going on or if everyone is informed.  If you do not

have a good principal, then the teachers’ attitude towards the kids is really different and

that affects how the kids feel about themselves and about school.  There is a difference

between our school and other high schools; I hear kids who transfer to us say, ‘Here,

nobody cares what you wear, they will talk to you anyway.’  That is a reflection of our

organizational structure; everyone is valued and listened to.”
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Student Outcomes  “We need to ask ourselves if we are moving in the right direction

with No Child Left Behind, because I think we may be stifling creativity and not really

giving kids an opportunity to bloom; it is hard because a lot of those things are dictated to

us and we do not have control over them.  If you have a principal or administration who

wants control, the dictatorship, does not trust students’ or teachers’ opinions and outlook

on things, that makes for a tougher learning environment, it breeds negativity once that

starts breeding, yuck.  If we can offer more options for students who are not interested in

going to college, them we might have fewer kids dropping out.”

Teacher Outcomes  “If I have a need and I take it to an administrator, if they have their

act together, they address it, if they do not, I flop around and eventually I do not get

everything I want to done.  If people are unhappy with who they work for, they usually

do not stay, and should not stay.  The more freedom the organizational structure allows

you, the better your outcomes.  You can accomplish so much more when you are in an

environment where the people are working together and not in competition with each

other, working as one unit and working for the best of the children.  If you live in fear of

your job from day to day, it is tough to be a positive influence in your job.  When you are

working in a system where everyone is on the same page, it can be the biggest thing to

keep your hope alive and keep you going.”
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Vehicles for Supporting Kids Influences…

Kids’ Response  “By supporting kids we give them the opportunity to know that there is

a light at the end of wherever they are coming from.  Building relationships with students

is a vehicle for support, just communicating with a kid and letting them know that they

are important.  Sometimes you are communicating just by being there and they are crying

their eyes out, letting them know they have a safe place to come.”

Student Outcomes  “Kids gain skills that they can use as adults to take care of

themselves.  Hopefully one of the biggest things kids come away with is that they have

talents, they have skills and they can use them and get good results.  Some of our

programs, like speech and debate, give kids a social outlet that they would not have
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through any other technical support.  One skill that I hope our kids learn, and they are not

always learning it at home, is how to speak up and be an advocate for themselves.”

Teacher Outcomes  “If a teacher is involved in the vehicles for support and that is a

good experience, that will contribute to what it feels like to be here, but also if it is a

devastating experience, that still contributes to how the teacher will feel about their job.

Like, if you work with a group of kids that for some reason is a toxic group, you might

not ever want to do it again.  I think it is really good for the faculty and everyone else to

see what some kids are dealing with, to realize that we do not really have anything to

complain about.”
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Kids’ Response Influences…

Student Outcomes  “If a kid is not feeling good about him/herself, they are not going to

be successful or, if they are successful, they are going to have more difficult outcomes for

us to see along the way.  A response is pride in accomplishments and that leads to the

outcome of the accomplishment.  When we see kids finding relief, like in a grief group,

cycling out of that anger process and knowing that they can move forward and that

experience will not continue to be hurtful, when they get to that point, they can start

talking about what is to come.  The more they feel accepted, the higher their outcomes

will be.”

Teacher Outcomes  “Kids’ response is what keeps a lot of teachers going.  It gives us an

idea that we are doing something right.  To see that result, to watch kids grow, to know
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that our students have realized their own ability to become productive and to see value in

other people is important and it contributes hugely to what we do every day.  That gives

me hope to come back here.”
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Student Outcomes Influences…

Teacher Outcomes  “When I know that I have helped a student move towards being

successful, and successful in their own way, that makes me want to keep doing this job.

At the same time, when I know I have kids who are falling short, that makes me want to

stay here because I do not want that to happen to someone else.  We can learn from what

happened with one child and then somebody else may not have to do what they did; in so

many ways student outcomes influence what we do.  The happier students are and the

more options I can give them, then the happier and better off I am.  When you see a kid

who has been faced with a tough decision and they have learned to process and make that

decision is huge, whether or not their choice is the same as what I would have chosen for

them.  That really brings hope back, when we see kids getting scholarships, graduating,

and going on to lead productive, happy lives.”
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Teacher: Hope and the Workplace: Composite Interview Uncluttered SID

The cluttered SID contains all of the relationships described by the group.  It is saturated

with relationships, which while comprehensive and rich, can be very difficult to interpret.

A way to reconcile this difficulty is to produce a secondary SID called the Uncluttered

SID.  Below is the Uncluttered Composite SID of teachers’ perspective of hope and the

workplace.  This version of the SID will be used throughout the rest of this discussion.
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A Tour through the System

The journey constructed by teachers’ perception of Hope and the Workplace

begins with colleagues and ends with teacher outcomes. Each affinity influences the next

along the pathway through the system.  As seen before, how an affinity is perceived,

positively, neutrally or negatively, can influence the experience of the next affinity

(Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).

This journey begins with colleagues.  Colleagues drive teachers’ experience of

hope at work.  Relationships with colleagues influence relationships with students’

parents.  Parents who are involved influence the organizational structure or system by

voicing their opinions and fighting for what they believe is right for their kids.  Money

also influences the organizational structure/system by determining staffing levels and

variety of elective courses, among other things.  Staffing and electives are two vehicles

for supporting kids that are influenced by the organizational structure/system.  When

more support is available, kids respond more favorably to academic and personal goals.

Students who feel loved and accepted tend to achieve higher goals than those who feel

left out, unsupported or unconfident.  When students excel, emotionally as well as

academically, teachers feel more fulfilled and satisfied with their work.  This pathway of

interconnected affinities is illustrated below in a SID that contains selected theoretical

quotes.
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Feedback Loops and Zooming

The teachers’ system of hope and the workplace includes two semantic sequences,

each composing a subsystem which contains three affinities.  Although one purpose of

the SID is to organize drivers (perceived causes) and outcomes (perceived effects),

Northcutt and McCoy (2004) point out that “zooming out can continue as long as there

are feedback loops or sequences of affinities and relationships that have some underlying

semantic dimension” (p. 336).   We may zoom into the system and assign a new name to

the subsystem containing the affinities Money—Organizational

Structure/System—Vehicles for Supporting Kids.  One possible name for this subsystem

is Workplace Infrastructure.  The second subsystem contains the affinities Kids’

Response—Student Outcomes—Teacher Outcomes.  One possible name for this

subsystem is Manifestations of Hope.   A telephoto view of the teachers’ system of hope

and the workplace is presented in the SID below.
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Teachers Hope and the Workplace System Summary

To discover what elements compose teachers’ perceptions of hope and the

workplace and how these elements relate, a focus group of teachers identified the

following eight affinities when asked “Tell me about hope and the workplace”:

Colleagues, Parents, Money, Organizational Structure/System, Vehicles for Supporting

Kids, Kids’ Response, Student Outcomes, and Teacher Outcomes.  The uncluttered SID

illustrates how these factors are related.  A review of this system, as well as analysis of

axial and theoretical codes revealed two subsystems.  The first is represented by the

“Money—Organizational Structure/System—Vehicles for Supporting Kids” sequence.

The simplified or zoomed view of this sequence represents workplace infrastructure.  The

second subsystem is represented by the “Kids’ Response—Student Outcomes—Teacher

Outcomes” sequence.  The simplified or zoomed view of this sequence represents

manifestations of hope.  The telephoto view of the entire system depicts teachers’

perceptions of hope and the workplace succinctly.  The teachers view hope in the context

of the workplace as a process of relying on colleagues, parents, and workplace

infrastructure to create manifestations of hope.

CONCLUSION

Research results produced axial and theoretical code data for two constituency

groups: Nurses and Teachers.  These data were utilized to identify and describe the

elements that compose perceptions of hope in general and define how these elements
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relate.  The data also were utilized to identify and describe the elements that compose

perceptions of hope and the workplace and define how these elements relate.  To

illustrate the data and allow for comparison and inferences, system influence diagrams

were created for both constituencies.

The nurses’ Hope system depicts hope as a process driven by faith and resulting

in thankfulness, while the teachers’ Hope system is driven by faith and results in realistic

anticipation.
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The nurses’ Hope and the Workplace system depicts hope as a process driven by

spirituality and resulting in patient wellness, while the teachers’ Hope and the Workplace

system is driven by colleagues and results in teacher outcomes.
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In the final chapter, these sets of systems are compared and contrasted from three

different frames of reference: structural, theoretical and inferential (Northcutt & McCoy,

2004).  The resulting implications produce comprehensive grounded theories of 1) Hope

and 2) Hope and the Workplace.
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Chapter V: Implications

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to answer a set of research questions about hope

and its interaction with the workplace.  Two constituencies participated in the study:

nurses and teachers.  Each constituency’s lived experiences were explored to develop

grounded theories for 1) hope and 2) hope and the workplace.  Following protocols for

Interactive Qualitative Analysis, data were collected and analyzed to identify the

elements that compose hope and determine how these elements relate.  System influence

diagrams were created to produce a visual representation of hope for each constituency.

Data also were collected and analyzed to identify the elements that compose hope and the

workplace and to determine how these elements relate.  System influence diagrams were

created to produce a visual representation of hope and the workplace for each

constituency.

The last phase of the study involves comparing the systems and drawing

conclusions in order to answer the final research question: How do nurses’ and teachers’

perceptual systems compare?  The timbre or “feel” of an affinity, which can be

determined by the tone and content of axial and theoretical codes, provides a range or

value as in quantitative research (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).  Affinities with a negative

or unpleasant timbre represent possible barriers to an individual journeying through the
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system.   In this study, the timbre of every affinity in the hope systems was positive and

pleasant.  However, each constituency identified at least one negative affinity in its

perceptual system of hope and the workplace.  In the following discussions, each

composite SID is reviewed and the overall timbre of each affinity is identified.

COMPARING HOPE SYSTEMS

Nurse Composite System

The overall placement of affinities in this SID reveals Faith as the primary driver

of this system.  Data in chapter four provide insight as to why this affinity is the driver

for this constituency.  Nurses view faith as relevant and even essential to every aspect of

life.  They see faith as supportive and vital to the overall experience of hopefulness.  The

timbre of this affinity in the model is positive and pleasant.
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Emotions is a pivot in this system; it is the first affinity in a feedback loop

comprising Emotions—Relationships—Unlimited Possibilities.  According to the data,

nurses perceive emotions to be both an inspiration of and response to hope.  Emotions

associated with hope can range from positive to negative and still be associated with

hope.  The overall timbre of this affinity is pleasant and positive.

As we continue along this feedback loop, we come to Relationships which is also

a pivot in this system.  This affinity deals with human support systems such as family,

friends and community.  Nurses perceive this affinity to be vital to their hope.  The

overall timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

Unlimited Possibilities concludes the feedback loop; it is a pivot in the system.

The data reveal that nurses view unlimited possibilities to be comforting in the sense of

having confidence that life makes sense, one can affect one’s destiny and something good

will come.  On the other hand, this affinity inspired anxiety for some nurses because it

includes the unknown and elements of life that are outside one’s control.  Overall, the

timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

The final affinity is Thankfulness, the primary outcome of this system.

Thankfulness can be an attitude, a way of approaching life, or a response to the

appreciation of life events or  possessions.  The overall timbre of this affinity is pleasant

and positive.
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If an individual nurse had consistently negative relationships, his or her sense of

unlimited possibilities could become negative, which in turn could negatively influence

emotions.  In order to progress through the system in this case, the nurse would have to

employ tools for repairing existing relationships or establishing new, more positive

relationships.  On the other hand, if such a nurse had a very strong belief in unlimited

possibilities, this very positive belief may be able to counteract the influence of negative

relationships.
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 Teacher Composite System

The overall placement of affinities in this system reveals Faith as the primary

driver.  Like nurses, teachers view faith as relevant and vital to success in every aspect of

life.  Faith can be focused on a higher power or the goodness of humankind.  The overall

timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

The next affinity in this system is Relationships, a secondary driver.  Teachers

describe relationships with family and friends as fundamental to their hope, giving them

the energy to keep going.  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

Optimism about the Future is a pivot in this system, meaning that it influences

and is influenced by an equal number of affinities.  According to the data, optimism

about the future is belief that things can change for the better, that a positive outcome will

occur even when it is out of one’s control.  This affinity helps teachers cope with the

unknown factors of life; it drives their tenacity and their involvement in volunteer

service.  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.
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Following the journey through this system, we next encounter Expressions of

Hope, which is a secondary outcome of this system.  Teachers describe this affinity as

including smiles, hugs and words of encouragement.  The overall timbre of this affinity is

positive and pleasant.

Finally, we come to Realistic Anticipation, the primary outcome of this system.

The data reveal that teachers believe it is essential to work for specific outcomes one is

hoping to experience.  Hope is not wishful thinking; rather, it includes a process of

setting goals, making plans for achieving those goals and acting in accordance with one’s

plans.  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

If a teacher experienced very negative relationships or experienced the loss of a

positive relationship, this could reduce his or her optimism about the future and thereby

compromise his or her sense of hopefulness.  However, when one affinity becomes

negative, if it is preceded or followed in the system by one or more very positive

affinities, the individual in question may successfully complete the journey through the

system.  Therefore, a teacher whose relationships are negative may still feel hopeful if he

or she has a firmly established positive sense of faith or optimism about the future.
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Theoretical Implications

In the following discussion, the affinities for Hope are compared with major hope

theories and complementary literature discussed in chapter two.  The theory of hope

generated by this study subsumes several existing theories while it expands on others.

The researcher noticed that both constituencies generated nearly the same

affinities to describe hope.  Affinity names might have been different, but their meanings

were congruent (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).  In response, the researcher compiled a new

affinity list that took into account responses from both focus groups (Table 17).

Nurse Affinities Teacher Affinities Combined Affinities
Faith Faith Faith
Relationships Relationships Relationships
Emotions

Thankfulness

Expressions of Hope Expressions of Hope
• Emotions
• Thankfulness

Optimism about the Future Optimism about the Future
Unlimited Possibilities Realistic Anticipation Realistic Anticipation

Unlimited Possibilities could have become a major affinity with Realistic

Anticipation and Optimism about the Future becoming its sub-affinities.  However, the

researcher determined that nurses’ axial codes for Unlimited Possibilities could be

separated into Realistic Anticipation and Optimism about the Future.  Also, the richness

of the distinction between these two affinities justified retaining them as major affinities.

Table 17
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For the purpose of this discussion, the combined affinities will be presented and

compared to the literature one by one, then as a set.  According to Barron’s Hope Theory,

grounded in this study, hope can be viewed as a system comprising the five elements of

Faith, Relationships, Expressions of Hope, Optimism about the Future, and Realistic

Anticipation.  The timbre of and relationships between these elements will fluctuate

depending on individual experiences and context.

Faith

In this study, definitions of faith included reliance on a higher power, trust in

God, confidence in one’s own inner strength, and belief in the goodness of humankind.

This element was identified by previous studies of hope; Obayuwana et al. (1982) named

it Religion, Nowotny (1989) calls it Spiritual Beliefs, and Herth (2001) refers to it as

Spiritual or Transcendent.  Each of these researchers identified multiple dimensions of

hope, as did this study.

Relationships

Nurses and teachers consider family, friends and community to be their primary

relational support systems.  This element of hope was identified by several other

researchers: Herth (2001) calls it Relational, Obayuwana et al. (1982) define it as Family

Support, and Nowotny (1989) named it Relates to Others.

Expressions of Hope

In this study, expressions of hope included emotions, body language and words of

encouragement.  Emotions was identified as an element of hope by Averill, Catlin and
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Chon (1990).  This affinity makes explicit some of the perceived benefits of being in

relationship with others as identified by the studies referenced in the above paragraph.

Optimism about the Future

The final two elements of hope identified in this study confirm and expand upon

much of the early literature on hope and related constructs.  Optimism about the future

was described by nurses and teachers as an inner sense that everything will be ok, a belief

that even painful events have a positive purpose and that good things are going to

happen; this affinity applies when one does not have control over one’s circumstances

and/or their outcomes.  It also complements Shyer and Carver’s (2000) theory of

optimism, discussed in chapter two.

In a recent review of spiritual perspectives of hope, Nischala Devi (2007) asserts

that optimism about the future is a major element of hope in each of five major spiritual

traditions.  Devi points out that this optimism is not attached to specific outcomes; rather,

it is a vision of safety, happiness, a better future.  When Parse (1999) researched the lived

experience of hope among 130 participants in nine countries, she found that an

anticipation of positive possibilities was essential to the structure of hope in each of the

nine countries.

This affinity, which may be characterized as an orientation toward life, supports

Miller and Powers’ (1988) conclusion that hope encompasses a state of being.  In 1974,

Gottschalk defined hope as a measure of optimism that a favorable outcome is likely to

occur, both in one’s personal life and in other realms, such as spiritual or imaginary
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events.  Duffault and Martocchio (1985) view hope as including confident, yet uncertain

expectation of achieving good.  Two of Nowotny’s (1989) dimensions appear in this

affinity: Confidence and Future is Possible.  Finally, Hinds and Gattuso (1991) measure

hope as the degree to which an individual possesses a belief that a positive future exists.

Realistic Anticipation

Of all the affinities identified in this study, Realistic Anticipation most closely

resembles early research on hope.  The difference between that research and this study is

that in this study Realistic Anticipation is one of five interconnected elements that

compose hope, rather than being viewed as a complete representation of hope in and of

itself.

Nurses and teachers defined realistic anticipation as working toward what one

hopes for, being prepared with alternative plans in case the first plan does not succeed,

and setting goals that one may reasonably achieve; this affinity contradicts the notion that

hope is merely wishful thinking.  In addition to appearing in most hope theories, this

affinity relates to self-efficacy, goal setting and locus of control theories discussed in

Chapter two.

One of the earliest researchers of hope, Stotland (1969) considered hope to be

purely cognitive and related to goal attainment.  Snyder (1995) extended Stotland’s work

by defining hope as having both the will and the ways to achieve one’s goals.  While

Snyder believes that hope is cognitive, he acknowledges that hope-related cognitions are

influenced by emotions.
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This affinity also appears in multi-dimensional definitions of hope.  It subsumes

Herth’s (2001) Rational Thought Processes, Staats’ (1989) expectation of experiencing

particular wishes, and Nowotny’s (1989) Active Involvement and Comes from Within.

Indeed, nearly every theory of hope identified by the researcher contains some factor of

Realistic Anticipation.

Systemic Comparisons

In Table 18 below, the elements of Barron’s Hope Theory are compared with

those from other systemic definitions of hope.  Each row includes affinities the researcher

determined to be complementary.  From this table, it is clear that the current study has

produced a multidimensional system of hope that identifies and defines the broadest

range of elements.
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Barron (this study) Herth (2001) Obayuwana et al
(1982)

Nowotny (1989)

Faith Spiritual or
Transcendent

Religion Spiritual Beliefs

Relationships Relational Family Support Relates to Others
Expressions of
Hope

Experiential

Optimism about the
Future

Confidence
and

Future is Possible
Realistic
Anticipation

Rational Thought
Processes

Ego Strength
and

Education
and

Economic Assets

Active Involvement
and

Comes from within

Conclusion

In this section, the perceptual systems of hope identified by nurses and teachers

were toured and the timbre of each affinity was stated.  Scenarios were presented for each

constituency regarding potential barriers to journeying through the constituency’s

composite system.  The elements of hope identified by each constituency were combined

into one set of elements, which compose Barron’s Hope Theory.  These elements were

discussed in context with the literature and were compared with three other systemic

theories of hope.

Table 18: Comparison of Systemic Hope Theories
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In the next section, the systems describing hope and the workplace are compared.

Implications are drawn by comparing individual SIDs with the composite SIDs and

exploring predictions regarding the individuals’ likelihood of remaining in his/her current

profession.  Survival techniques are developed which may help other nurses and teachers

journey through the system of hope and the workplace.
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COMPARING HOPE AND THE WORKPLACE SYSTEMS

The researcher noticed that both constituencies generated similar affinities to

describe hope and the workplace.  As with the systems describing hope, in these systems,

affinity names might have been different, but their meanings were congruent (Northcutt

& McCoy, 2004).  In addition, the nurse constituency identified three elements that the

other constituency did not explicitly identify.  The researcher compiled a side-by-side

comparison of affinities that took into account responses from both focus groups (Table

19).

Teachers did not identify spirituality as a distinct affinity, but they discussed

having faith in students’ chances to overcome difficult situations.  Also, teachers did not

identify knowledge as an affinity; however, they discussed knowledge as a primary

student outcome.  Teachers did not identify attitude as an affinity, but they discussed the

importance of serving as a role model for students and believing the best about parents.

Nurse Affinities Teacher Affinities
Spirituality
Co-workers Colleagues
Knowledge
Organizational
Structure/System

Organizational Structure/System

Acts of Caring Vehicles for Supporting Kids
Nurse Wellness Teacher Outcomes
Attitude toward Patients
Support Parents
Patient Wellness Kids’ Response    and    Student Outcomes

Table 19: Comparison of Affinities for Hope
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In the next table, (Table 20), affinities from the composite SIDs are matched with

combined affinities for hope identified in Table 17.  This serves as another demonstration

of the relevance of hope in the context of the workplace.

Combined Affinities
for Hope

Nurse Affinity for Hope
and the Workplace

Teacher Affinity for Hope
and the Workplace

Faith Spirituality Vehicles for Supporting Kids
Relationships Co-workers Colleagues
Expressions of
Hope

Support
     and
Acts of Caring

Kids’ Response
     and
Parents

Optimism about the
Future

Patient Wellness
     and
Nurse Wellness

Student Outcomes
     and
Teacher Outcomes

Realistic
Anticipation

Organizational
Structure/System
     and
Knowledge
     and
Attitude toward Patients

Organizational
Structure/System
     and
Money

In the following discussion, the interaction of hope and the workplace is analyzed

from composite and individual perspectives.  First, the composite interview SID

representing nurses’ perception of hope and the workplace is reviewed and the timbre for

each affinity is determined.  An individual nurse’s SID is then presented and compared

with the composite SID.  Finally, survival techniques for new nurses are suggested.

Table 20: Comparison of Affinities for Hope and Hope and the Workplace
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Nurse Composite System

The overall placement of affinities in this system reveals Spirituality as the

primary driver.  According to the data, nurses see spirituality as permeating every aspect

of life, including in their workplace.  Spirituality is influential to nurses’ hope as well as

that of their patients and patients’ families.  In particular, nurses report that this affinity

provides comfort when medical interventions are not successful.  The overall timbre of

this affinity is positive and pleasant.

Co-workers is a secondary driver in this system and it begins the first feedback

loop in the system.  Nurses believe they cannot take care of their patients alone and they

would rather change employers than work with co-workers who are unkind or not

helpful.  Nurses report enjoying friendships with co-workers outside of the workplace

and receiving support from co-workers.  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and

pleasant.

Continuing along this feedback loop, we come to Knowledge, which is another

secondary driver in this system.  Knowledge is described by nurses as essential to good
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patient care and wellness.  Nurses feel more confident when they continually acquire new

knowledge; they report feeling more connected to their organization when they have

knowledge of how the system works and why.  The overall timbre of this affinity is

positive and pleasant.

Organizational Structure/System completes this feedback loop.  It is a

secondary driver in this system.  When it comes to their commitment to caring for their

patients, nurses report feeling independent of their organizations.  However, when it

comes to the processes involved in delivering such care, the organization often hinders

nurses.  According to the data, the majority of nurses in this group feel they are

succeeding in spite of their organizations.  For example, when the head of nursing has

never practiced nursing, nurses feel disconnected from this leader and view him or her as

lacking knowledge of their unique context.  The overall timbre of this affinity is negative

and unpleasant.

Acts of Caring begins a new feedback loop and is a secondary outcome of this

system.  The data reveal this affinity as representing why nurses chose their profession;

they enjoy delivering acts of caring to patients and appreciate exchanging acts of caring

with co-workers.  Acts of caring include treating each patient as an individual, being

compassionate, and taking care of the little things that show a patient that nurses really

care about them.  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

The next affinity in this loop is Nurse Wellness, another secondary outcome in

this system.  Nurses consider their wellness to be inextricably linked to patient wellness;
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if they are not feeling well, they are not able to deliver the kind of care they feel their

patients deserve.  In the data, nursing was labeled “a burnout job.”  Many nurses found it

difficult to maintain their internal wellness because of strain associated with the

organizational structure/system or relationships with co-workers.  The overall timbre of

this affinity is neutral.

Attitude toward Patients rounds out this feedback loop; it is a secondary

outcome in this system.  Nurses view a positive, compassionate attitude to be essential to

patient wellness.  Sometimes, such as when dealing with a particularly difficult patient,

this attitude helps nurses to display professionalism.  The overall timbre of this affinity is

positive and pleasant.

Support is the next secondary outcome in this system.  Patients’ support systems

most often are composed of their families or close friends.  Nurses consider support to be

very influential to patient wellness.  When a patient has a strong, positive support system,

nurses say this has a positive effect on the patient’s spiritual, emotional and physical

well-being.  In contrast, the lack of a support system can jeopardize a patient’s wellness.

The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

Patient Wellness is the primary outcome of this system.  According to the data, it

represents the main reason why nurses go to work every day and provides joy and relief

to both nurses and patients.  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.
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An Individual Nurse’s System

According to Northcutt & McCoy (2004), individuals who participated in the

study are good sources for interpretation.  The following SID will be used to describe the

hope and the workplace system of one individual.  For the purpose of identification, this

individual system will be referred to as Nurse 9.

Data for the following discussion and description of the affinities and their

relationships in this SID were collected during the interview.   The overall timbre or

“feel” of each affinity is given in order to provide a range or value as in quantitative

research (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).  This will help to identify which affinity could lead

to abandonment of the nursing profession.  The path or journey through the system is

described below.
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The overall placement of affinities in this SID reveals Knowledge as the first

affinity in a feedback loop that serves as the primary driver in this system.  Knowledge

was the strongest affinity for this person based on experiences within and outside of the

workplace.  “For me, personally, it is important to keep increasing my knowledge.  It is

essential to share knowledge with the patient; go get what you need to get to inform a

patient, if they want to know.  There is nothing worse than a patient saying ‘I do not

know what is going on, someone grabbed my chart and they wheeled me down the hall.’

What I would try to do at the beginning of each shift is to walk into each patient’s room
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with their chart and explain what was going to happen, what they could expect that night.

We forget that patients have no idea what is going on; there are a lot of inserts that you

can grab on the floor that help explain procedures and illnesses.”  This teacher has a

positive view of knowledge; she sees it as a source of empowerment.  The overall timbre

of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

Organizational Structure/System is the next affinity in the system and the

second of three elements of this feedback loop.  Support from the organization is very

important to this person, and she has not seen enough of it in her workplaces.  “The

support from management is huge to hope in the workplace.  Let’s face it, if you have no

support from your management, nursing is a hard job, and if you are not supported,

meaning your nursing manager supports your needs, supports you with enough staff, with

the proper time off if you have an emergency, cares about you, is on the floor once in a

while asking ‘How is it going here?’  you have to get support, and you can get it from

your co-workers, but if you are in an environment with a lot of revolving co-workers and

a lot of change, you need to know that your hospital supports you.

Organizational structure is really big because if you are a nurse and you care to move

somewhere in terms of your career, a lot of other careers have obvious moves in terms of

a career ladder, for nursing, it is a burnout job, you need to be high functioning all the

time and you need to know that if your patient care days are numbered in terms of your

desire to work in patient care, you need to know that you are valued by the organization
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and your experience and what you bring is valued and you can serve in different ways,

you can do some management, maybe do some teaching; that is part of the organizational

structure that would be more hopeful.  When anybody feels like they are just at a dead

end, doesn’t that just squash the hope out of you?  There is a huge connection between

workplace hopefulness and career paths.”  An example of the last statement is that this

person left direct patient care nursing after five years in order to pursue a terminal

graduate degree.  Her decision to leave patient care was due in part to her perception that

the organization did not engage patient care nurses in career planning.  The overall timbre

of this affinity is negative and unpleasant.

Co-workers completes the feedback loop that serves as the primary driver of this

system.  Co-workers represent a unique and powerful resource to this person.  “Co-

workers have the power to shape the work environment.  My situation was unique in that

I was a floater so I worked on a different floor each shift.  In another setting, when I

worked as part of a team that I respected and enjoyed, it definitely brought more

satisfaction and more meaning.  You get to share your stories and bounce ideas off people

and I think that makes it a much more hopeful environment.”  The overall timbre of this

affinity is positive and pleasant.

The next driver in this system is Spirituality.  This affinity is the second primary

driver in this system.  This nurse does not have a religious spirituality.  “I have a little bit

of caution about prayer because since spirituality means so many different things to

different people, if you are going to approach a patient under the guise of spirituality, I
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think you need to move forward with caution and feel people out first. With that said, in

terms of hopefulness, if you are able to have a sense of spirituality, connect with people

on a spiritual level or provide care in a spiritual way, that helps you and the patient feel

more hopeful.”  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

Acts of Caring is the next affinity in this system and is a pivot in the system.

Like many members of this constituency, this nurse believes that every action she takes

during a shift has an influence on her patients’ wellness.  “Doctors go in and write orders

and the nurses are the ones that act them out and make sure that everything is ok.  Also,

the actions that some people might take for granted, Was I on time for them? Did they get

their medicine on time?  Are they comfortable? Those are the acts of caring, and also

being a patient advocate; if something is going on that is miserable for that patient, we

actually took an oath to be a patient advocate.”  The overall timbre of this affinity is

positive and pleasant.

Continuing along Nurse 9’s journey, we come to Support.  This is a secondary

outcome in this system.  In addition to the support mentioned in the Organizational

Structure/System and Colleagues axial codes, this person views patient’s support systems

to be very important.  “Patients will be better with support systems and it is sad when

they do not have a family member there helping them, or if a family member is just

making it worse.”  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

Attitude toward Patients is the next affinity in this system; it is a secondary

outcome.  For this nurse, a respectful and positive attitude toward patients is second
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nature.  “This one is really interesting for me because respect, caring and treating each

patient as an individual would be a given for me, like I would address each patient as Mr.

or Mrs. until they told me not to, rather than walking in and saying “Hey, John’ to

someone who is 20 years older than me.

Attitude toward patients is very important because when you start to get burned out, your

attitude toward patients shifts and when you have certain types of patients, your attitude

can shift.  You want to remain respectful and caring, but then you have certain patients

that can be really irritating and just never get off the call light and you are never doing

enough.  Professionalism falls into this category, because when you have the angry

patients or the ones that are aggressive, and you’ve tried a lot of different approaches,

you just need to be professional.”  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and

pleasant.

The next secondary outcome in this system is Patient Wellness.  Nurse 9 believes

that wellness is different for every patient.  “The idea of somebody feeling well with

whatever they are handed.  Wellness in the textbook sense is that everybody is well and

healthy, but my goal with every shift was to get every patient to the optimal level of

wellness for them; did they have what they needed, did they have water, was their pain

managed, were they coping well, was I on time for them?  I hear a lot from patients not

getting their pain medicine on time, and that is what freaks them out; they are already

dealing with either an illness they will get well from or something that is going to change
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the rest of their lives and may even be terminal. For me wellness would be like bringing

them the optimal twelve hour period, giving them enough wellness to say, ‘That nurse

made a difference to me; I got my bath, I got some food, I got my medication on time,

someone talked to my family about what is going on.’”  The overall timbre of this affinity

is positive and pleasant.

Nurse Wellness is the final affinity and primary outcome of this system.

Interpersonal connection and meaningful work are major factors in this person’s wellness

in the workplace.  “All of other themes will affect your wellness and hope.  You need to

feel like you have a support system at work and that what you do makes a difference and

that your acts of caring are being received; you need to feel that you are providing the

best communication for the patient about what is happening to them and that you are

getting them through your shift well.  All the things we have talked about, those are huge

contributors of job satisfaction.  If you do not have those, what is the meaning of your

work?  Nurses have a lot of autonomy right now to switch jobs, because there is a

shortage of nurses; they can move from job to job.  You can work as a registry nurse

where you get paid more, but you are not connected, and I think those are a result of job

dissatisfaction, but if we start doing that, we do not feel connected and there is less

meaning in your work so you go in and you are more of a robot.”  The overall timbre of

this affinity is positive and pleasant.
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Building the Individual System

In this section, the model will be rebuilt from left to right with descriptions of

relationships.

Knowledge Influences…

Organizational Structure/System  “The more you know about how the hospital works,

then you are going to know why things are happening the way they are happening, why

they are not happening.  Your knowledge may affect your perception of the

organizational structure, it will not change the structure.”

Acts of Caring  “You need to be knowledgeable in order to give the best care.”

Support  “You can enhance the support that the family gives to the patient if you

communicate knowledge to them.”
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Attitude toward Patients  “If you know what a patient’s condition really does to them, it

is going to affect your attitude. On the negative side, if you had any biases about their

condition, it would affect your attitude negatively.  If you know that they are a drug user

and they have already burned through two kidneys and you do not know why they are

getting another one while other people who are doing everything they can to be well do

not get a kidney and die, it is harder to be compassionate, and that is when the

professionalism has to kick in.”

Patient Wellness  “If a patient is feeling better, they might be more open to receiving

some of the knowledge about their condition.”

Nurse Wellness  “The more you know about yourself, about your system, about your

job, the easier it will be to maintain your wellness.”
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Spirituality Influences…

Acts of Caring  “If you can connect with a patient on a spiritual level, that will support

their hopefulness.”

Support  “It can help their families to cope, especially if the patient does not recover or

dies.”

Attitude toward Patients  “If I connected spiritually with somebody, my attitude might

change.”

Patient Wellness  “If a patient has their own sense of spirituality, that can help them to

accept what they are facing.”

Nurse Wellness  “The lack of spirituality affects my wellness; I would like to be more

spiritual.”
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Organizational Structure/System Influences…

Co-workers  “You need to know how you fit in the organization, with your co-workers

and your group and how your unit is perceived as valued by the organization.  I worked at

a huge hospital, 800 bed facility with many units and some units got great staffing, they

were respected for some reason.  They had all of the resources they needed and then other

units were like the dump floor, they would get all these odd ball patients that nobody

wanted in the ER, they never had what they needed.  It was connected to the management

and the support from the hospital; it was one hospital, there should not be disparity in

resources, financial incentives.  It came down to the quality of the managers, who

supported their unit by going into meetings and insisting on more staff or more

resources.”
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Acts of Caring  “You need your resources in order to be able to do the acts of caring; if

you cannot even find half the stuff you need and you have way too many patients and you

have no support system and you are doing bedpans when you should be drawing blood,

you have no time to give the special acts of caring.  You can always be caring in the way

that you do things, but the organizational structure needs to be supportive and provide

you with what you need in order for the acts of caring to increase.”

Support  “Org structure totally affects your support.”

Attitude toward Patients  “If you do not have what you need and if they are just

throwing patient after patient at you, your attitude gets very, you have to be more

business like and move on quickly.”

Patient Wellness  “Patient wellness would improve with better resources and sufficient

staff.”

Nurse Wellness  “You need to know that you are supported, that you are valued.  I have

worked at hospitals where they do not care about you, you are just a warm body to take

care of patients because they have ratios to fill. What if you go to somebody with a

problem?  I had been treated very unprofessionally by a doctor, and when you go to

somebody and you do not get support, you do not feel good.”
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Co-workers Influences…

Knowledge  “You can share knowledge with your co-workers and benefit from someone

who has an advanced practice degree.”

Acts of Caring  “You can carry out acts of caring on your own, but your heart may be

more in that caring mode if you are happy with your relationships with co-workers.”

Support  “If you have a good relationship, then you are going to feel supported.”

Patient Wellness  “You need to know that you are handing off your patients at the end of

a shift to co-workers who will do their best for that patient.”

Nurse Wellness “If you go to work hating your co-workers and not wanting to work with

them, that is going to wear on you.”
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Acts of Caring Influences…

Support  “If you are carrying out acts of caring, it will bolster support.”

Attitude toward Patients  “You do something for somebody sometimes and it affects

your attitude, whether it helps or the patient rejects your actions.”

Patient Wellness  “Even little acts of caring have a big impact on whether or not the

patient feels cared for and like they can recover.”

Nurse Wellness  “When you do acts of caring, your wellness improves; when you act in

an uncaring way, you feel bad.”
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Support Influences…

Patient Wellness  “The patient is going to do better with support of their family and of

the staff.”

Nurse Wellness  “Your emotional support, you co-worker support, your organizational

support all will affect your wellness about your job, your hopefulness about your job,

your personal sense of wellness, ‘Am I in the right place? Am I in the right place where I

can do the right thing?’”
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Attitude toward Patients Influences…

Patient Wellness  “If you can maintain a professional attitude even with the most

difficult patients, that will support their wellness.”

Nurse Wellness  “You want to be sympathetic and supportive, and that is going to

contribute to your wellness.”
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Patient Wellness Influences…

Nurse Wellness  “If there was a patient I was particularly connected with and they had a

better day, it affected my sense of well-being.  If you can change somebody’s life and

make them feel better, even for 12 hours, you feel better.”
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Individual’s Path through the System
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Feedback Loops

In this individual SID of Nurse 9, there is one feedback loop.  This loop is

explored below.

For this person, Knowledge is a positive influence on the system as a whole.  Co-

workers also is described as positive when considered apart from the organizational

structure/system.  However, once the feedback loop goes into Organizational

Structure/System, affecting Co-workers, the nurse feels unsupported and disconnected.

“We forget that patients have no idea what is going on; there are a lot of inserts that you

can grab on the floor that help explain procedures and illnesses.  When patients feel

informed, their stress often reduces, which makes it easier for them to get better.
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Knowledge can change your perception of the organizational structure/system.  You have

to get support; you can get it from co-workers, but if you are in an environment with a lot

of revolving co-workers and a lot of change, you need to know that your hospital

supports you. I think that is food for thought that now we use so many registry nurses and

fill in nurses and floater nurses; we piece together these teams and I think that the

outcomes for the patients and the nurses’ satisfaction are highly influenced by that. When

you have an opportunity to work with a team, you have more satisfaction and can foster

that hopefulness about going to work every day because nursing is a lot of death and

dying.”

As with the nurse composite system, these affinities represent on the job resources

for Nurse 9.  If this nurse can increase her knowledge, particularly when it comes to

understanding the organizational structure/system, and if she can develop meaningful

relationships with co-workers, then she is likely to overcome the negative timbre of

Organizational Structure/System and will be able to deliver acts of caring and maintain

her own wellness.
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Comparison of Composite and Individual Nurse Systems
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One difference between these two systems is in the placement of Nurse Wellness.

In the composite system, nurse wellness is a secondary outcome, whereas in the

individual system, it is the primary outcome.  Both systems go into Knowledge and loop

with Organizational Structure/System and Co-workers; whenever we encounter a

feedback loop, the position of the affinities becomes less relevant because they act in

accordance with one another as one element, in this case On the Job Resources.

Another difference is that the composite perspective views Spirituality as

connected to every other affinity, but the individual considers spirituality to be unrelated

to her on the job resources.  This is probably because this person reports feeling

dissatisfied with her sense of spirituality and wishing she had more spirituality.

The individual nurse is taking a slightly different path than the majority.  Her path

is linear once it exits the feedback loop at the beginning of the system, whereas in the

composite system, Attitude toward Patients loops back into Acts of Caring.  While the

structure of these systems differs, the emotional impact of the affinities is very similar.
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Comparing Timbre
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The overall timbre of the systems is very similar.  The difference exists in the

Nurse Wellness affinity.  For the composite group, this affinity is neutral.  This  may be a

sign of the struggle nurses face to maintain a positive attitude and deliver caring acts even

when they feel they have reached a stage of burn-out in their job.

Practical Implications

In this section, the individual nurse’s SID will be used to contrast a nurse who is

likely to move out of direct patient care nursing with a nurse who already has acquired

decades of tenure.  A list of survival techniques is developed that could be used in the

future by other nurses.
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A nurse in his or her second decade of nursing who continues to enjoy the

profession has accumulated myriad strategies for delivering acts of caring for patients as

well as self.  She/he is still relying on the organizational structure/system to provide

necessary resources and is looking to knowledge and co-workers for support because

there are still negative forces to contend with.  The journey is still going on.  Such a nurse

has developed strategies for generating meaningful connections with co-workers, patients

and patients’ support systems.

In contrast, Nurse 9 is still fighting the forces of on the job resources and trying to

develop a stronger sense of spiritual support.  “The lack of spirituality affects my

wellness; I would like to be more spiritual.  I think it is food for thought that now we use
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so many registry nurses and fill in nurses and floater nurses.  We piece together these

teams and I think that the outcomes for the patients and the nurses’ satisfaction are highly

influenced by that.  If you are in an environment with a lot of revolving co-workers and a

lot of change, you need to know that your hospital supports you.  Nursing is a burnout

job; you have to be high functioning all the time and you need to know that if your

patient care days are numbered, in terms of your desire to work in patient care, you need

to know that you are valued by the organization and you can serve in different ways.

When anybody feels like they are at a dead end, doesn’t that just squash the hope out of

you?  There is a huge connection between workplace hopefulness and career paths.”

What would a nurse with tenure and job satisfaction recommend to a new or

dissatisfied nurse?  A list of survival techniques has been composed that could be used to

help other nurses in the future:

• If you are a floater or registry nurse, establish strong relationships with nurses in

at least one unit of your hospital

• Nurture relationships with co-workers

• Take time to seek information and develop your career path

• Be realistic about patient wellness—you cannot heal everyone

• Get involved in outside support systems that will help you maintain your

emotional, spiritual and physical wellness

• Ask for help and advice
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In the next section, the interaction of hope and the workplace is analyzed from the

perspective of teachers.  As with the above discussion, the composite interview SID

representing teachers’ perception of hope and the workplace is reviewed and the timbre

for each affinity is determined.  An individual teacher’s SID is then presented and

compared with the composite SID.  Finally, survival techniques for new teachers are

suggested.
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Teacher Composite System

The overall placement of affinities in this system reveals Colleagues as the

primary driver.  According to the data, teachers consider their relationships with

colleagues to be vital to their success and happiness at work.  Colleagues provide advice,

support, friendship and inspiration.  New teachers identify colleagues as the primary

driver of their commitment to stay in their profession.  The overall timbre of this affinity

is positive and pleasant.
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The next affinity in the system is Parents, a secondary driver.  Parents represent a

vital resource to teachers; if they are involved in their children’s education, parents can

inspire students to achieve better outcomes; however, if they are not involved, parents

can compromise students’ self confidence and their commitment to school.  While they

believe parents are doing the best they can, teachers report having to overcome

challenges created by parents, whether as a result of their lack of involvement or their

ignorance of good parenting skills.  The overall timbre of this affinity is negative and

unpleasant.

Money comes next in this system.  It is a secondary driver.  According to the

data, some teachers view money as irrelevant to teaching because teachers know they will

be underpaid before they enter the profession.  Teachers worry that they will not be able

to retire comfortably and many teachers hold two or more jobs in order to make ends

meet each month.  When a community passes a levy, this is interpreted by teachers as a

message that they are respected and valued by the community.  Teachers report a need for

more money to create supportive programs and diverse electives for students.  The

overall timbre of this affinity is negative and unpleasant.

Moving along this journey, we come to Organizational Structure/System,

which is the final secondary driver in this system.  Some teachers with decades of tenure

report feeling like they can influence the organization.  Others trust that the formal

leaders will make good decisions.  However, many members of this constituency report

feeling constricted by the policies and procedures that are dictated by the organization.
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They feel they have no control and would like to have more freedom to design curricula

or classroom exercises according to the unique needs of their students.  Because this

affinity is driven by two affinities with negative timbres, we can assume that this is a very

difficult spot in the life of a teacher.  The overall timbre of this affinity is neutral.

Vehicles for Supporting Kids is the first secondary outcome of this system.

Aside from parents, teachers identified building a caring relationship with a student as the

most important vehicle for supporting kids.  Other vehicles include group therapy for kids

who have lost a loved one, peer mentoring and social services provided on school

grounds.  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

The next secondary driver in this system is Kids’ Response.  This affinity refers

to students’ sense of belonging, whether or not they feel accepted and loved, and their

commitment to school.  According to the data, when kids feel good about themselves,

teachers feel more successful and fulfilled at work. The overall timbre of this affinity is

positive and pleasant.

Student Outcomes is the next secondary driver in this system.  This affinity

includes readiness to move to the next grade, graduating with a plan, and individualized

progress for students with learning or developmental disabilities.  Teachers feel inspired

when their students achieve high outcomes.  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive

and pleasant.

The final affinity in this system is Teacher Outcomes.  This is the primary

outcome of this system.  The data describe teacher outcomes as including job satisfaction,
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feeling successful, positive emotional well-being, and financial stability.  The overall

timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

In the next section, an individual system is described and analyzed so that

prospective scenarios may be developed.  The data is of one teacher.
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An Individual Teacher’s System

Data for the discussion and description of the affinities and their relationships in

this SID were collected during the interview.   The overall timbre or “feel” of each

affinity is given in order to provide a range or value as in quantitative research (Northcutt

& McCoy, 2004).  This will help to identify which affinity could lead to abandonment of

the teaching profession.  The path or journey through the system is described below.

The overall placement of the affinities in this SID reveals Colleagues as the

primary driver in this system.  Colleagues was the strongest affinity for this person based

on experiences within and outside of the workplace. “The more colleagues, the better, I

have found. It makes work enjoyable, for me it is strictly a joyful and social thing. Yeah,

sometimes they give you ideas and yeah, sometimes they help you figure things out, but
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for me it is more social, to be able to have a bunch of people who know specifically what

you deal with daily.”  This teacher has a very positive view of the colleagues he has

encountered during this, his second year of teaching.  The overall timbre of this affinity is

positive and pleasant.

Parents is a secondary driver in this system.  Parents represent a unique and

frustrating challenge for this teacher.  “My difficulty is I see too many poor parents. It is

really hard for me to focus on the good parents because I spend so much time scratching

my head at poor parenting.  I think teaching just makes you aware that the chip is always

right off the old block.  I know teachers are guilty of enabling sometimes and I am sure I

have, but I think once the patterns are set at home it is harder for us.  You know, ‘Mom,

Dad, so and so has an F,’ ‘Well, he is an F-up at home, too.’  Well, that is great, thanks

for working with me.  I think sometimes you see children raising children and that is

frustrating.”  The overall timbre of this affinity for this teacher is negative and

unpleasant.

Money is the next secondary driver in this individual system.  For this person,

money is a source of stress and frustration.  “Money is frustrating in the workplace if you

are a single dude and first year teacher.  Hell, I had more money in college.  Now, I have

to get the masters, now I have to get another certification; do I have an IRA?  All that

stuff, so it is a source of frustration.”  The overall timbre of this affinity is negative and

unpleasant.
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Moving along this person’s journey, we come to Organizational

Structure/System, another secondary driver.  Since this teacher has never worked in

another school and is in his second year of teaching, his perception of this affinity is still

forming.  “Being so new here, I really do not have anything to compare since I have not

worked in another school.  The thing I appreciate about the people I work for is that none

of them are out to just make my life awful.  I do not feel like any of them have it out for

me; I do not see any personal vindictiveness.  Sometimes I wish they were more decisive,

but then I also realize that they have to answer to a million different perspectives, so

sometimes maybe I misinterpret lack of decisiveness for just not automatically telling me

what I want to hear.”  The overall timbre of this affinity is neutral.

The next affinity in this system is Vehicles for Supporting Kids.  This affinity is

a pivot in this system.  This teacher enjoys being as a source of support for students.

“This is an area I wish I knew more about.  Maybe it is a new teacher thing that you grow

out of, I hope not, but with some of the projects that I am involved with, you get a social

outlet for kids that they would not have through any other technical support.  I think just

buddying up with a couple of colleagues and informally taking whatever steps you can to

support a particular kid.”  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

Student Outcomes is the next affinity in this system.  It is also a pivot in this

system.  This person likes to help students achieve higher outcomes.  “When kids get that

sense of accomplishment that they are ready to move on, that is great.  It would be nice if
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parents demanded higher outcomes, but when they do not, it makes me feel good if I

can.”  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.

Kids’ Response appears next in this system and is a secondary outcome of the

system.  This teacher tries to develop his skills at eliciting positive responses from kids.

“A rewarding experience is when you realize you have told a kid something their parents

probably never have, be it a good thing or a bad thing.  Sometimes you need to tell them,

‘Hey, I am really disappointed in you,’ because maybe their parents never did, or telling

them, ‘I am really proud of you.’  I am not here to be a parent to any of them, but every

once in a while you think, ‘Wow, I have gotten to tell this kid something that he or she

has not gotten enough of at home—concerned attention.’  I have never had it go poorly.  I

think if you show a vested interest, then the kids buy in, so the kid is not just doing the

assignment because it is an assignment, but doing it because it is an assignment for Mr.

____.  I think they appreciate being able to show off, to make someone else proud.  It is

cool to watch a kid transition from ‘I do not give a damn’ to ‘You know, I have always

been a C student, but I actually cared about this paper and I got a B on it and the teacher

told me I did a nice job.’”

The final outcome in this system is Teacher Outcomes, which is the primary

outcome of the system.  In addition to the pleasures and concerns mentioned in the above

affinity descriptions, this teacher seeks to enjoy his work.  “An outcome for me is to

enjoy what I am doing.  I like that it is not routine or mundane; we tend to do the same

things, but it always changes.”  The overall timbre of this affinity is positive and pleasant.
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Building the Individual System

In this section, the model is rebuilt from left to right with descriptions of

relationships.

Colleagues Influences…

Parents  “Sometimes, I will get together with a colleague who has had the same kid

before I talk to that kid’s parents.”

Vehicles for Supporting Kids  “The colleagues have to be good in order for the vehicles

to be good.”

Student Outcomes  “When every one of a kid’s teachers insists on high outcomes, they

perform better.”
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Kids’ Response  “If you enjoy your colleagues, you enjoy your job, you enjoy being

there, the kids can tell you enjoy being there and they enjoy it more; it is kind of a trickle

down effect.”

Teacher Outcomes  “My colleagues are the reason why I am still here.  Being new to

town, they made me feel welcomed and have been a great support system.”
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Parents Influences…

Organizational Structure/System  “Parents who are involved can have a big influence

on the organization.”

Vehicles for Supporting Kids  “They should be the vehicles for supporting kids.”

Student Outcomes  “Parents should be pushing for the student outcomes.  When they do

not, some kids give up or lose interest in school.”

Kid’s Response  “Parents affect how a kid feels about himself, whether or not he

matters.”

Teacher Outcomes  “You want to be supported by the parents.  When you are not, it

makes your job harder.”
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Money Influences…

Organizational Structure/System  “Money makes the world go ‘round.”

Vehicles for Supporting Kids  “Money determines what programs we can offer.”

Teacher Outcomes  “I would like to make more money.  I teach a computer class and

nothing used to work; I had to fund raise to try to get better equipment.”
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Organizational Structure/System Influences…

Vehicles for Supporting Kids  “The leadership decides which special programs we offer

and which electives we get to offer.”

Student Outcomes  “If kids are happy to be part of the organization, they will achieve

higher outcomes.”

Kids’ Response  “The kids can sense what is in the air, if people are happy working in

the organization, if nobody knows what is going on or if everyone is informed.”

Teacher Outcomes  “If I have a need and I take it to an administrator, if they have their

act together, they address it; if they do not, I flop around and eventually I do not get it

done.”
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Vehicles for Supporting Kids Influences…

Student Outcomes  “Building a relationship with students is a vehicle for support and it

can lead to better outcomes.”

Kids’ Response  “By supporting kids, we give them the opportunity to know there is a

light at the end of wherever they are coming from.  When kids know they are safe and

they can be who they want to be, that is a response to the personal relationships and the

programs we offer.”
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Student Outcomes Influences…

Kids’ Response  “A response is pride in an accomplishment and the outcome is the

accomplishment.”

Teacher Outcomes  “When my students have big accomplishments, it feels good for

them and it feels good for me.”
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Kids’ Response Influences…

Teacher Outcomes  “I probably should not let this happen, but it influences my

emotions.  When kids feel better or are engaged, feel proud of themselves, then I feel like

I have done a good job.”
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Individual’s Path through the System
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Comparison of Composite and Individual Teacher Systems
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At first glance, these systems appear different due to the vertical orientation of the

composite SID and the horizontal orientation of the Teacher 8 SID.  However, the

systems are identical but for one difference: the order of Student Outcomes and Kids’

Response.

Comparing Timbre
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The overall timbre of the systems is identical.  However, for the individual, the

negative and neutral affinities’ timbres are much stronger than they are for the composite

system.  According to the data, Teacher 8’s decision to continue as a teacher rests in his

relationships with colleagues.

Teacher 8 feels resentful of the low salary and additional degrees or certifications

he has to acquire in order to earn more money; he reports being unable to focus on the

good parents because he is preoccupied with poor parents.  In addition, this person’s

perceptions of the Organizational Structure/Systems and Teacher Outcomes affinities are

still forming.  The timbre of Organizational Structure/System is neutral now, but if this

person experiences an increased incidence of feeling uninformed, the timbre could easily

change to negative.   This would create a barrier comprising three secondary drivers
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which the individual would have to overcome in order to move through this system and

remain hopeful at work.

When asked to describe his experiences of Teacher Outcomes, Teacher 8 did not

have much to say; this indicates that the primary outcome of hope in his workplace is

uncertain or unclear to him, which means that it will be harder for him to use mental

pictures of this affinity as a means of motivating him to move past negative affinities and

remain in the profession.

If Teacher 8’s administrators want to retain him as a teacher in their organization,

they should, at the very least, ensure that relationships with colleagues are supported by

the organizational structure/system.  Other tactics might include keeping Teacher 8

informed of organizational changes or policies, helping Teacher 8 work with difficult

parents, and involving Teacher 8 in events that celebrate positive aspects of teaching such

as supportive parents and successful students.

If Teacher 8 continues to feel very positively about his relationships with

colleagues and if the timbre of Organizational Structure/System remains neutral or

becomes positive, then Teacher 8 is likely to continue teaching.  However, if his

perception of colleagues becomes neutral or negative, then none of the drivers in Teacher

8’s system would be positive and he would probably transfer to another school or

abandon teaching as a profession.
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Practical Implications

In this final section, the individual teacher’s SID is used to contrast a new teacher

who is likely to leave the profession with a teacher who has accumulated years of tenure

and has survived the hurdles faced by starting teachers.  A list of survival techniques is

presented that could be used in the future by other teachers.

A teacher who has acquired many years of tenure while continuing to enjoy

teaching utilizes well developed strategies for navigating the challenging path through

Parents, Organizational Structure/System and Money and maintaining his or her

wellness.  What would such a teacher recommend to a new or dissatisfied teacher?  The

following survival techniques may help teachers to successfully complete the journey of

hope and the workplace:

• Do not isolate yourself; ask for help and advice
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• Develop strong relationships with colleagues

• Remember that parents are doing the best they can

• Become a mentor to one or more students

• Meet with Human Resource personnel to design a financial wellness plan

for yourself

• Remember why you decided to become a teacher; keep your vision alive

• Celebrate even the smallest achievements (of your students and yourself)

• Inform yourself about the organizational structure/system and programs

that serve as vehicles for supporting kids

Conclusion

An attempt has been made to analyze the interaction of hope and the workplace

by examining interviews with each constituency and one member of the constituency.

Focus groups began with naming issues related to hope and the workplace.  These issues

were assigned to categories or affinities.  In this study, the nurses identified nine affinities

and teachers identified eight affinities.  Following an interview protocol, a number of

nurses and teachers were interviewed.  Those interviews were coded into axial and

theoretical tables, which were used to develop perceptual mind maps or SIDs.  The SID is

taken as a mental model which may be analyzed according to influences and timbre.

These factors were described using the voices of interviewees.  The composite and

individual systems were then compared and survival techniques were developed.
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A Grounded Theory of Hope and the Workplace

To allow for generalization, the affinities identified by nurses and teachers were

be renamed, taking into consideration comments from both constituencies (Table 21).

Nurse System Teacher System Combined System
Spirituality Spirituality
Co-workers
     and
Support

Colleagues
     and
Parents

Relationships

Knowledge Money Resources
Organizational
Structure/System

Organizational
Structure/System

Organizational
Structure/System

Attitude toward Patients Attitude toward Clients
Acts of Caring Vehicles for Supporting

Kids
Actions for Clients

Patient Wellness Kid’s Response
    and
Student Outcomes

Client Outcomes

Nurse Wellness Teacher Outcomes Personal Outcomes

While many IQA studies lead to the development of a SID to represent a theory,

in this case that does not seem appropriate because  the perceived cause and effect

relationships among affinities will vary according to individual experiences and

workplace environments.  Therefore, Barron’s Theory of Hope and the Workplace,

grounded in this study, identifies eight elements that influence and/or are influenced by

hope in the context of the workplace.  These elements are separated into drivers and

outcomes, whose timbre and order will fluctuate in each workplace:

Table 21: Combined affinities for hope and the workplace
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Drivers:
• Spirituality
• Relationships
• Resources
• Organizational Structure/System

Outcomes:
• Attitude toward Clients
• Actions for Clients
• Client Outcomes
• Personal Outcomes

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to determine what hope means to nurses and

teachers and how it interacts with their workplaces.  Prior to this study, hope had been

investigated primarily from a clinical, operationalized perspective (Tout, Raby & Moriis,

2004; Snyder & Shorey, 2003; Adams, Snyder, Rand, King, Sigmon & Pulvers, in

Giacolone & Jurkiewicz, 2003; Ozgag, 2002).  Several theories existed in which hope

was viewed as a multidimensional construct whose definition was influenced by

individual personal experiences and assumptions (Dufault & Martocchio, 1985; Farran et

al, 1995; Herth, 2001).  This study extends the literature on hope by illustrating and

connecting the elements that compose hope with rich descriptions.

Through the creation of system influence diagrams, this study developed a

grounded theory of hope in which hope is perceived as a system of five interconnected

elements: faith, relationships, expressions of hope, optimism about the future, and

realistic anticipation.  The timbre and arrangement of these affinities is influenced by
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context as well as personal experiences and assumptions; therefore, this systemic

definition of hope offers insight for the development of interventions to support hope.  If

an individual feels negatively about faith, for example, but feels positively about the

other four elements of hope, an intervention may be designed to enhance that person’s

faith, thereby enhancing his or her hopefulness.

The nurses and teachers who participated in this study identified elements that

influence and/or are influenced by hope in their workplaces.  These elements were

connected and illustrated by participants, resulting in system influence diagrams that led

to the development of a grounded theory of hope and the workplace.  According to this

theory, eight elements compose the system of hope and the workplace: spirituality,

relationships, resources, organizational structure/system, attitude toward clients, actions

for clients, client outcomes, and personal outcomes.  Just as Barron’s Hope Theory offers

insight for the development of interventions to support hope, Barron’s Theory of Hope

and the Workplace offers insight for the development of interventions to support hope in

the workplace.

Both constituencies in this study considered relationships and organizational

structure/system to be strong drivers of their hope in the workplace.  According to the

data, administrators should develop policies and procedures that support collegial

relationships among nurses and among teachers, ensure that formal leaders have direct

experience in the roles that they supervise, and include nurses and teachers in

organizational design decisions.
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Besides answering predetermined research questions, IQA studies inspire new

questions.  After completing this study, several questions emerged:

• What are the implications of hope for turnover in nursing and teaching?

• How might the affinity descriptions, timbre and relationships hold or change

in a large urban setting or a remote rural setting?

• How might the affinity descriptions, timbre and relationships hold or change

among racially diverse focus groups?

• Would male nurses agree with the affinities identified by female nurses to

describe hope and the workplace?

• How would the perceptions of employees in production-based industries, such

as manufacturing, compare with those in the service-based industries of

nursing and teaching (Barron, 2006)?

The systems of hope and, hope and the workplace illustrate internal and external

forces exerted on nurses and teachers.  Relationships are of primary importance in the

maintenance of hope both within and outside the workplace.  Nurses and teachers invest

great amounts of emotional energy in their patients and students; actions for clients and

client outcomes are key outcomes of hope in the workplace and represent the main reason

why nurses and teachers chose their professions.
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Appendices
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Thankfulness Faith Emotions Unlimited
Possibilities

Relationships

• Relief that all
was okay after
birth

• Hope is re-
instilled when
my husband is
back to work
after Sept. 11
events

• Dad’s prostate
cancer
prognosis—ho
peful of a cure

• I hoped that
buying a new
house was the
right decision

• Positive
thoughts

• Amazing!
• Prayer
• Life
• Helping

others
• Fear of

failure
• Grand
• God/Spirit
• Strength
• Mass—chur

ch activity

• Love
• Feeling of

happiness
• Feeling

positive
• Warmth
• Happiness

• Dreams
• Fresh start
• I remember

feeling hope
with
excitement
and love on
our wedding
day

• Hope +
Faith =
sense of
positive
things will
happen in
the future

• Anticipation
of positive
things to
come

• Unknown
possibilities/
potential

• I have been
hopeful with
career
changes as
well as job
changes in
my career

• Possibilities

• Family-loved
ones

• Family
• I have been

hopeful when
planning a
family
vacation or
trip

• The birth of
my first child

• Special time
of change in
my
relationship
with my
husband

• Wanting to be
a better
person, wife,
mom for my
baby

• Support
through
friends

• Blessed
• Joy
• The hope of

having one of
the most
important jobs
in my
life—motherh
ood

• Loving my
child so much

• I have had
hope with
anticipation
for the birth
of each of our
children

Appendix A
Nurse Focus Group
Hope Affinity List
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hope with
anticipation
for the birth
of each of our
children

• Community
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Co-workers Spirituality Wellness Knowledge

• Happy/enjoyable
place to be

• Developing a
“family” with
co-workers

• Good
relationship with
co-workers

• Support of co-
workers

• Prayer
• Faith
• God’s

plan
• Life after

death

• Relief that
everything is ok

• Improvement in
wellness

• Elderly patient
receiving laser
for
vision—hopeful
to improve
failing vision so
she can sew
again

• Childbirth
• Hope for today

or Live for
today

• Finding no
cancer

• Education—
knowledge

• Education/
knowledge

• Second opinion
• New treatments
• Challenge
• Cure
• Learning and

educating self to be
a better nurse

Appendix B
Nurse Focus Group

Hope and the Workplace Affinity List
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Acts of Caring Support Attitude toward
patients

• Being able to
help/touch
someone’s life

• Wanting to
make a
difference

• Hopeful that I
can make a
difference in a
patient’s stay

• Hopeful that
“Meth mom”
will realize
what she is
doing to
herself, her
future and her
little baby

• Hope in nursing
is being able to
reduce anxiety

• Hope to help
new mom
understand how
to care for her
baby

• Being able to
listen

• Hope in nursing
is helpful in
healing

• Hope that very
preterm baby
will survive and
lead a normal
life

• Helping others
during a
difficult time

• Feels good to
be needed

• Support for
patients and
family

• Family support

• Caring
• Hope is caring
• Caring about

others
• Respect
• Comfort
• Treating each

patient as an
individual
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1.  Thankfulness
2.  Faith
3.  Unlimited Possibilities
4.  Emotions
5.  Relationships

Affinity Relationship Table

Affinity Pair
Relationship

Affinity Pair
Relationship

1                       2 3                       4
1                       3 3                       5
1                       4 4                       5
1                       5
2                       3
2                       4
2                       5

Appendix C
Nurse Interview Protocol

Possible Relationships

A   ⇒   B   (A influences B)
A   ⇐   B   (B Influences A)
A   ⇔   B  (No Relationship)
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1.  Co-workers
2.  Spirituality
3.  Patient Wellness
4.  Knowledge
5.  Acts of Caring
6.  Support
7.  Attitude toward Patients
8.  Organizational Structure/System
9.  Nurse Wellness

Affinity Relationship Table

Affinity Pair
Relationship

Affinity Pair
Relationship

Affinity Pair
Relationship

1                       2 3                       5 6                       9
1                       3 3                       6 7                       8
1                       4 3                       7 7                       9
1                       5 3                       8 8                       9
1                       6 3                       9
1                       7 4                       5
1                       8 4                       6
1                       9 4                       7
2                       3 4                       8
2                       4 4                       9
2                       5 5                       6
2                       6 5                       7
2                       7 5                       8
2                       8 5                       9
2                       9 6                       7
3                       4 6                       8

Possible Relationships

A   ⇒   B   (A influences B)
A   ⇐   B   (B Influences A)
A   ⇔   B  (No Relationship)
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Expressions of
hope

Faith Optimism
about the
future

Realistic
anticipation Relationships

Process/Intangible
• Comfort
• Refreshing
• Dreams
• Support
• Warmth
• Relief
• Love
• Love
• Excited
• Excitement

Product/Tangible
• Laughter
• Spring/

summer: the
end of a long
winter and
being
outdoors.
There’s always
something nice
about the
change of a
season,
especially
spring/summer

• Freshly dug
dirt

• Brown eyes
• Playing sports
• Hugs
• Books
• Smiles
• Goals
• Time alone
• Gardening

• Faith in a
higher
power

• Sobriety for
people with
the disease
of
alcoholism

• Spirituality
• Faithfulness

• Landing my
first
teaching job

• Trust: one
has to trust
that their
desire/hope
is the right
one, and if it
doesn’t
come to be,
one has to
trust that,
too.

• I wanted a
certain toy
more than
anything
else; we
didn’t have
much
money so I
never hoped
for any of
the
expensive
toys; Mom
and dad
dropped
hints that I
should
remain
hopeful

• Opportunity
: hope can
be the
realization
of
achievement
, the
opportunity
for success

• Hard work:
I can hope
for things,
but I need to
do as well

• Adaptation
• Anxious
• Nervous
• Change
• Willingness

to learn
• Acceptance

• A family that
is close and
supportive—
family that
includes
grandparents,
cousins, etc.
(when I was
young)

• Family
(functioning)

• Working in
schools

• Pride in
myself and
my friends
around me

• Friends
• Family
• Togetherness
• Being

comfortable,
relaxed, at
peace with the
people in my
life

• Friends and
family

• Family
• Safe
• A family that

is
comfortable—
emotionally,
spiritually and
financially
(current
family)

Appendix D
Teacher Focus Group

Hope Affinity List
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• A cup of
coffee/tea

• Sunshine
• Food

realization
of
achievement
, the
opportunity
for success

• Belief:
works with
hope; if I
don’t
believe in
the
possibility
of x or y,
how can I
hope it will
happen?

• Belief that
lives can be
different
than they’ve
been in the
past

• Optimism
• Energy
• Thinking

positively
• Graduating

from college
with a
teaching
degree

• Believing
everything
will be ok
(or better)

• Christmas
as a child

• Finishing
high school
and moving
on to
college

(current
family)

• Children
• Meeting my

future wife
• Going home

with my
daughter

• Different age
groups

• Talking to
former
students who
are great
parents,
people,
members of
society

• Starting to
have kids

• Kindness
toward others

• Having fun
with the
people with
whom I work

• Having a
family that is
healthy,
physically

• Kids and
laughter
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on to
college

• Knowing
that I have a
skill, that I
am good at
something
and making
no apologies
for it

• Optimistic
about life

• Life
• Tomorrow

is full of
opportunity

• Belief that
things can
get better

• Hope is
predicting
that my
future will
be as
content as
my present
life.

• Things are
getting
better

• Having
confidence
that things
are going to
go well,
things are
going to be
ok.

• A sweet
outlook on
the future
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Colleagues Money Parents Organizational
Structure & Systems

• Fun times &
Laughing

• People
working
together
effectively

• Support from
colleagues

• Friendliness
among co-
workers

• Wholly
trusting the
people I work
with

• Colleagues
• Peers
• Relationships
• Coaches

inspire me by
their service

• Knowing one
another

• Our staff will
be connected,
concerned and
united in our
commitment to
educating the
whole child

• Someone you
can rely on

• Friday morning
coffee

• Lunch
• Getting to

know the
people I work
with better

• The back of
my room
looks like a
7-11 food bar

• A paved
parking lot
for staff

• Smaller
populations
in our
schools

• Funding for
schools is a
non-issue

• Hoping the
south campus
ventilation
system will
be fixed
sometime in
the near
future

• I will make
enough
money to
retire
comfortably

• Parents who
care

• Parents with
parenting
skills

• Students with
full bellies
and clean
clothes who
left home
with an “I
love you”

• Parents
• Relationships

• Fresh faces and
ideas from leaders

• Ability to speak your
mind without
repercussions

• I continue to have
the freedom to
exercise my
professional
expertise when
choosing how to
teach children

• Communication
• Growth
• Getting along with

one another
• Trust
• Respect
• Shared vision
• Support from

“superiors” (bosses,
administrators, etc.)

• Doing the best I can
do every day

• Common goals
• Effective Leadership
• Open

communication
• Effective change
• Professionalism

Appendix E
Teacher/Counselor Focus Group

Hope and the Workplace
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Vehicles for
Supporting Kids

Kids’ Response Student Outcomes Teacher Outcomes

• Exceptionalities
(class at HS)

• Freshman
conferences

• Watching a kid
make it through
a tough time

• Grief group
• Safe place to

share
• Care workshops

• Emotional
Responses

• Students feel
wanted,
needed, and
loved

• Smiling faces
• Students are

excited about
their futures

• Students
recognize their
own resiliency

• All feelings are
ok

• Skills
• Openness
• Empathy
• Kids know

they are
survivors, not
victims of their
pasts

• Tears
• Awareness
• Practical

Responses
• Believing there

is good in the
world and
seeing great
things to come

• Seeing the light
bulb glow in a
student’s eyes

• Those “I get it”
moments

• A student
finally
understanding
a concept

• Dreams
• Fun
• Resiliency
• Celebrating

others
• Hoping that I am

having a positive
influence in their
lives

• Kids will prove
me wrong

• The
student/students
who are there
every day who
defy the odds

• Stadium and
field house
bleachers filled
with cheering
kids

• Students who
receive a
scholarship

• Graduation plus
life after high
school

• Graduating with
a plan

• Reading scores
coming up!

• Hope for myself
to become a
better teacher
and a better
person by
teaching

• Belief in my
organization/
company/ school

• Those who are
still teaching
after 30 plus
years

• The best and the
brightest teachers
will keep
teaching—for
many years

• Longevity of
employees
because they are
content with
their jobs and are
effective

• We continue to
seek the truth in
what is best/how
to teach children

• An every day
habit of
maintaining my
hope

• Job satisfaction
• First day of a

new year
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finally
understanding
a concept

• Optimism for
the students to
do their best

• My students
will be happy,
productive
citizens

• Knowing that
our kids are
doing well
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1.  Expressions of Hope
2.  Faith
3.  Optimism about the Future
4.  Realistic Anticipation
5.  Relationships

Affinity Relationship Table

Affinity Pair
Relationship

Affinity Pair
Relationship

1                       2 3                       4
1                       3 3                       5
1                       4 4                       5
1                       5
2                       3
2                       4
2                       5

Appendix F
Teacher Interview Protocol

Possible Relationships

A   ⇒   B   (A influences B)
A   ⇐   B   (B Influences A)
A   ⇔   B  (No Relationship)
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1.  Colleagues
2.  Money
3.  Parents
4.  Organizational Structure/System
5.  Vehicles for Supporting Kids
6.  Kids’ Response
7.  Student Outcomes
8.  Teacher Outcomes

Affinity Relationship Table

Affinity Pair
Relationship

Affinity Pair
Relationship

1                       2 3                       7
1                       3 3                       8
1                       4 4                       5
1                       5 4                       6
1                       6 4                       7
1                       7 4                       8
1                       8 5                       6
2                       3 5                       7
2                       4 5                       8
2                       5 6                       7
2                       6 6                       8
2                       7 7                       8
2                       8
3                       4
3                       5
3                       6

Possible Relationships

A   ⇒   B   (A influences B)
A   ⇐   B   (B Influences A)
A   ⇔   B  (No Relationship)
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Glossary

1. Affinity: A category of meaning, also known as an element, which is an outcome

of the nominal coding phase of an Interactive Qualitative Analysis study.

2. Affinity Relationship Table (ART): A table in which the direction of relationship

for each possible pair of affinities is documented.

3. Axial Coding: An analysis of interview transcripts in which affinities are defined.

Quotes describing an affinity become axial codes defining that affinity.

4. Axial Code Table: A table in which axial codes are documented.

5. Axial Interview:  The first phase of an IQA interview; an interview composed of

open-ended questions designed to elicit thick descriptions of respondents’

perceptions of and experiences with each affinity.

6. Convenience Sampling:  Selection of study participants based on convenience.

7. Driver:  An affinity that causes or influences another affinity in a system.

8. Feedback Loop:  A collection of at least three affinities that influence one another

in a cyclical pattern.

9. Focus Group:  A group of study participants convened to identify and explicate

participants’ perceptions and understandings via interaction among the

participants.

10. Grounded Theory:  A theory that is derived from empirical evidence.
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11. Interactive Qualitative Analysis (IQA):  A systems approach to qualitative

research that

12. Interrelationship Diagram (IRD):  A table that represents all relationships among

affinities.  The IRD is used to determine the preliminary order of affinities in a

perceptual system.

13. Interview:  Interaction between researcher and interviewee designed to enable the

researcher to obtain descriptions of the perceptions, interpretations of meaning,

and lived experiences of the interviewee with respect to the phenomenon.

14. Interview Protocol:  An interview structure and format used to ensure consistency

among interviews and to elicit rich description of each affinity and affinity

relationship.  This structure authenticates the focus group’s affinities.

15. Nominal Coding:  A first step in IQA focus groups, this form of coding is a

response to brainstorming and consists of recording of individual thoughts on

index cards.

16. Outcome:  An affinity that is caused or influenced by other affinities in a

perceptual system.

17. System Influence Diagram (SID):  A graphic representation of a perceptual

system composed of affinities and affinity relationships.

a. Cluttered SID:  A visually saturated SID, in which all direct relationships

are indicated by graphic links.
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b. Uncluttered SID:  A SID in which redundant graphic links have been

removed.

18. Theoretical Coding:  An analysis of interview transcripts in which relationships

among affinities are determined.  Quotes describing a relationship become

theoretical codes documenting that relationship.

19. Theoretical Interview:  The second phase of an IQA interview: a structured

interview in which respondents identify and describe the cause-effect

relationships between affinities.

20. Timbre:  The character or quality of an affinity.  Timbre represents how an

affinity feels to respondents, ranging from positive to negative.

21. Zooming:  A method of analyzing and interpreting a SID in which a feedback

loop is named and this name is substituted for the individual elements in the

feedback loop.
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